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Changing with the times.
Since 1948, Louis P. Batson Company has been a full-service provider of machinery and
equipment to the textile industry. Over the years, we have expanded our product line to
serve numerous industries throughout North America. Examples are:
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Web Handling Equipmeni iind ALxessories
Textiles:
• Capital Equipment
• Mill Supplies and Spare Parts
• Technical Service
Plastics:
Industrial Strength Formula #1114
Cleaner Degreaser
Vccliii C'ul Slicci I lici iiiolorming Machinery
• Plastic Processing Machinery
• Auxiliary Equipment
Converting:
• Web handling equipment for the
converters of paper, tllm, foil,
nonwovens and textiles
General Industry Solutions:
• Printed Circuit Boards
• Lubrication Control Systems
• Noise Control Systems
• Water Treatment and Control
Systems
• Drying Control Systems
• Automated Material Handling
Systems
• ShuR-BusT Penetrating Lubricant
Demoisturant
• General Industry Supplies,
Including Flags, Flag Poles and
Banners
Scopenian CCD Video Micriiscope
Service fikc ^hc Qid ^ays
(Background Photo: Batson was founded in a small garage behind the family home in 1948)
While much has changed, our total commitment to servicing our customers remains unchanged.
As you grow your business, you can count on us to be there for you.
1 Club Road • PO Box 3978 • Greenville, SC 29608
Phone: 864.242.5262 • Fax: 864.271.4535
E-mail: batson@lpbatson.com • Website: www.lpbatson.com
This is Clemson Football
Derrick Brantley 5
Senior Spotlight
Most collegiate grldders grew up play-
ing youth football all ttie way ttirougti
high school. But that was not the case
for Derrick Brantley He suited up to play
football for the first time in the 11th
grade. Brantley was a volunteer
firefighter in IVlullins. SC during his pre-
football years.
Gary Byrd 10-11
Senior Spotliglit
lyleet Clemson's only returning starter
on the offensive line. The Stone Moun-
tain, GA native hopes to share his in-
spiration as he leads this year's line into
battle. He has been a common denomi-
nator on three of the five Clemson of-
fenses that have averaged at least 400
yards per game in school history
Terry Don Phillips 1 4-1
5
Athletic Director
Clemson's new athletic director, Terry
Don Phillips, is charged with the duty of
leading Clemson into the new millen-
nium. He began his tenure as
Clemson's 1 0th athletic director on July
1 . Phillips, who was Oklahoma State's
athletic director from 1994-02, took
some time to answer a few questions.
Nathan Gillespie 49
Senior Spotlight
It is one thing to go through the trials
and tribulations of a college football
lifestyle with its time-consuming nature,
but it is another to thrive academically
and graduate in only three and a half
years. Nathan Gillespie has done just
that, as he earned his degree in mar-
keting in December of 2001
.
Joe Bostic 106-107
ACC 50-Year Anniversary Player
If you ask Danny Ford about his former
players, he is not known for throwing
around loose compliments. He is known
as a straight shooter. If you ask him
about Joe Bostic, the former Tiger coach
gushes! Find out more about the former
Tiger great on the offensive line in
today's program.
Woodrow Dantzler 1 09
Greatest ACC Performances
Clemson's record-setting quarterback
had one of the best games by a signal
caller in ACC history when he led
Clemson to a 45-37 win at N.C. State in
2001. He had a school-record 517
yards of total offense, the fifth-highest
total in ACC history, and earned National
Player-of-the-Week honors.
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Senior offensive tackles Derrick
Brantley, who didn't even play a sport
in high school until his 1 1 th grade year.
Gary Byrd. who is Clemson's only re-
turning starter on the offensive line from
a season ago, and Nathan Gillespie,
who IS a standout
in the weight
room and gradu-
ated in under four
years, are fea-
tured on the
cover of today s
Georgia Tech
game program
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Clemsoi'
Clemson opened Its home portion of the 2002
schedule with a 33-13 victory over Louisiana Tech
last Saturday. It was Clemson's second victory over
Louisiana Tech in Its last three games. The two
teams met In the Humanitarian Bowl to end the 2001
season, a 49-24 Clemson win.
Yusef Kelly and Aaron Hunt had career games
to pace the Clemson offense. Kelly scored three
touchdowns and had a career-high 97 yards rush-
ing, while Hunt booted four field goals in four at-
tempts. Including a 47-yarder in the first half that
was the second longest of his career. Willie
Simmons connected on a career-high 25 of 43
passes for a career-high 242 yards. He did not throw
a touchdown pass, but did not throw an Interception
either.
Clemson won the turnover margin stat 4-1,
thanks to another outstanding showing by the Tiger
defense. Clemson Intercepted Luke McCown three
times and limited the preseason WAC Player-of-the-
Year to 21 3 yards and no touchdown passes. It was
the first time in 13 games that he did not throw a
touchdown pass and the yardage total was his third
lowest In 22 games as a starter.
Brian Mance, Justin Miller, and Maurice Foun-
tain had Interceptions to pace the defense. Nick
Eason added seven tackles, including a 1 2-yard sack
that pinned Louisiana Tech back on Its one yard line.
John Leake led the way with 17 tackles, while se-
nior Rodney Thomas continued his outstanding fi-
nal season with 13 tackles. Donnell Washington
added six tackles from a defensive tackle position.
It was another fine all-around effort from the swarm-
ing Clemson defense that listed 1 7 different players
with three tackles or more.
Clemson scored a touchdown on its first pos-
session of the game on a short run by Kelly. But
Louisiana Tech cut the margin to 17-13 at halftlme.
But that was all the scoring the Bulldogs would do
as Clemson won the second half 1 6-0 thanks to three
field goals by Hunt and a short scoring drive after a
43-yard interception return by Fountain.
Clemson-Georgia Tech Series Has Been Thrilling
Georgia Tech has a 43-21-2 lead in the series
with Clemson dating back to a 23-0 Tiger win In
Augusta, GA In 1 898, just the 1 1 th game in Clemson
football history. In fact, Clemson won the first four
games of the series, including games In 1902 and
1 903 when John Helsman was at the helm. Clemson
defeated Georgia Tech In Atlanta 73-0 In 1903 with
Helsman as head coach. Helsman then moved to
Georgia Tech and defeated Clemson two years later
(1905) by a 17-10 score.
The series was very close in the 1990s, and
that trend has continued in the 21 st century. Incred-
ibly each of the last six games have been decided
by exactly three points. Georgia Tech has won four
of those six games, but Clemson won the last meet-
ing, 47-44 In overtime In Atlanta last year. Georgia
Tech won the last meeting at Death Valley, 31-28 in
2000. Georgia Tech also won In 1998, meaning they
have won the last two meetings at Clemson.
The Tigers have a 7-4 advantage in games at
Clemson, but Georgia Tech leads 39-1 1-2 in games
played in Atlanta. Every game between the two
teams In the 1907-74 era was held in Atlanta.
Clemson's only wins in those 36 meetings came in
J.J. McKelvey had a dramatic fourth-down touchdown catch and run at Georgia Tech
last year. The Tigers defeated the Yellow Jackets 47-44 in overtime.
1 936, 1 945, and 1 969. The 1 969 victory was Frank
Howard's final season as head coach.
The first time Georgia Tech played In
Clemson's stadium was 1974, a 21 -1 7 Tiger victory
Clemson has a 10-9 advantage in the series, re-
gardless of site, since Georgia Tech joined the ACC
In 1 983. (Tech actually joined for the 1 979-80 aca-
demic year, but did not compete for the football
championship until 1983.)
Clemson had a four-game winning streak over
Georgia Tech snapped in 1997 when the Yellow
Jackets won In Atlanta 23-20. Clemson broke a four-
game Georgia Tech winning streak last year with a
47-44 overtime victory
Woodrow Dantzler had one of the best all-
around games of his career with 1 64 yards rushing
and 254 yards passing in the victory last year. He
threw for two scores and ran for two, Including a 38-
yard "Hall Mary Run" on the last play of the first half
to cut Georgia Tech's lead to 19-14 at intermission.
His 63-yard scohng pass to J.J. McKelvey on fourth
down with 1 :58 left put Clemson ahead by three,
but Georgia Tech tied the score with a 20-yard field
goal with just six seconds left. Dantzler's "walk-off"
1 1-yard touchdown run in overtime gave Clemson
the win.
As you can see by the chart below, 10 of the
last 12 meetings have been decided by four points
or less and nine of those have been by three or less.
Clemson vs. Georgia Tech Recent Thrillers
Year
1990
Result
GT 21-19
1991 CU9-7
1992 GT 20-16
1993 CU 16-13
1996 CU 28-25
Ending
Gardocki missed 60-yard FG
with one minute left
Ronald Williams 2-yard run with
2:06 left, Sisson missed 44-yard
FG with eight seconds left
tipped by Wayne Simmons
Clemson never in Georgia Tech
territory in last five minutes
Georgia Tech's Jarrett misses
41
-yard FG with 3:01 left
Nealon Greene one-yard run
with 4:10 left
1997 GT 23-20 Chambers 20-yard FG with 1 :54
left
1998 GT 24-21 Joe Burns 1 -yard run with 1 :00
left
1999 GT 45-42 Hamilton threw for five TDs and
322 yards
2000 GT 31-28 Godsey throws TD pass to
Watkins with seven seconds left
2001 CU 47-44 Dantzler scores on 1 1 -yard run
to end game In GT
Georgia Tech Update
For the second year in a row, Clemson will face
an undefeated Georgia Tech team. Georgia Tech
was 3-0 heading Into last year's game in Atlanta.
Georgia Tech defeated Vanderbilt and Head Coach
Bobby Johnson, a Clemson graduate, by a 45-3
margin in the opener. They followed that up with a
31-14 win at Connecticut In front of 1 6,751 fans. Now
a week later, Georgia Tech will play in front of over
80,000 people In Death Valley.
Georgia Tech has been outstanding in all
phases of the game, but especially on defense. The
Yellow Jackets have allowed just 17 points all year
and have not given up a rushing touchdown over
the first two games of the season. Teams are aver-
aging just 86.5 yards a game on the ground and
150.5 yards a game through the air. Recardo
Wimbush is certainly one of the leaders of the de-
fense with 1 3 tackles. Keyaron Fox and Ather Brown
are second on the club with eight stops apiece.
Clemson will be challenged by this Georgia
Tech defense. Georgia Tech has not allowed a point
over the first three quarters in two games this year.
The only points they have yielded have come in the
fourth period, when Georgia Tech was leading by a
sizeable margin. Georgia Tech is 1 1th in the nation
in scoring defense, 28th in rushing defense, and 26th
in pass efficiency defense.
Georgia Tech's defensive coordinator Is Jon
Tenuta, a Virginia graduate who was North Carolina's
defensive coordinator last year. Clemson fans are
certainly aware of the performance North Carolina's
defense demonstrated in Death Valley last year. The
Tar Heels limited the Tigers to but three points and
2UD2 C\'z;!!\DDSi rDU'ubul
held Woodrow Dantzler to a two-year low of 127
yards of total offense.
Tony Hollings, a defensive player last year, has
been the talk of the ACC and perhaps the nation
when it comes to the running game. Hollings has a
9.0 average per carry mark and has scored six touch-
downs through the first two games. He has 297
yards on the ground to rank sixth in the nation. He
also ranks second in the country in scoring, with 1
8
points per game.
Kerry Watkins in the top pass catcher, with
seven catches for 1 59 yards. The last time he came
to Death Valley, he caught the game-winning pass,
a one-handed catch, with seven seconds left from
George Godsey This year, Watkins receives passes
from A.J. Suggs. The first-year signal caller has
thrown just 27 passes in two games, but he has a
1 90.4 efficiency rating, three touchdown passes, and
no interceptions.
Chan Gailey, the former head coach of the
Dallas Cowboys, will make his first trip to Clemson
as Georgia Tech head coach. Gailey succeeded
Terry Bowden, Tommy Bowden's brother, as head
coach at Samford in 1993.
Tigers from Georgia
Georgia has been a top recruiting area for
Clemson for many years. The school is just 20 miles
from the Georgia and South Carolina border and
the distance between the Clemson campus and the
Georgia Tech campus is just about a two-hour drive.
Clemson's National Championship team of
1981 had 22 players from the state of Georgia and
23 from South Carolina. Recent Clemson Ail-Ameri-
cans who came to Tigertown from the state of Geor-
gia are Robert Carswell (now with the San Diego
Chargers), Keith Adams (now with the Dallas Cow-
boys), and Chris Gardocki (now with the Cleveland
Browns). Carswell and Gardocki were from Stone
Mountain, while Adams was from College Park.
This year is no exception when it comes to find-
ing many Georgia natives on the Clemson roster.
In fact, there are 19 players, including 18 of
Clemson's 83 players on scholarship, who are from
the Peach State. Six of the players are starters and
four are second-team players. Nine of the 19 are
freshmen, six are first-year, and three are red-shirt
players.
This year s list of Tigers from Georgia includes
starting defensive tackle and team leader Nick
Eason, starting linebacker Rodney Thomas, start-
ing defensive end Khaleed Vaughn, and starting of-
fensive tackle Gary Byrd. As listed above, Clemson's
2002 recruiting class features six players from Geor-
gia. All six could be red-shirted this year.
This will be a second special game in the last
three weeks for Tigers who are from Georgia.
Clemson opened the season in Athens at Georgia,
a 31-28 Bulldog victory.
Clemson Players from Georgia
Name Yr. Pes. Hometown
Nathan Bennett Fr. OG Dallas
Gary Byrd' *Gr. OT Stone Mountain
Brandon Cannon Fr. DT Stone Mountain
Brian Carr *So. FS Conyers
Cole Chason Fr. PK Roswell
Donnell Clark Fr. DT Griffin
Tim DeBeer Fr. OT Atlanta
or. U 1 Lyons overs forced per gsme is 3.42, set in 1981. That
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Sr. LB Cadwell solid on offense. Georgia has eight offensive start
-^Gr. DE Atlanta ers returning from a team that averaged 432 yards
So. LB Atlanta a game last year, but got just 203 yards against
•Fr. DE Toomsboro Clemson. Louisiana Tech averaged over 400 yards
*Fr. QB Duluth and 30 points a game last year, but got just 1 3 points
and 293 yards against Clemson.
Nick Eason'
Leroy Hill
Cedric Johnson'
Wynn Kopp'
Brad Lee
Chip Myrick
Tommy Sharpe
Rodney Thomas'
Khaleed Vaughn'
Nigel Vaughn
Rod Whipple
Charlie Whitehurst
'
- starter
Miller Shows All-Around Abilities
Freshman defensive back Justin Miller had a
reception and an interception against Louisiana
Tech, an example of his fine all-around abilities. The
first-year player had a nine-yard reception on the
first play of the game and an interception in the
endzone at a key juncture of the second half to thwart
a Bulldog drive.
It marked the first time since 1964 that a
Clemson player had an interception and a recep-
tion in the same game. Pat Grain was the last to do
it, as he had a 15-yard interception return and a re-
ception against Virginia on Halloween of 1964. It
should be noted that players went both ways in those
days, so Miller was the first to do it in the two-pla-
toon era.
Clemson Defense Much Improved
Clemson continued to show improvement on
defense in its 33-13 win over Louisiana Tech last
Saturday Clemson allowed just 293 yards of total
offense to the Bulldogs, the second straight game
the opposition has failed to reach the 300-yard mark.
Clemson had allowed the opposition at least 300
yards in 17 straight games heading into the 2002
season.
Clemson has now given up just 496 yards of
total offense in two games, the second-best two-
game total since 1991. Only the 2000 defense,
which was ranked #1 in total defense through five
games that year, has a better two-game total de-
fense figure over the last 1 1 years.
Clemson allowed 395 yards a game last year,
so It is easy to see the 248 figure for the first two
games this year is considerably better. Clemson
has allowed just 3.7
yards per play much im-
proved from the 5.3 al-
lowed a year ago.
Forcing turnovers
has also been a plus.
Clemson has forced
seven turnovers in two
games. It took Clemson
seven games to reach
seven forced turnovers
a year ago. Clemson
has a +5 turnover mar-
gin through two games,
a reversal of the -5 turn-
over margin Clemson
had last year. How good
is forcing 3.5 turnovers
per game? The
Clemson record for turn-
Clemson Defense Comparison
Category 2001
First Downs/Game Allowed 21 .9
Rushing 8.8
Passing 10.8
Total Yards/Game Allowed 394.9
Rushing 154.3
Passing 240.6
Yards/Play Allowed 5.3
Reception 13.4
Rush 3.8
Turnovers Forced/Game 1.6
2002
17.0
5.5
8.0
248.0
83.0
165.0
3.7
8.0
2.6
3.5
Leake Leading Defense
The top returning tackier on the Clemson de-
fense is junior John Leake. The native of Piano, TX
had 134 tackles last year, an increase of 125 stops
over his freshman year. Leake never played a snap
on defense as a freshman, then played 687 last year.
So far this season, Leake has 28 tackles to
lead the team. His quickness in the middle of the
Clemson point prevention unit has been a big rea-
son Clemson has limited teams to but 3.7 yards per
play and just 8.0 yards per pass reception.
Leake is ranked 23rd in the nation among line-
backers by The Sporting News in its preseason
publication. He ranked 11th in the ACC in tackles
per game last year and led the team in tackles. He
had a season-high 19 tackles in the win over Geor-
gia Tech in Atlanta last year.
Leake has football in his blood. His father
played for Wyoming as a wide receiver in the 1 960s.
The younger Leake has led Clemson in tackles in
each of the first two games of 2002, including a 1 7-
tackle effort against Louisiana Tech.
Tony Elliott recovered a fumble against Louisiana Tech last
weekend. Clemson has forced seven turnovers, including four
interceptions, in the first two games while only committing two
2UU2 CJ=iJJ]£;L)JJ fDDiilijJJ
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Category
Total Offense
Total Plays
Yards/Play
Yards/Game
Rushing Yards/Game
Passing Yards/Game
Passing Efficiency
Punting Average
Punt Returns
Kickoff Returns
First Downs
Penalties-Yards
Turnovers
Third-Down Conversion %
Time of Possession/Game
Clemson
569
150
3.8
284.5
77.5
207.0
97.6
35.7
7-44
9-182
39
15-139
2
39.4
31:00
0pp.
496
134
3.7
248.0
83.0
165.0
97.6
37.6
7-112
11-231
34
13-93
7
30.0
29:01
Total Points 61 44
Points/Game 30.5 22.0
Touchdowns 7 5
Field Goals 4-6 3-3
Interceptions By Defense 4 1
Sacks 3-29 7-55
Yards Avg. TD "THE
5 Y Kelly 30 114 3-8
4" 22
20 B. Rambert 10 35 3.5 1 13
10 C. Jasmin 5 30 6.0 12
21 D, Hamilton 3 18 6.0 9
Clemson 69 155 2.2 5 22
Opponents 65 166 2.6 2 12
Passing Cm. Att. Yards TD 1
7 W Simmons 42 80 407 1 1 52.5
12 J, Scott 1 1 7 100.0
Clemson 43 81 414 1 1 53.1
Opponents 41 69 330 2 4 59.4
t
# Receiving Rec. Yards Avg, ID
17 K Youngblood 16 155 9.7 1 21
84 J. McKelvey 6 72 12.0 30
21 D. Hamilton 4 37 9.3 17
82 J. Robinson 3 31 10.3 14
Clemson 43 414 9.6 1 30
Opponents 41 330 8.0 2 25
# Tacicles Tac. TFL Sacks 2
45 J. Leake 28 2-6
41 R. Thomas 21
2 B. Mance 13 1-1
3 E. Meekins 13
38 E. Sampson 12 1-5 1-5
98 N. Eason 11 1-12 M2
96 D. Washington 11 1-4
56 K. Vaughn 10 1-12 1-12
42 A. Bodrick 8
91 B. McNeal 8
2002 Results/Schedule
Date Opponent W-L Score
Aug. 31 at Georgia L 28-31
Sept. 7 Louisiana Tech W 33-13
Date Opponent TV Time
Sept. 14 * Georgia Tech ESPN 12:00
Sept. 21 Ball State 1:00
Oct. 3 * at Florida State ESPN 7:45
Oct. 1
2
* at Virginia
Oct. 19 * Wake Forest
Oct. 24 * N.C. State ESPN 7:45
Nov. 2 * at Duke
Nov. 9 * at North Carolina
Nov. 16 * Maryland
Nov. 23 South Carolina
*
- ACC yame; Note: All times are Eastern and PM;
hoii'p .';,a::ies in bold.
Polls
Associated Press
(September 8, 2002)
Rk Team
1. Miami (FL) (68)
2. Oklahoma (3)
3. Texas (3)
4. Tennessee
5. Florida State
6. Ohio State
7. Michigan
8. Nebraska
9. Georgia
10, Washington State
11, Virginia Tech
12, Florida
13 Oregon
14, Washington
15, Michigan State
16, Marshall
17, Southern California
18, Colorado
19, N.C, State
20, Notre Dame
21, Texas A&M
22, Wisconsin
23, UCLA
24, Colorado State
25, Louisiana State
USA Today/ESPN
(September 8, 2002)
Rk Team
1. Miami (FL) (58)
2. Texas (2)
3. Oklahoma
4. Tennessee
5. Florida State (1)
6. Michigan
7. Nebraska
8. Ohio State
9. Virginia Tech
10, Georgia
1 1
,
Washington State
12, Oregon
13, Florida
14, Washington
15, Michigan State
16, Southern California
17, Marshall
18, Wisconsin
19, Colorado
20, N.C. State
21
,
Notre Dame
22, Louisiana State
23, Texas A&lyl
24, Brigham Young
25 Penn State
John Leake and the Tiger defense have
held two high-octane offenses (Georgia
and Louisiana Tech) in check.
Category Georgia Tech 0pp.
Total Offense 876 474
Total Plays 139 125
Yards/Play 6.3 3.8
Yards/Game 438.0 237.0
Rushing Yards/Game 252.5 86.5
Passing Yards/Game 185.5 150.5
Passing Efficiency 155.7 89.8
Punting Average 43.2 42.0
Punt Returns 10-135 2-26
Kickoff Returns 3-60 8-1 51
First Downs 38 22
Penalties-Yards 17-120 10-51
Turnovers 1 4
Third-Down Conversion % 41.4 13.8
Time of Possession/Game 33:21 26:39
Total Points 76 17
Points/Game 38.0 8.5
Touchdowns 10 2
Field Goals 2-4 1-2
Interceptions By Defense 3
Sacks 7-34 2-14
# Rushing
24 T Hollings
6 J. Hatch
2 S. Ford
45 P Daniels
Georgia Tech
Opponents
Att. Yards Avg. TD LG
33
18
11
9
94
65
297
79
52
26
505
173
9.0
4.4
4.7
2.9
5.4
2.7
# Passing Cm.
17 A Suggs 19
8 D, Bilbo 10
Georgia Tech 29
Opponents 28
Att. Yards TD
27 268 3
18 103
45 371 3
60 301 2
56
11
31
6
56
21
Pet.
70,4
55,6
64.4
46.7
# Receiving Rec. Yards Avg. TD LG
9 K. Watkins 7 159 22.7 1 37
3 W. Glover 6 58 9.7 2 23
85 L. Bridges 5 42 8.4 15
12 M. Logan 3 40 13.3 15
Georgia Tech 29 371 12.8 3 37
Opponents 28 301 10.8 2 49
# Tackles Tac. TFL Sacks Int.
42 R. Wimbush 13
43 A. Brown 8
54 K. Fox 8
59 M. Ethehdge 7
44 T. Hargrove 7 2-3 1-2
50 H, Holiday 7 2-5 2-5
51 D. Smith 7 2-13 2-13 1 -14
55 G. Gathers 7
41 K. Rhino 5 1-9 1-9
56 E. Henderson 5
2002 Results/Schedule
Date
Aug. 31
Sept. 7
Date
Sept. 14
Sept. 21
Sept. 28
Oct. 5
Oct. 17
Oct. 26
Nov. 2
Nov. 9
Nov. 16
Nov. 30
Opponent W-L Score
Vanderbilt W 45-3
at Connecticut W 31-14
Opponent TV Time
at Clemson ESPN 12.00
Brigham Young ABC 3:30
at North Carolina
Wake Forest
at Maryland ESPN 7:45
*
- ACC game; Note:
home games in bold.
* Virginia
* at N.C. State
* Florida State
* Duke
at Georgia
All times are Eastern and PM;
by Shipp Daniel
Soon after first-year Clemson football players
arrive on campus, ttiey are taken to Death Valley,
where an individual picture is taken of them with
Head Coach Tommy Bowden. The players can pur-
chase copies of their picture to send back home to
their family and friends. When Clemson senior of-
fensive tackle Derrick Brantley got his picture back
and was thinking of people to whom he wanted to
send his picture, many people came to mind.
Brantley, a Mullins, SC, native, thought of his
parents, Paul and Francis Brantley. "They mean
everything to me, " Brantley said of his parents.
"Growing up in a two-parent home was great. Watch-
ing their marriage, now going on 28 years, really
taught me a lot. Both mom and dad taught me so
much. They taught me how to work hard at the things
I do, to not slack off, and to never take 'no' for an
answer."
Brantley also thought of his siblings,
Ramonelle, Tasha, and Grace. While they are all
special to him, Grace, a 1 6-year-old young lady with
Down's Syndrome, holds a special place in
Brantley's heart.
"Grace is very special to me," he said.
That's an understatement. Brantley and his
sister Grace are extremely close. When Brantley is
home, he takes Grace most everywhere he goes.
When he came to Clemson on official and unofficial
visits, Brantley would often bring Grace with him.
"She loves Clemson," he stated. "She espe-
cially loves the Tiger. All she talks about is the Ti-
ger. When I call home, I'll tell her 'Baby, we've got a
game up here this coming weekend,' she's going to
tell everybody she sees that she's going to Clemson
to watch Dion' (Brantley's nickname at home) play
football and to see the Tiger."
Grace is not only special to Brantley, but to
their entire family and community. In November of
2000, Grace was awakened by a smell of smoke in
the house. She woke her father up, and the family
escaped from the burning house unharmed. The
local fire department gave her an award for her cour-
age.
As Brantley thinks of other people to whom he
wants to send his picture, he thinks of Coach Rich-
ard Clark, his Mullins High School football coach.
"Coach Clark got me into football. I played no sports
until my 1 1 th-grade year." (By "no sports," he means
"no sports." He never played recreation, B-team, or
junior varsity football, basketball, or baseball. He
never even played 'Tee-ball.')
"The first time I stepped onto a field to play
anything was my 11th grade year. As I walked
around my high school, people would always come
up to me and tell me I needed to be out on the foot-
ball field, since I was about the biggest guy at school.
I just really didn't care to play."
That all changed one day when Coach Rich-
ard Clark passed him in the hallway.
"Coach Clark told me I needed to be out there
with him," said Brantley. "He told me that every time
we passed in the hallway."
So what did Brantley do? He followed Coach
Clark outside, and thus begins Brantley's football
career.
"I made it through two-a-days, and I thought to
myself 'Hey, I can do this; it's not so bad.' Then, the
more I played, the more I liked it. In the middle of
my 1 1th grade year, I started getting calls from col-
leges. It was at that point that I decided I wanted to
play football at Clemson. I set my mind on it right
then. Without Coach Clark, I don't think I'd even be
playing football. He's a great guy for many different
reasons."
As Brantley continued thinking about sending
his picture to people, he thought of Jimmy Vereen,
an assistant coach on his high school football team.
" Coach Vereen was a great influence. He made me
work hard and get the most out of myself."
Vereen, who coached Brantley at defensive
tackle, "means more to me than he knows," said
Brantley. "It is because of Coach Clark and Coach
Vereen that I'm playing football now. I went on to
play football at Southwest Mississippi Junior Col-
lege and now at Clemson, and I know that they are
the reasons I've gotten to this level. Now I play in
front of 85,000 people, and that's incredible. Not
many people get the opportunity to do that. Coach
Clark and Coach Vereen are a big reason why I'm
able to do that today."
Still thinking about his pictures, Brantley re-
membered his fire chief, Chief John Ekaitis. Fire
chieff" Yep, Brantley was a volunteer firefighter for
the Mullins Fire Department.
"I started when I was in the ninth grade," re-
called Brantley "It gave me something to do, and I
really enjoyed it. I learned the ropes and got certi-
fied during my 10th grade year. That's why I didn't
play sports until late in high school, because all of
my time was dedicated to being a fireman."
Brantley's fire chief was John Ekaitis. Ekaitis,
who now resides in North Carolina, took Brantley
under his wing and became somewhat of a second
father to him. In the 10th
grade and under Ekaitis'
direction, Brantley be-
came Junior Fire Chief,
a position that called for
him to supervise six
other firefighters.
"Because of my
experience with Chief
Ekaitis and the Mullins
Fire Department, I plan
on volunteering at a fire
department again some-
time down the road," he
said.
Looking back at
his picture of Coach
Bowden and himself,
Brantley thought that his
girlfriend of one and a
half years may want
one. "She's been with
me through so much,"
Brantley said of Sharee
Ruff, an Elgin, SC na-
tive. "She will graduate
from South Carolina in
the spring with a nursing
degree, so she always
pushes me to concen-
trate on my academics
first and then my athlet-
ics."
Something Brantley heard from someone
about priorities must have clicked, as Brantley, who
already holds an associate's degree from Southwest
Mississippi Junior College, is slated to graduate from
Clemson in December with a degree in human re-
source development.
So finally, as Brantley was still thinking about
his pictures, he thought of Mrs. Harriett Stephens.
"Mrs. Harriett," as Brantley calls her, was one of
Grace's teachers.
"I met Derrick when he would come drop off
and pick up Grace," Stephens recalled.
Brantley also remembers getting to know
Stephens, saying, "We built a relationship over the
three years that Mrs. Harriett taught Grace. She
supported me so much. She was always such a big
fan of mine."
"I always encouraged him to work hard,"
Stephens said. "We all knew he could go places,
especially because he has such great parents. To
this day, we are all so proud of him. Derrick and I
still email each other, and we talk on the phone some,
too.
"
So all that thinking about sending people back
home a copy of the picture of he and Coach Bowden
may have been a means of remembering people in
his life, but did anyone ever really get one?
"Derrick gave me one of those pictures of him
and Coach Bowden. He signed it "To Mrs. Harriett
Stephens - My #1 Fan.' To this day, whenever I send
him an email or a letter, I always end it with 'Mrs,
Harriett - Your #1 Fan."'
Well, we know Mrs. Harriett got one.
Shipp Daniel, a junior from Dillon. SC. is a student assistant in
the Clemson Sports Information Office.
Derrick Brantley, probably the only ACC football player who is a
certified fireman, did not begin his athletic career until his
junior year of high school.
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Many people over the
years have referred to foot-
ball in the South as a sacred
ritual, equating the Saturday
afternoon gridiron battles to
the fire and brimstone of
Sunday morning church ser-
vice. The worries of the week
are checked at the gate, and
for a few special hours
Southerners cheer on their
heroes with such fervor that
the games usually become
personal.
Depending on the day's
play, heroes are born or
scapegoats mauled, but in all
the years of football in the
South, there remains a select
troop of men who generally
manage to go unnoticed.
The offensive line, a group
that reaps little public praise,
but carries the hopes of an
offense on their shoulders,
fights in the trenches every
play, every game. Clemson
graduate student Gary Byrd,
the veteran of Clemson's
young offensive line, yields to
divine inspiration as a means
to trudge on.
"In God We Trust..."
Those are the words embla-
zoned on the right arm of
Gary Byrd. He refers to the
tattoo fondly They (tattoos)
all have some significance to
me, but this one is special.
I'm a believer in the Lord and I believe the Lord is
with me at all times."
As the only returning starter from an experi-
enced 2001 line, Byrd hopes to share his inspiration
as he leads this year's line into battle. He has been
a common denominator on three of the five Clemson
offenses that have averaged at least 400 yards per
game in school history.
"I feel honored to be a leader and have other
guys look to me for advice, " Byrd said.
Despite this being his first year as an outright
leader on the offense, Byrd's teammates have been
looking to him for help on the field for the past few
years.
"Travis Zachery used to tell me whenever the
other team was messing with him in the pile, scratch-
ing him or pinching him, " said Byrd. "Since I'm usu-
ally around the ball, I would be on the lookout to
make sure we get the running backs up the field
away from a big pile up."
Offensive linemen have always been team-ori-
ented They are the earth movers that open the
holes for the running backs and are charged with
the task of protecting the quarterback. Most play-
ers need only look as far as the stat sheet after a
game to find their name and gauge how they did
based on the numbers. Offensive linemen view the
Stat sheet a little differently. Instead of finding their
Gary Byrd, a Stone Mountain, GA native, is the only returning starter on
the Tiger offensive line and is a veteran of almost 1 ,200 snaps.
own names, they search for the numbers on the
quarterback, running backs, and receivers. Chances
are if the offensive line has played well, the other
members of the offense have had a chance to put
up big numbers.
| feel good about my performance if I feel like
I did my job and gave it everything we had," stated
Byrd. "Of course I'm disappointed if we lose, but
there's a certain amount of satisfaction knowing that
I did everything I could to help the team win."
Byrd, a true lineman, has goals for this sea-
son that all revolve around the team. "I definitely
want to have a 1 0-plus win season and a 1 ,000 yard
rusher, and I don't want to give up many sacks,"
said Byrd.
Should these demanding goals be accom-
plished, it certainly will not be without plenty of hard
work, and a little inspiration. Aside from his appeal
to a higher power, Byrd also finds inspiration in his
parents, Ursula and Gary Byrd.
"I look up to my dad," said Byrd. "I really ad-
mire him because he's been through a lot of tough
situations in his life. I look up to him because he's
been so strong dealing with adversity. My mom is a
strong woman as well. I look to both my parents
because they encourage me a lot and they're an
inspiration to me. It's easy to go out there when
both of them are in the stands."
Byrd came to
Clemson from Stone Moun-
tain High School in Stone
Mountain, GA as a Blue Chip
prospect according to many
services. As a senior in high
school under Coach Bill Har-
ris, Byrd graded out at 89%
and recorded over 30 pan-
cake blocks. Clemson has
a heritage of outstanding
players from Stone Moun-
tain, GA, including current
NFL punter Chris Gardocki,
one of Clemson's greatest
players ever and a member
of the Clemson Hall of Fame.
Current San Diego Charger
Robert Carswell is also a
product of Stone Mountain.
Since coming to
Clemson, he has lost about
20 pounds and has become
consistently stronger. Byrd
now ranks third on the team
in the bench press at 475
pounds. This dedication in
the weight room is one of the
reasons Byrd has made con-
sistent improvement over his
Clemson career. After miss-
ing most of 1998 as a red-
shirt, Byrd played 32 snaps
in 1 999 as a backup to John
McDermott.
"When I first came
to Clemson, we put a priority
on having fast linemen who
could keep up with the pace
of the game," said Head
Coach Tommy Bowden. "It
was important because we wanted to wear down
the defense. As a result, we had a light offensive
line, perhaps the lightest in Division I college foot-
ball."
"Gary was young then, but you could see he
could be one of those big guys who could run. That
is what you want. ..a 300-pounder who can keep up
with the pace of our offense. Now Gary is the vet-
eran of our line, setting an example for the other
young linemen. He has worked very hard in the
weight room over the years and the hard work has
paid off."
By the 2000 season, Byrd had worked his way
into the lineup, playing in 1 games and starting four
games (against N.C. State, Florida State, South
Carolina, and Virginia Tech) in Clemson's nine-win
season. Byrd finished the year on a high note, as
he graded 70% in 79 plays against arch-rival South
Carolina. His contributions were a big reason
Clemson finished the season with a 9-3 record and
a top-15 national ranking, Clemson's first top-15
ranking since 1 991
.
In 2001
,
Byrd started 1 games and played in
all 1 2 contests. He finished strong in 2001 by turn-
ing in two double-digit knockdown block games, one
against Duke (12) in the regular-season finale and
the other against Louisiana Tech (10) in the Humani-
tarian Bowl.
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Clemson was 6-0 in 2001 when Byrd had
double digits in knockdown blocks according to the
coaches grading system. Two of those games were
victories over Georgia Tech and N.C. State, as Byrd
had 1 1 in each game. He concluded his junior year
with 103 total knockdown blocks, averaged 61 plays
per game, and was a key component of a Tiger of-
fensive unit that averaged over 400 yards.
Now Byrd is one of just eight current Tigers
who have played in three bowl games and the only
player on the team to start in two bowl games. He is
a veteran of 1 .121 plays on offense, more than any
other active offensive player.
During his time at Clemson. Byrd has earned
the nickname "Big-Byrd" in reference to everyone's
favorite talking bird on Sesame Street. According to
defensive lineman Nick Eason, Byrd earned the
name because of his size and demeanor, among
other things. "He's big and goofy, just like Big Bird,"
said Eason. Gary's a good guy though, we just gave
him the name and it stuck."
The 2002 Tigers will see many new starters
on offense, including everyone but Byrd on the of-
fensive line. Byrd is looking forward to his new re-
sponsibilities this season. There will be new players
to work with, but Byrd is looking forward to the chal-
lenge.
"I think it's going to be a little bit easier block-
ing for Willie Simmons just because he is a pocket
passer. When we blocked for Woody, we had to have
our heads on a swivel because he could be outside
or he could right next to you, you just never knew
There were times with Woody when I'd be blocking
and all of a sudden my man would just run off chas-
ing Woody all over the place."
As the 2002 season unfolds. Byrd will undoubt-
edly work his hardest to ensure that the Tiger of-
fense rides in style. As many people know, Byrd
loves to ride in style. Earlier in his tenure at Clemson,
Byrd drove a late 1980s model Cadillac. Now the
big man rolls in a Chevy Tahoe. complete with 20-1-
inch rims.
"I liked the Cadillac," said Byrd. "The 'Caddy'
was a 'playa' car, you know,. .it's old school. It just
wasn't as dependable, so I had to upgrade to the
Tahoe, They're both spacious, which is what I need,
I guess the big difference was the dependability."
It's no surprise that Byrd focused on the de-
pendability of his ride. According to offensive line
coach Ron West, Byrd's dependability and charac-
ter are what enabled him to successfully transition
into a leadership role.
"Gary is definitely the leader of the offensive
line. " said West, a Clemson graduate in his own right.
"He"s been through all of it in his career here. He s a
solid kid with good parents. Gary is a tremendous
worker who leads by example. He shows consis-
tency on and off the field," said West,
In addition to Byrd"s leadership abilities. West
cites Byrd"s work in the classroom as a positive ex-
ample to teammates,
" Gary worked real hard to get his degree and
now he"s able to work on a second. He's been a
great example for the younger guys, showing them
what they can accomplish oft the field,"
Byrd will enter this season as a Clemson gradu-
ate, having already earned his undergraduate de-
gree in Parks. Recreation, and Tourism Manage-
ment, After red-shlrting the 1998 season due to an
injury Byrd completed the academic require
ments for his degree and graduated this past
August,
Looking back on his career at Clemson.
Byrd will take several memories with him
at season s end.
"I'm going to remem- ^
ber just hanging out with
the guys in the locker
room, laughing and just
enjoying being with my
teammates
"
"On the field, I will
always remember the
win at Georgia Tech last
year. That was special to win
at Georgia Tech for someone
from Georgia. But. there
is nothing like running
down the Hill every
home game,
pretty special."
Since the
day Byrd
strapped
on his
Clemson heln
the first time, h
seen a head coa
change, several ass
coaching changes, thre
quarterbacks, and new uniforms
including purple pants. Despite all
these changes. Byrd prefers to focu
on the one constant that makes football
in the South so sacred - the fans.
"As a whole. Clemson football hasn't
changed much in the sense that we st:
have great fans. We always have. That
spirit is something that motivates you
from week to week."
Football fans in the South have
managed to make Saturdays in the
fall a unique experience. Maybe it's
the fact that the entire population
of the region is relocated on game
days. Maybe it's the fact that,
depending on Saturday match-
ups, families are often divided
according to loyalties. Maybe it's
just a great excuse for gathering
together with a lot of food and even
more laughs. Whatever the
reasons, fans certainly take their
football as seriously as they take
their church services.
Ultimately, college football in
the South is not a religion, but the
two are not separated by much. God
will be watching Gary Byrd this
season, and with him the rest of the
2002 Tigers. "It helps to know that
He's with me. It makes it easier
when things get tough."
Andy Heck, a second-year gradu-
ate student from Austin. TX. is a
graduate assistant in the Clemson
Sports Information Office.
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Terry Don Phillips is the
newest addition to the Clemson
University athletic family, but he
is no stranger to the world ot col-
lege athletics. The long-time
administrator and teacher is
charged with the duty of lead-
ing Clemson into the new mil-
lennium. He will undoubtedly
call on his vast experience in all
areas of athletic administration
to address the challenges set
forth in the University's vision
statement to become a top-20
public university. He began his
tenure as Clemson's 10th ath-
letic director on July 1,2002. He
took some time with Sports In-
formation Director Tim Bourret
to answer a few questions.
Q: Tell us about your play-
ing career,
.a Terry Don Phillips:
'
I was average at best, but
my brother (Loyd) was a great
player. Loyd won the Outland
Trophy at Arkansas in 1 966 and
was a first-round draft choice
(10th overall selection) of the
Chicago Bears. My sophomore
year (1966), he was left tackle
and I was right tackle for Arkan-
sas. I think we were the first
brothers to start together."
1 had a back injury that
kept me out of the 1 967 season,
then came back and played in
1 968 and 1 969. We were 1 0-1
in 1968, but I was injured again
at the end of the year. After we
beat Georgia in the Sugar Bowl,
I came back to Arkansas and
had back surgery the next
morning. I had to miss most of my senior year, but I
did come back to play in the game against Texas in
1969 and the Suger Bowl."
Q: Tell us about the 1969 Arkansas-Texas
game.
A Terry Don Phillips:
"That game had a lot of national interest, it was
for the National Championship. Both teams were 9-
0. The game had been moved to the end of the
season (by then ABC college football programmer
Beano Cook), because everyone thought this game
would be for the national championship."
"Everyone was there. President Nixon came
to the game and it was announced prior to the game
that he was going to present the McArthur Bowl to
the winner." (The McArthur Bowl is given to the Na-
tional Champion by the Football Writers Association.)
'
I still remember just moments before the
game that an enormous military helicopter flew in
right by the field. It was awesome, we all knew it
was the President. I remember taking in the whole
scene and just being in awe."
"There was also a congressman named
George Herbert Walker Bush in attendance, Billy
Terry Don Phillips was a three-year letterman at Arkansas
Broyles and played in the 1 969 National Championship game
Graham was there, and even Colonel Sanders was
in the stands handing out chicken. So it was a great
experience. We lost that game by one point (15-14)
and it was just a shame to come so close."
"There was a fourth-down play in the fourth
period, a fourth-and-three from our 42. We were
ahead 14-0 and we knew if we stopped them, there
was a good chance we were going to be National
Champions."
"Texas was a 'wishbone' team that ran the ball
most of the time, so everyone was looking for an
option play. We didn't get much pressure on the
quarterback and he threw a long pass down the left
sideline to the tight end. We had great coverage, it
was a diving catch. They probably would not have
completed that play again in 20 attempts. They went
on to score on that drive and ended up winning 1 5-
14."
"A game like that teaches you how to move
on, how to go on with your life. What I still carry with
me from that game is the desire to be part of a Na-
tional Championship team. I'd like to be part of a
team that reaches the championship game. ..and
wins."
Q: Ironically, you were
good friends with the Texas
quarterback, James Street.
A. Terry Don Phillips:
"We both grew up in
Longview, TX, and played base-
ball and football together. I re-
ally tried to get Arkansas to re-
cruit James. I was a year ahead
of him. He was the greatest
competitor I've ever been
around, but the coach at that
time that was recruiting East
Texas felt like they were recruit-
ing better quarterbacks. James
never lost a game as starting
quarterback at Texas. Now his
son seems to be quite an ath-
lete. Huston was the MVP of
the College World Sehes this
year as a relief pitcher. He gets
his competitiveness from his fa-
ther, no doubt about that."
Q: Tell us about your deci-
sion to go into coaching.
A. Terry Don Phillips:
"It just happened. My position
coach at Arkansas got a job at
Virginia Tech and he brought me
with him as a graduate assis-
tant. I then became a full-time
position coach and coached atU Virginia Tech until 1978.""I coached with Danny Ford,Tom Harper, and Charley Pell
at Virginia Tech, all coaches
who had strong ties to Clemson.
Danny Ford is a great football
coach, his record speaks for it-
self. He was a great offensive
line coach. When I was at Ar-
kansas as an assistant A.D., I
called Danny and convinced
him to come to Arkansas as an advisor. We were
having problems with the offensive line. Of course,
he ended up as the head coach at Arkansas after I
left to go to Oklahoma State and got them to the
SEC Championship game."
"Charley Pell had a strong impact on me in
regard to work ethic and in regard to organization.
When Charley became the head coach at Clemson,
he offered me a job as defensive line coach. I
thought about it, but at the time I was finishing up
my doctorate degree at Virginia Tech. I met with
Charley in Lynchburg, VA, and we talked at length.
We looked into what it would take to transfer my
hours from Virginia Tech to Clemson, but we just
couldn't get it done. I was too far along at Virginia
Tech as far as getting the doctorate degree. So, I
stayed at Virginia Tech through the 1978 season and
got my doctorate."
Q: Tell us about your first trip to Clemson.
A. Terry Don Phillips:
"I came to Clemson with Virginia Tech in 1978
and it happened to be homecoming weekend. We
didn't give Clemson much of a game (38-7), that
was quite a Clemson team (11-1) with Steve Fuller
under Frank
against Texas
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running the offense. Coacfi Pell and Coach Ford
had a terrific team. I remember we got to the
Clemson 1 0-yard line right before halftime. It got so
loud, we ended up somewhere back on the 30. As
an opponent, I'm thinking 'That is what you play for.
That is the environment you want."
"I certainly remember all the spirit and the
events surrounding the homecoming weekend. That
left such an impression on me that I used it as a
guide when we created a similar event at Oklahoma
State. We patterned "Orange Peel" after Tigerama
and they still have that event prior to the first home
football game every year."
Q: What have you learned about Clemson
people so far?
A. Terry Don Phillips:
"I have scheduled an interview with every ath-
letic department staff member. It is important that I
get to know the staff, to learn their strengths and
determine how we can meet challenges in every
area. Every person in this department is very im-
portant and will have an effect on our performance
as a department."
"This is a great community
and the people who work here
love Clemson. It really is a fam-
ily atmosphere. I like the envi-
ronment, I like the type of town.
I like the land grant atmosphere
and I like the type of values and
characteristics that people at
land grant institutions have.
Clemson is a special place.
"
Q: How did you handle the
air plane tragedy at Okla-
homa State?
A. Terry Don Phillips;
"Obviously, that is the
most difficult thing I've ever
dealt with. You don't know how
good people are until something
like that hits you. I have never
been around a group of people
- people that you never hear
about - that jumped in during a
moment of need.
"
"You don't plan for some-
thing like that. We met nearly
all evening to determine how we
would handle it. We immedi-
ately sent a crisis team on site
to Colorado. We felt it neces-
sary to have eyes and ears
there to provide information
back to Stillwater, so that we
could disseminate information
to the families.
"
"It was important that each
family and person be treated
with the utmost dignity and re-
spect, the same respect you
would want for your own family
We assigned people in the ath-
letic department to each family
to ensure that happened."
"It is a huge tragedy. It will
always stay with me,"
Q: What are your overall goals as athletic di-
rector?
A. Terry Don Phillips:
"I really like the vision that President Barker
has for Clemson University as a top-20 public uni-
versity Athletics, building on the foundation that is
already here, will play a key role in fulfillment of that
vision. To fulfill that vision means, very simply we
have to create an environment that reflects in a posi-
tive fashion on Clemson University as a whole."
"In order to do that, we've got to do well by the
student-athletes. They must come to Clemson and
have a great student-athlete experience. We have
to work hard with our retention rate and graduation
rate, just like every university."
"The foundation is here. There has been tre-
mendous success in the past. It's a great tribute to
the coaches, the staff, and the past administrators,
in particular Bobby Robinson's administration."
"I like the goals and the expectations Presi-
dent Barker has set for athletics. It is going to cre-
ate a sense of urgency on our part to work hard to
work toward those goals. Just last year, we were
Phillips became Clemson's 1 0th athletic director in history on July 1 , 2002.
He has significant experience in all areas of athletics and an educational
resume that includes an undergraduate degree, a master's degree, a
doctorate degree, and a law degree.
within a heartbeat of a national title in golf. The same
was true for track & field along with baseball. That
is the great thing about Clemson University. We
are not far away from winning a national champion-
ship. But we've still got a lot of work to do."
Q: You taught a course while you served as
athletic director at previous institutions. Will
you do that at Clemson?
A. Terry Don Phillips:
"I will probably not teach a course this year,
but will in the future. I'm delighted that there is a
willingness on the part of President Barker to let me
do that."
"I enjoy teaching for a couple of reasons. It
gets you out of the athletic realm. I do understand
there are other worlds out there. It's a great way to
get with the students in general and learn what they
think. It is something special to be part of the aca-
demic community. It gives me the opportunity to
get on campus to be a part of a great university. I'm
looking forward to that experience at Clemson."
Q: What are your thoughts
on renovations to Death
Valley?
A. Terry Don Phillips:
"We have plans that have
been approved for a project in
the West endzone and a sepa-
rate plan for a heritage hall."
"However, we are considering
the consolidation of those
projects in the West endzone,
a consolidation that would save
us over $1 million, and at the
same time provide us with the
necessary facilities to have the
opportunity to compete for a na-
tional championship.""
"We need to create a revenue
stream to help finance the
projects and we could do that
through club seating in the West
endzone. We have a plan that
is in the conceptual stage that
would provide Club seating with
all the amenities that would help
us raise an extra $2 million a
year towards the financing of
the projects.""
"The plans call for new locker
rooms, weight room, meeting
rooms, and football offices, not
to mention a heritage hall that
would properly document the
many significant accomplish-
ments of this program.""
"At the same time, it would
benefit the total sports program
at Clemson. If we move the
football staff to a new facility in
the West endzone, it would cre-
ate new offices and facilities for
all our athletic programs. So,
there is an overall program en-
hancement with this plan. This
is more than a football issue -
it's a total sports issue
"
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President James F. B
Clemson University's 14tli President, James
F. Barker, is first and foremost an architect. So it
comes as no surprise that hie came to the office with
a clear blueprint of Clemson's future in mind • a fu-
ture built around such ideas as collaboration, com-
munity, and quality.
A 1 970 Clemson graduate, the former dean of
the university's College of Architecture, Arts, and Hu-
manities was named president in October 1 999, hav-
ing outlined for the Board of Trustees a vision of
making Clemson one of the lop-20 public universi-
ties in the country. From that vision came the de-
velopment of a set of 1 0-year goals adopted in 2001
- goals that are already showing results, including:
• a 70 percent increase in research support over
two years, earning Clemson a ranking as one of
the nation's top 100 research universities;
• a capital campaign that raised $295 million;
• the enrollment of Clemson's brightest class ever,
with an average SAT approaching 1 ,200;
• recognition in 2000 as Time Magazine's Public
College-of-the-Year for its innovative communi-
cation across the curriculum program.
1
Barker attended the National Football Foundation and College
Football Hall of Fame Banquet in New York in 2001 . Above he
poses with Tiger honorees Terry KInard and Kyle Young.
Barker earned his bachelor of architecture de-
gree from Clemson University and his master of ar-
chitecture and urban design degree from Washing-
ton University in Saint Louis, MO. Before returning
to Clemson in 1 986 to serve as dean of the College
of Architecture, he was dean of the School of Archi-
tecture at Mississippi State University In 1995, he
became dean of the new College of Architecture,
Arts, and Humanities, which was created after a com-
prehensive reorganization and has received national
attention as a new model in education.
He is a recipient of the National Distinguished
Professor Award of the Association of Collegiate
Schools of Architecture and served as president of
that association. Barker was named Fellow of the
American Institute of Architects. He also has been
a partner in an architectural practice.
He has been awarded honorary doctoral de-
grees from S C. State University and Mars Hill Col-
lege, and has served on the Truman Scholars se-
lection committee. He currently serves on the Com-
mission of the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools, the region's accrediting agency
At Clemson, Barker co-founded the South
Carolina Design Arts Partnership to support com-
munity design outreach projects, initiated the
Charleston Architecture Center, established the
university's "Arts in April" program, and developed a
Mayors' Institute to help city leaders learn how to
manage issues related to growth and development.
Despite his responsibilities as president, Barker
remains committed to
the classroom. Each
spring, he is part of a
team that teaches an
undergraduate course
exploring "a sense of
place" in architecture,
literature, and history
Success in athlet-
ics is important to
Barker. The former
high jumper at
Clemson is omnipres-
ent at Tiger athletic
events and follows all
of the school's pro-
grams closely. He re-
cently directly chaired
the three-person com-
mittee that hired new
athletic director Terry
Don Phillips.
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Academics, Research, and Service
Excel in teacfiing, at botfi the undergraduate and
graduate levels.
Increase research and sponsored programs to ex-
ceed $100 million a year in research support.
Set the standard in public service for land-grant uni-
versities by engaging the whole campus in service
and outreach, including a focus on strategic empha-
sis areas.
Foster Clemson's academic reputation through
strong academic programs, mission-oriented re-
search and academic centers of excellence, relevant
public service, and highly regarded faculty and staff.
Seek and cultivate areas where teaching, research
and service overlap.
Campus Life
Strengthen our sense of community and increase
our diversity.
Recognize & appreciate Clemson's distinctiveness.
Create greater awareness of international programs
and increase activity in this area.
Increase our focus on collaboration.
Maintain an environment that is healthy, safe, and
attractive.
Student Performance
1
.
Attract more students who are ranked in the top 10
percent of their high scnool classes and who per-
form exceptionally well on the SAT/ACT.
2. Promote high graduation rates by increasing fresh-
man retention, meeting expectations of high achiev-
ers, and providing support systems for all students.
3. Promote excellence in advising.
4. Increase the annual number of doctoral graduates
to the level of a top-20 public research university.
5. Improve the national competitiveness of graduate
student admissions and financial aid.
Educational Resources
1
.
Campaign goal surpassed by 40 percent.
2. Rededicate our energy and resources to improving
the library
3. Increase faculty compensation to a level competi-
tive with top-20 public universities.
4. Increase academic expenditures per student to a
level competitive with top-20 public universities.
5. Manage enrollment to ensure the highest quality
classroom experiences.
Clemson's National Reputation
1
.
Promote high integrity and professional demeanor
among all members of the University community
2. Establish a Phi Beta Kappa chapter.
3. Have at least two Clemson students win Rhodes
Scholarships.
4. Send student ensembles to perform at Carnegie Hall.
5. Have at least two Clemson faculty win recognition
by national academies.
6. Publicize both national and international accomplish-
ments of faculty, staff, and students.
7. While maintaining full compliance, achieve notable-
recognition with another national football champion-
ship, two championships in Olympic sports, and two
Final Four appearances in basketball.
i
The Barkers, Jim and Marcia, have two sons,
18-year-old Britt, a senior at Daniel High School in
Clemson, and Jacob, 28, who works for an adver-
tising agency in Greenville, SC. Jacob received his
undergraduate degree from North Carolina, where
he was also a member of the baseball team. He
earned his master's degree from Clemson in 2002
and worked in the sports information office while he
was pursuing that degree.
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Athletic Director Terry
Terry Don Philips is the newest addition to the
Clemson athletic family, but he Is no stranger to the
world of college athletics. The long-time
administrator and teacher is charged with the duty
of leading Clemson into the new millennium. He
will undoubtedly call on his vast experience in all
areas of athletic administration to address the
challenges set forth in the University's vision
statement to become a top-20 public university. He
began his tenure as Clemson's 1 0th athletic director
on July 1, 2002.
The three-person committee charged with
finding a replacement for retiring 17-year Athletic
Director Bobby Robinson found a perfect match for
Clemson University in Phillips. His resume is one
of the most impressive, well-rounded personal
documents in college athletics.
Academically, Phillips has an undergraduate
degree from Arkansas (1970), a master's degree
from Virginia Tech (1974), a doctorate from Virginia
Tech (1978), and a law degree from the Arkansas
School of Law (1996). He is a member of the
Arkansas Bar and the American Bar Association.
Phillips has also served in an adjunct faculty role at
his previous stops and plans to continue to teach a
course in legal studies at Clemson.
From an experience standpoint, Phillips has
worked in just about all phases of college athletics.
He served as an assistant football coach at Virginia
Tech, supervised Spring sports and student-athlete
enrichment at Florida, handled athletic fundraising
and facility enhancement at Missouri and Arkansas,
and has 15 years experience as an athletic director,
including 13 at the Division I level.
When it comes to success on the field and in
the classroom, Phillips' programs have been among
the best in the nation. The achievements of the Okla-
homa State program during his tenure (1994-02)
included a pair of national championships in men's
golf, a men's basketball Final Four, two trips to the
College World Series. 13 Big 12 Championships,
and 1 1 individual national champions. Academically,
it had 53 academic Ail-Americans from 1995-02.
Phillips knows the importance of rivalries and
Oklahoma State notched four football wins over arch-
nemesis Oklahoma in his tenure in Stillwater, includ-
ing a 16-13 victory in 2001 against the defending
A New Era Begins
national champion and #4 Sooners. Before his ar-
rival in 1 995, the Cowboys had just three wins over
Oklahoma in the previous 48 years. The Cowboys
also won the first-ever Bedlam Championship in
2001 , the all-sports competition between the two.
From a facilities enhancement standpoint,
Phillips has significant experience, an important as-
pect to his new job at Clemson, where facilities im-
provements and corresponding fund-raising chal-
lenges command his attention immediately.
In Stillwater, the program compiled a long list
of successful facilities projects, including the comple-
tion of nearly $65 million in new construction.
Gallagher-lba Arena, the Cowboys' basketball
arena, was expanded from 6,000 to 13,611 seats,
and 14 suites were added. It was named the best
college venue in the nation by CBS Sportsline. An
equestrian center, softball stadium, women's soc-
cer complex, golf training facility, and indoor base-
ball/softball facility were also a part of a broad range
of facility improvements.
Phillips also supervised the planning of a $50
million renovation to Oklahoma State's football sta-
dium that will add 2,300 club seats, 10 suites, and
rebuilt concession, restrooms, press, and concourse
areas. Additionally, Phillips and his staff raised ap-
proximately $20 million for capital projects, the most
in the school's history, a $9 million budget growth to
nearly $23 million, and a $1 million deficit reduction
while expanding programs to conform with Title IX.
The Longview, TX native also knows how to
attract and lead members of his community. He
iniated the Orange Peel Rally, a student-produced
spirit rally before
the first Oklahoma
State home foot-
ball game that av-
eraged approxi-
mately 20,000 in
attendance. His
blueprint for the
event was
Clemson's
Tigerama, which
had impressed
him in 1 978 when
he made his first
trip to Clemson
with the Virginia
Tech football team.
The athletic pro-
gram also started
the Best of
America Rally that introduced grade-school age
youngsters to Oklahoma State University.
Phillips is the Chair of the NCAA Division I In-
fractions Appeals Committee, which serves the ap-
pellate role for all University and individual appeals
arising from the Committee on Infractions. He also
serves on the Olympic Sports Liaison Committee.
He served the Big 12 Conference on the Board of
Athletic Directors, Bowl Subcommittee, and Post-
Graduate Scholarship and Television Committees.
Before leading Oklahoma State, Phillips served
as senior associate athletic director at Arkansas from
1 988-94. He ran the daily operations and had over-
sight of facility projects for the men's programs, and
was president of the Razorback Foundation.
Phillips was also athletic director of the Uni-
versity of Southwestern Louisiana from 1 983-88 and
Liberty College from 1 980-81 . He was an assistant
athletic director at Missouri from 1 981 -83 where he
supervised athletic fund-raising. George Bennett,
current Clemson Executive Director of IPTAY and a
leader in that field, met with Phillips when he first
accepted that position. Phillips began his adminis-
trative career in 1978 as an assistant athletic direc-
tor at Florida, where he worked with Spring sports
and student-athlete enrichment.
Phillips also has considerable experience in
coaching. He began his coaching career as a gradu-
ate assistant at Arkansas from 1970-71. He then
moved on to Virginia Tech as an assistant coach
from 1 971 -78 before joining the ranks of athletic ad-
ministration. During his coaching career there, he
served with former Clemson Head Coaches Char-
ley Pell and Danny Ford, and worked directly under
former Tiger defensive coordinator Tom Harper.
Winning has been in Phillips's resume since
his playing days. At Arkansas, Phillips lettered on
Frank Broyles teams of 1 966, 1 968, and 1 969. The
Razorbacks were a combined 27-5 in those three
seasons and played in two Sugar Bowl games.
Phillips played for the Razorbacks in the famous
1969 Arkansas-Texas game that decided the Na-
tional Championship. One of the assistant coaches
on the 1968 and 1969 Arkansas teams was former
Clemson Head Coach Hootie Ingram.
Phillips has two children, John Dennis (25) and
Sarah Jane (21). He has three step-children,
Meagan (13), Marshall (12), and Madison (10). He
IS married to Tricia Phillips.
Terry Don Phillips, his wife Tricia and children Meagan, Marshall and
Madison are in their first football season at Clemson.
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4*'^ Year Head Coach
When Clemson was selected for the 2001
Crucial.com Humanitarian Bowl, it meant that the
Tigers would be making their third straight bowl ap-
pearance - the third under Head Coach Tommy
Bowden. With that selection, he became the first
head coach to take Clemson to a bowl game in each
of his first three seasons. That is something that
prominent predecessors Jess Neely, Frank Howard,
Charley Pell, Danny Ford, and Ken Hatfield failed to
do. Under Bowden's direction, Clemson appeared
in the Peach Bowl in 1999 and in the Gator Bowl in
2000 prior to its Humanitarian Bowl appearance.
Clemson made the most of that 2001 bowl ap-
pearance, defeating Louisiana Tech, 49-24 on New
Year's Eve, Clemson's first bowl win since 1993.
Clemson set school bowl records for points scored,
touchdowns, and total offense in a bowl game in the
victory. The Tigers threw five touchdown passes, a
record for any Clemson game. The Clemson de-
fense also limited the effectiveness of Louisiana
Tech's nationally ranked offense, as the defense held
Tech to but 1 points and 270 yards before reserves
were summoned to the contest on both sides.
It was a record-breaking performance for the
Tigers in Boise, ID, something that surprised no one
who has followed the Tigers the last three seasons.
In that short period of time, Clemson has set over
125 school records on an individual and team ba-
sis. Three of the top five total-offense seasons in
school history have been recorded under Bowden,
including the 2001 season when Clemson averaged
over 30 points and 432 yards of total offense.
The 2001 season demonstrated Bowden's
ability to win in the long run, as he had the second-
youngest two-deep in the ACC. Thirty-four of his
top 44 players were underclassmen. Only Duke had
a younger group of top 44 players. Fourteen differ-
ent freshmen saw action in 2001
,
including 1 who
played in at least 10 games. Ten Clemson fresh-
man records have been set under Bowden in his
short tenure. In 2001, freshmen receivers caught
1 06 passes, while freshmen defensive players com-
bined for 173 tackles and 15 tackles for loss.
Bowden has a record of 22-14 entering the
2002 season as Clemson's head coach. He has
recorded that ledger against a difficult schedule. His
first year, Clemson's schedule was ranked in the top
10 in the nation. In 2001, his team defeated five
teams that finished the season with a winning record,
tied for the third-highest single-season figure in
school history. One of the wins was a 47-44 over-
time triumph at #9 Georgia Tech. It was Clemson's
highest-ranked road win in 20 years.
He has also gained that record with a group of
overachieving players. Of the 25 teams who have
been to a bowl game each of the last three years,
only East Carolina (two) has had fewer players
drafted than Clemson (three) over that period. Two
of the years Clemson has advanced to a bowl game
under Bowden, Clemson did not have any players
drafted (1999 and 2001).
When Bowden came to Clemson in 1998, he
inherited a team with a 3-8 record. By late October
of 2000, just 14
months after his
first game,
Clemson was
ranked third in the
nation in the USA
Today poll after an
8-0 start. That
ranking was the
highest for the pro-
gram in 16 years.
The final #14 rank-
ing in that same poll
was the highest fi-
nal listing for the
program since the
1990 season.
Making a swift
improvement is
nothing new for
Bowden. In 1997.
he took over a 4-7
Tulane program
and brought the
Green Wave to a 7-
4 mark in his first
year. In 1998, the
improvement con-
tinued with an 11-0
regular season and
#7 national ranking.
In 1999, Bowden
elevated the Tigers
from 3-8 to a bowl
game and a 6-6 fi-
nal record. The
2000 Tigers con-
cluded the season with a 9-3 record, its highest win
total since 1993.
As you can see, considerable improvement is
a common phrase for Tommy Bowden coached
teams. In each of his first four years he has coached
at the Division I level, his team showed at least a
three-win improvement over the previous year, be-
lieved to be a first in Division I college football his-
tory. Bowden is just the third coach in Clemson his-
tory to bring the Tigers to a three-win improvement
in consecutive years and was one of just two Divi-
sion I coaches (John Robinson of UNLV) to do it
over the 1999 and 2000 seasons.
Bowden's second Clemson team was one of
the most decorated in history. Six different Tigers
were finalists or semi-finalist for national position
awards, including linebacker Keith Adams, who was
one of the final three finalists for the Butkus Award.
Kyle Young and Chad Carson were both
named first-team Academic Ail-Americans, making
Clemson the only Division l-A school in the nation to
have a pair of first-team selections. For the second
straight year, the football team had its highest team
GPA on record and a record number of ACC Aca-
demic honor-roll recipients. Eighteen of the 22 se-
niors on the 2001 team have already earned their
degrees and two more will join them this year. The
top-five semester GPAs on record have taken place
under his seven-semester watch. Carson brought
pride to the entire University last winter when he
reached the final stage of the Rhodes Scholarship
selection process.
The Bowden family: Lauren, Tommy, Linda, and Ryan.
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When Bowden came to Clemson, he had one
simple goal - improvement. Bowden warned
Clemson supporters that the Tigers were unlikely to
be bowl participants in 1 999, but his main focus was
to improve. Bowden's goal of improvement was
reached and he was happy to be wrong about his
preseason prediction, as the Tigers were invited to
the 1999 Chick-fil-A Peach Bowl.
In 1999, Bowden accomplished a personal
milestone that no Clemson coach had attained since
1 981 , the year the Tigers won the National Champi-
onship. He became the first Clemson coach since
Danny Ford to be named ACC Coach-of-the-Year.
Bowden led the Tigers to a 6-6 record and 5-3
mark in the ACC against the nation's third-toughest
regular-season schedule according to Jeff Sagarin.
The Tigers finished tied for second with Georgia Tech
and Virginia in the final conference standings, a six-
place improvement over 1 998, the greatest one-sea-
son jump in ACC history in league play.
The improvements in the ACC standings were
thanks in large part to an innovative offensive at-
tack. The Clemson offense ended the season aver-
aging 402.6 yards per game, nearly a 1 00-yard per
game improvement over 1998. The Tigers scored
26.8 points per game in 1999 compared to 19.8 in
1998. Clemson's 42 touchdowns in 1999 ranked
fifth best in school history Clemson has exceeded
that touchdown total each of the last two years.
Under Bowden, Clemson continued its strong
defensive tradition. With 47 sacks, Clemson was
first in the ACC in that category for the second
straight season, and the final total established a
school record. Three players (Keith Adams - 15.5,
Chad Carson - 1 2.0, Robert Carswell - 1 0.8) all had
nearly 1 1 tackles per game in 1999 to rank among
the top-four tacklers in the league.
Adams, a sophomore that season, finished with
186 tackles, highest in the nation, and broke the
Clemson single-season tackle record held by An-
thony Simmons. They all contributed to the 17th
best pass efficiency defense in the nation, a unit that
had 19 interceptions, ninth highest in the country.
Four of Clemson's losses in 1 999 came against
teams ranked in the top 15 of the final AP poll.
Bowden Bowl I, the first ever meeting between fa-
ther and son head coaches in college football his-
tory, took place on October 23, 1 999. Bowden faced
his father Bobby's top-ranked Florida State team in
Death Valley in front of a national television audi-
ence. The Tigers lost a tough battle to the eventual
National Champions, 17-14, the closest margin of
victory for the Seminoles and the fewest points they
recorded all season by two touchdowns.
Making strong improvement in his first year with
a program was nothing new for Bowden. In the two
seasons he was the head coach at Tulane, Bowden
took a team that had been 4-18 in the two years
previous to his arrival, and emotionally and numeri-
cally reversed the team's fortunes with an 18-4
record, posted an 11-1 conference mark, and fin-
ished the 1 998 season ranked seventh in the nation
by both polls. Tulane and Tennessee were the only
undefeated teams in college football in 1998.
His Tulane team had a 22-game average of
39.7 points, 5.1 touchdowns, 463 yards of total of-
fense, 270.5 yards passing, and 192.6 yards rush-
ing. The Green Wave averaged 6.34 yards per play
and converted on third down 47 percent of the time.
Some say the most telling
statistic in terms of wins
and losses, and the most
telling statistic when it
comes to coaching ability
is turnover margin. The
Green Wave ranked fifth
in the nation in turnover
margin each of his sea-
sons at Tulane.
It didn't take Bowden
long to put Tulane back on
the college football land-
scape. In his first year,
Tulane was picked last in
the preseason polls of
Conference USA. But he
led the New Orleans
based school to a 7-4
record, a second-place
conference standing with
just one league loss, and set 33 school records in
the process, including 26 on offense.
Tulane's accomplishments on offense were
noteworthy in 1 997, but its offensive charts reached
uncharted areas in 1998. Tulane stood as the
nation's only school to average over 300 yards per
game passing and 200 yards per game rushing.
Tulane ranked fourth nationally in total offense (507.1
per game) and second in scoring (45.4 per game).
The Green Wave scored 40 or more points in
eight contests in 1998, including each of the last
seven games. In one game, the Green Wave scored
72 points and rolled up 704 yards of total offense.
They converted 52 percent of their third-down op-
portunities for the season and had just 1 1 turnovers
in over 800 plays. The 1998 season saw Tulane
post a perfect 1 1 -0 regular season under Bowden,
its first perfect regular season since 1931. The
Green Wave won Conference USA, its first league
title since Tulane won the SEC in 1949. Bowden
was named Conference USA Coach-of-the-Year.
Bowden's team ranked seventh in the final AP
poll and was a mainstay in the polls from the third
week of the season on. Tulane had not been ranked
at any time since 1 979, and had not been ranked in
a final poll since 1973. After Bowden accepted the
job at Clemson, Tulane defeated Brigham Young in
the Liberty Bowl, 41-27.
A look to the list of coaches who had unde-
feated seasons in the 1990s shows two other men
named Bowden. His father, Florida State Head
Coach Bobby Bowden, had a perfect regular sea-
son in 1 996 and 1 999, while his brother, Terry posted
a perfect regular season in 1 993. The Bowdens are
the first family of college coaching, and this "Won-
der Years" environment had a lot to do with Tommy
Bowden's decision to enter the coaching world.
The fatherly influence of a college coach who
reached 300 career wins against his son in 1999,
also had an influence on other members of the fam-
ily. Terry has been a head coach at Samford and
Auburn, posting a 47-1 7-1 record at the latter. Terry
serves as an in-studio commentator for ABC's col-
lege football package. Jeff Bowden is in his eighth
year as wide receivers coach at Florida State, his
second as offensive coordinator.
Tommy Bowden began his college football ex-
perience as a walk-on wide receiver at West Vir-
ginia. He played for his fa-
ther between 1 973-75 and
then for Frank Signetti
during the 1976 season.
As a junior, he
caught 15 passes for 189
yards and one score.
Bowden remained at
West Virginia for the 1 977
season and began his
coaching career, serving
as a graduate assistant on
Signetti's staff. His inter-
est in coaching only be-
came more intense after
that first year as a gradu-
ate assistant. His father
then hired him as a sec-
ondary coach at Florida
State for the 1 978 season.
That experience
confirmed to Bowden that he was in a profession
that would be his life's work. The Seminoles posted
a 19-4 mark in his two seasons at Florida State.
In 1 980, Bowden joined the staff at East Caro-
lina, where he coached for the Spring practice ses-
sion of 1980. That spring, he moved to Auburn and
served as the Tigers running backs coach for the
1980 season. Among the players he coached was
James Brooks, who went on to a 13-year NFL ca-
reer and is still second in Auburn history in rushing.
In 1981, Bowden returned to Tallahassee as
the tight ends coach. In two more years at Florida
State, the Seminoles posted a 1 5-8 mark. The 1 982
team ranked 13th in the final poll, claimed a 9-3
record, and won a Gator Bowl championship.
In 1983, Bowden accepted his first job as a
coordinator. He served under Steve Sloan at Duke
as the Blue Devils' quarterbacks coach and offen-
sive coordinator. It was as the Duke offensive coor-
dinator that Bowden made his first trip to Death Val-
ley as a coach. Among the players Bowden tutored
was Anthony Dilweg, who went on to the NFL.
After four years at Duke, Bowden became the
wide receivers coach at Alabama under Bill Curry
It was at Alabama that Bowden refined his offensive
coaching prowess under noted offensive mind
Homer Smith, then the Tide offensive coordinator.
In 1 990, Bowden returned to a coordinator role,
serving Kentucky as offensive coordinator and wide
receivers coach. That year, he helped the Wildcats
to their first upper division SEC finish since 1 984.
In 1991, Bowden joined Pat Dye at Auburn.
He would remain with Auburn for six years, his long-
est stint as a college assistant coach. During his
tenure. Auburn was a combined 46-20-2, including
a perfect 1 1 -0 season in 1 993. Auburn had four As-
sociated Press top-25 seasons, including a #4 final
ranking in 1993 and a #9 final rating in 1994. The
Tigers were 20-1-1 in 1 993-94 combined. Bowden
worked under his brother, Terry, for his last four years
at Auburn and the Tigers had a 36-9-1 record with
both Bowdens on the staff.
Born on July 10, 1954, in Birmingham, AL,
Bowden is married to the former Linda Joan White,
who he first met when the two were in school to-
gether at Morgantown (WV) High. The couple has
two children, Ryan (20), a junior at Clemson, and
Lauren (17) a senior at nearby Daniel High.
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Brad
Scott
• Assistant Head Coach
• Offensive Coordinator
• Tight Ends
• 4th Season
John
Lovett
• Defensive Coordinator
• Defensive Backs
• 1 St Season
Rick
Stockstill
• Recruiting Coordi-
nator
• Wide Receivers
• 1 4th Season
Coaching Experience
Assistant coach at DeSoto County High in Arcadia, FL
(1979) ..assistant coach at Hardee County High in Wauchula,
FL...head coach at DeSoto County High in Arcadia, FL
(1982,83). .graduate assistant coach at The Citadel
(1981 ,82). ..graduate assistant coach at Florida State (1 983-
85). ..tight end coach/recruiting coordinator at Florida State
(1985-90). ..offensive coordinator/offensive line coach at
Florida State (1990-93). ..head coach at South Carolina
(1994-98).. assistant head coach/tight ends at Clemson
(1999, 00). ..assistant head coach/offensive coordinator/tight
ends at Clemson (December 2000-present).
Bowl Seasons as a Head Coach
1995 Carquest Bowl
Bowl Seasons as an Assistant Coach
1983 Peach Bowl. ..1984 Citrus Bowl. ..1985 Gator
Bowl. .1986 All-American Bowl. .1988 Fiesta Bowl. .1989
Sugar Bowl. .1990 Fiesta Bowl. .1990 Blockbuster
Bowl..1992CottonBowl...1993 0range Bowl ...1994 0range
Bowl. .1999 Peach Bowl. ..2001 Gator Bowl. ..2001 Humani-
tarian Bowl.
Education
B.A. degree in science education from South Florida in
1979. ..M.S. in athletic administration from Florida State in
1984.
Personal Data
Born September 30, 1954 in Arcadia, FL... married to
Daryle...the couple has two sons (Jetf 21 , John 18).
Scott Highlights
In his first season at Soutti Carolina in 1 994, he
led the Gamecocks to their first post season bowl vic-
tory in school history with a 24-21 win over West Vir-
ginia in the Carquest Bowl. ..while at Florida State, the
Seminoles were 10-0-1 in bowl games, .with the win at
the Carquest, Scott never tasted a bowl defeat in his
first 12 bowl games as a coach. ..Florida State posted a
44-6 (.880) record with Scott as offensive coordinator,
which ranked as the most wins by a Division I program
during those four seasons. ..Florida State also claimed
the 1 993 National Championship with Scott running the
Seminole offense and finished no lower than fourth in
the nation in any one season during that span,.,coached
Heisman Trophy winner Charlie Ward., two of his five
recruiting classes at Florida State were ranked #1 in
the nation (1985 & 1989).,.CIemson s tight ends were
especially productive in 1999, catching a pair of touch-
down passes in the same season for the first time in
more than a decade , Clemson's 2000 offense set 31
records, including most total offense and most touch-
downs scored.,.Clemson ranked in top 15 in the nation
in total offense, scoring, and rushing in 2000, ..as offen-
sive coordinator in 2001, he directed quarterback
Woodrow Dantzler to the first 2,000-1 ,000 passing-rush-
ing season in NCAA Division I history , his son, Jeff, has
been the Tigers' holder the past two seasons and even
has a touchdown rushing to his credit, coming off a fake
field goal. His other son, John, is a freshman football
player at Harvard
Coaching Experience
Defensive coordinator at Saint Joseph's Regional High in
Montvale, NJ (1976,77). part-time assistant at Union Col-
lege (1978,79); inside linebackers coach at Union College
(1980,81 )., defensive coordinator and linebackers coach at
Union College ( 1 982). ..linebackers coach at Brown
(1983) . ..intern assistant coach with New York Jets
(1984) . defensive coordinator/secondary coach at Maine
(1 985-88). ..defensive coordinator/secondary coach at Cin-
cinnati (1989-92). .secondary coach at UNLV (1993). ..de-
fensive coordinator/linebackers coach at Maine (1994)... sec-
ondary coach at Mississippi (1995-98) . defensive coordi-
nator/secondary/outside linebackers coach at Auburn (1 999-
01 ) defensive coordinator/defensive backs coach at Clem-
son (2002-present).
Playing Experience
Played football at C.W. Post and served as the team's co-
captain in 1973, his final season.
Bowl Seasons as an Assistant Coach
1997 Motor City Bowl. ..1998 Independence Bowl.. .2001 Cit-
rus Bowl . 2001 Peach Bowl.
Education
Graduated from Pearl River High in Pearl River, NJ in
1968. ..graduated from C.W. Post in 1973. ..earned a master's
degree from Denver in 1975.
Personal Data
Born John Lovett in Nyack, NY in 1951 ...married to the former
Carol O'Conner on June 26, 1992.
Lovett Highlights
Enters his first season at Clemson after three
years as defensive coordinator at Auburn. ..has been a
collegiate coach for 23 years, including 13 years as a
defensive coordinator.. .his defense helped Auburn reach
a bowl game each of the last two years. ..his 2000 de-
fense ranked 14th in the nation in total defense and
1 5th in rushing defense. ..his defense stymied top-ranked
Florida in Auburn's 23-20 triumph. ..the Tiger defense
limited Florida to 20 points, -36 yards rushing, and 328
yards of total offense, season lows in all three catego-
ries for Steve Spurrier's team that finished third in the
nation. ..his defense also forced five Gator turnovers,
including four interceptions thrown by Heisman Trophy
finalist Rex Grossman. ..his defense also held Georgia
to 17 points in Auburn's 24-17 win over the
Bulldogs...coached under Tommy Tuberville the last
seven seasons, including four at Mississippi and the
last three years at Auburn., also coached two stints at
Maine in the 1980s. ..served as the defensive quality
control coach under Joe Walton and the New York Jets
in 1984. ..came to C.W. Post as a walk-on, but quickly
earned a scholarship and served as the team's co-cap-
tain as a senior in 1 973, ..he played for Coach Don Anile,
who is now the Director of Football Operations for the
Indianapolis Colts.
Coaching Experience
Offensive coordinator and quarterbacks coach at Bethune-
Cookman (1983,84) . assistant head coach and wide receiv
ers coach at Central Florida (1985-88). .
,
quarterbacks coach
at Clemson (1 989-91 )... passing-game coordinator/quarter-
backs coach at Clemson (1992, 1993). ..co-offensive coordi-
nator and wide receivers coach at Clemson
(1994,1995) . wide receivers coach at Clemson (1996-
98).. . recruiting coordinator/wide receivers coach at Clemson
(1999-present).
Playing Experience
Earned three letters in football from Florida State. , , 1 981 team
captain.
Bowl Seasons as an Assistant Coach
1989 Gator Bowl.. 1991 Hall of Fame Bowl .1992 Citrus
Bowl... 1993 Peach Bowl... 1996 Gator Bowl... 1997 Peach
Bowl.. .1998 Peach Bowl . 1999 Peach Bowl. .2001 Gator
Bowl. ..2001 Humanitarian Bowl.
Bowl Seasons as a Player
1977 Tangerine Bowl. .1980 Orange Bowl. ..1981 Orange
Bowl. ..1982 East-West Shnne Bowl. .1982 Japan Bowl.
Education
Graduated from Fernandina Beach High in Fernandina
Beach. FL in 1977...B,S. degree in physical education from
Florida State in 1982.
Personal Data
Born Rick Wilson Stockstill in Sidney, OH. ..married to the
former Sara Fleischman of Orlando, FLon July 7, 1990. .
.
the
couple has a son (Brent 8) and a daughter (Emily 5).
Stockstill Highlights
Dean of Clemson assistant coaches, he has
coached in 10 bowl games in 13 years. ..Clemson set a
school record for completion percentage (60%) in his
first year as quarterback coach in 1989,, Clemson led
the ACC in total offense in the 1991 season ,,coached
DeChane Cameron, the winningest quarterback in
Clemson history in terms of percentage, ..helped coor-
dinate the #3 ranked offense in Clemson history in
1 995.
.
.of the 26 records Clemson set in 1 999, the Tiger
receiving corp is responsible for the most passing yards,
most completions, and highest completion percentage
in school history.. Rod Gardner set the single-season
record for receptions and reception yards on his way to
second-team AII-ACC honors in 1999. ..he then became
Clemson's career reception leader in 2000. . serving un-
der his fourth different head coach at Clemson, the first
full-time Tiger coach to do so in history . .he also coached
under Danny Ford, Ken Hatfield, and Tommy West. ..had
a top-10 national recruiting class in February of 2001
and is widely regarded as one of the top recruiters in
the Southeast... Roscoe Crosby, Airese Currie, and Der-
rick Hamilton each set at least one school freshman
receiving record.
.
the group of receivers in the 2001 re-
cruiting class was arguably the best in the
country.. .earned three letters as a Florida State quar-
terback and made three bowl trips as well.
23U
Assistant Coaches
Rodney
Allison
• Defensive Ends
• 4th Season
Burton
Burns
' Running Bacl<s
4th Season
Jack
Mines
' Linebacl<ers
' 4th Season
Coaching Experience
Graduate assistant coach at Texas Tech (1979). ..running
backs coach at Texas Tech (1980-83).,. running bacl<s coach
at Duke (1984-86). .running backs coach at Southern Mis-
sissippi (1988, 89),..quarterbacks coach at Southern Missis-
sippi (1990-92). offensive coordinator at Southern Missis-
sippi (1991 ,92), running backs coach at Auburn (1993-
96),,,offensive coordinator/running backs coach at Auburn
(1997, 1998),,,defensive ends coach at Clemson (1999-
present).
Playing Experience
Lettered three years as a quarterback at Texas Tech (1974-
77). ..played for the Toronto Argonauts of the CFL (1978).
Bowl Seasons as an Assistant Coach
1988 Independence Bowl. ..1990 All-Amehcan Bowl. .1996
Outback Bowl. .1996 Independence Bowl. .1998 Peach
Bowl. .1999 Peach Bowl, ,,2001 Gator Bowl, , 2001 Humani-
tarian Bowl,
Bowl Seasons as a Player
1974 Peach Bowl. .1976 Bluebonnet Bowl. .1977 Tanger-
ine Bowl.
Education
B,A, degree in physical education from Texas Tech in 1978.
Personal Data
Born January 29. 1956,,, married to the former Leigh Harris
of Durham, NC,,,the couple has a son (Sloan 13) and a
daughter (Ashleigh Delle 1 1 ),
Allison Highlights
In 1 977, Allison was considered a candidate for
the Heisman Trophy,. .in 1976, he passed for 1 ,458 yards
and rushed for 706 yards., .also played in three bowl
games at Texas Tech...played one year with the Toronto
Argonauts of the Canadian Football League. ..during his
coaching tenure at Southern Mississippi, Allison
coached Brett Favre...Favre later went on to become
the 1995 NFL MVP with the Green Bay Packers. ..at
Duke, he worked with current Clemson coach Tommy
Bowden and got his first taste of Death Valley in 1 984. ..in
his first three seasons at Auburn, Allison coached three
1,000-yard rushers, coached NFL star running back
Stephen Davis while at Auburn,,, also served as offen-
ive coordinator for three years on the Plains. ..Auburn
won 46 games in ihe span of five years (1993-97) and
had four top-25 rankings, including #4 ranking in
1993.
.
Auburn also posted a 20-M record in his first
two years at the school and a perfect 11-0 record in
1993, but was ineligible for the National
Championship...Clemson set a school record with an
conference best 47 sacks in the 1 999 season. ..the pass
rush was a reason the Tigers ranked 1 7th in the nation
in pass efficiency defense in 1999. .his kickoff return
defense led the ACC in 2001
,
allowing only 20.4 yards
per kickoff return. ..defensive end Bryant McNeal had
eight sacks in 2001
,
good for third place in the ACC. .has
either coached or played in a
}9^ ^^^J^^^l^^§^^^
Coaching Experience
Assistant coach at Saint Augustine High in New Orleans,
LA (1977-79) , assistant coach at Booker T, Washington High
(1980), . assistant head coach/offensive coordinator at Saint
Augustine High (1986-94). ..assistant coach at Southern (LA)
(1981-85). ..assistant coach at Tulane (1994-98). ..running
backs coach at Clemson (1999-present).
Playing Experience
Played fullback at Nebraska (1971 -75). ..earned two letters
(1974,75).
Bowl Seasons as an Assistant Coach
1998 Liberty Bowl. ..1999 Peach Bowl.
.
2001 Gator
Bowl.
.
2001 Humanitarian Bowl.
Bowl Seasons as a Player
1973 Orange Bowl. ..1974 Cotton Bowl..1975 Sugar Bowl.
Education
B S. degree in education from Nebraska in 1976.
Personal Data
Born October 27, 1 952. ..married to the former Connie
Winder.. .the couple has three daughters (Amber 28. Christy
25, Erin 18) and a son (Damon 20).
Burns Highlights
Spent the 1997 and 1998 seasons at Tulane di-
recting the Green Wave running attack...during the 1998
season, the Tulane running attack improved to 202.4
yards per game to rank 23rd nationally.. .earned two let-
ters under legendary Head Coach Tom Osborne at Ne-
braska (1974, 75). ..while at Nebraska, the Cornhuskers
played in the Orange Bowl, Cotton Bowl, and Sugar
Bowl. ..helped his high school alma mater (Saint Augus-
tine High) win district titles in 1 987, 1 992, and 1 993. ..also
assistant coach at the school from 1977-79 when the
Purple Knights won three district titles and back-to-back
Class AAAA state championships in 1978 and
1 979. ..coached four future NFL players at Saint Augus-
tine High, including Sean Jackson, Tyrone Hughes,
David White, and Louis Age...also coached former New
York Jet running back Jerald Sowell while at
Tulane.. .while at Booker T. Washington High in 1980,
the school won the district championship , during his stint
at Southern, the Jaguars finished in the top two of the
Southwestern Athletic Conference on three
occasions...coached first-team AII-ACC running back
Travis Zachery in 2000 and 2001 . . .Zachery set Clemson
record for total touchdowns in a career and a single-
season under Burns direction. ..he also became
Clemson's eighth 1,000-yard running back in
2000. ..Clemson ranked 14th in the nation in rushing in
2000. ..Clemson has established nearly 100 records on
offense since he came to Clemson, including Zachery's
career touchdown mark. ..has four children between the
ages of 18-28.
Coaching Experience
Assistant coach at Morgantown (WV) High (1973-79). ..de-
fensive coordinator/defensive backs coach at Morgantown
High (1 981 -83), . defensive backs coach at Leon High in
Tallahassee, FL (1984),,,volunteer assistant coach at West
Virginia (1980),,, graduate assistant coach at Florida State
(1985, 86).,, recruiting coordinator/defensive coordinator/de-
fensive backs coach at Samford (1987-92)...defensive backs
coach at Auburn (1993-95). .linebackers/special teams
coach at Auburn (1996-98), .defensive backs coach at
Clemson (1999-01 )... linebackers coach at Clemson (2002-
present)
Playing Experience
Lettered one year as a defensive back and was a member
of the team three years at West Virginia (1969-71 ).
Bowl Seasons as an Assistant Coach
1996 Outback Bowl. ..1996 Independence Bowl. ...1999
Peach Bowl. .2001 Gator Bowl. ..2001 Humanitarian Bowl.
Bowl Seasons as a Player
1969 Peach Bowl.
Education
B.S. degree in physical education from West Virginia in
1972. ..masters in physical education from West Virginia in
1980. ..earned a specialist education degree in athletic ad-
ministration from Flonda State in 1987.
Personal Data
Born January 28, 1 950. ..married to the former Robyn
Bowden. ..the couple has a son (Robert 21 ) and a daughter
(Jacquelyn 16).
Hines Highlights
Was a member of Bobby Bowden's first team as
a defensive back at West Virginia. ..member of
Morgantown High staff that won state championship in
1983. ..in 1994, the Auburn secondary intercepted 22
passes, the fourth-highest total in school history...Auburn
returned eight interceptions for touchdowns during his
first two seasons as secondary coach. ..in an exciting
30-26 win over Louisiana State in 1 994, Auburn picked
off five second-half passes and returned three for
touchdowns. . .Auburn won 46 games from 1 993-97 with
Hines on staff, including 11-0 with a #4 ranking in
1993. ..Auburn also posted a 20-1-1 record in his first
two years at the school...coached those six years at
Auburn with Tommy Bowden and Rodney
Allison. ..coached current NFL stars Deion Sanders and
Takeo Spikes. ..Clemson's pass defense ranked 17th in
the country and was the second best in the ACC in
1999. ..Clemson ranked eighth in the nation in intercep-
tions in 1999. ..coached two First-Team AII-ACC play-
ers in 2000 in Robert Carswell and Alex Ardley...Carswell
was semifinalist for the Thorpe Award. ..coached defen-
sive backs Darrel Crutchfield (Philadelphia Eagles) and
Carswell (San Diego Chargers), who both went on to
Ihe NFL. ..his son, Robert, is the starting quarterback at
Tennessee-Martin.
Assistant Coaches
Mike
O'Cain
• Quarterbacks
• 2nd Season
Thielen
Smith
• Defensive Line
• 4th Season
• Offensive Line
• 4th Season
Coaching Experience
Graduate assistant/running backs coach at Clemson
(1977). ..offensive backfleld coacfi at The Citadel (1978-
80). ..offensive coordinator at IVlurray State (1981 )... assis-
tant head coach at tvlurray State (1981 -84). ..assistant head
coach at East Carolina (1985) ...quarterbacks coach at N.C.
State (1986-92). ..head coach at N.C, State (1993-99). ..of-
fensive coordinator at North Carolina (2000 regular
season). ..quarterbacks coach at Clemson (2001 Gator Bowl-
present).
Playing Experience
Lettered as a quarterback at Clemson (1 974-76). . .team MVP
and co-captain in 1976 when he was the starting quarter-
back and punter.
Bowl Seasons as a Head Coach
1993 Hall of Fame Bowl. ..1994 Peach Bowl. ..1998 Micron
PC Bowl.
Bov^l Seasons as an Assistant Coach
1977 Gator Bowl. .1988 Peach Bowl. ..1988 Peach
Bowl .1989 Copper Bowl. .1990 Ail-American Bowl ...1991
Peach Bowl . .1992 Gator Bowl. .2001 Gator Bowl. ..2001 Hu-
manitarian Bowl.
Education
B.S. degree in recreation and parks administration from
Clemson in 1977.
Personal Data
Born July 20, 1 954 in Orangeburg, SC. ..married to the former
Nancy Farnum in 1980 ..the couple has two daughters
(Jenny 17, Lizzi 15).
Coaching Experience
Assistant coach at Warren Easton High in New Orleans, LA
(1977, 78). ..defensive line coach at Louisiana-Lafayette
(1979-84). ..linebackers/defensive line coach at Tulane
(1985-90). ..inside linebackers coach at Louisiana State
(1991 ,92). ..defensive line coach at Louisiana-Monroe
(1993,94). ..defensive line coach at Tulane (1995-98). ..de-
fensive line coach at Clemson (1999-present).
Playing Experience
Three-year lettenwinner as a linebacker at Louisiana State
(1973-75).
Bowl Seasons as an Assistant Coach
1987 Independence Bowl. .1998 Liberty Bowl. ..1999 Peach
Bowl. ..2001 Gator Bowl. ..2001 Humanitarian Bowl.
Bowl Seasons as a Player
1972 Bluebonnet Bowl. .1973 Orange Bowl.
Education
B,S, degree in education from Louisiana State in 1977.
Personal Data
Born January 23, 1954,., first name pronounced THI-
lihn... married to the former Gail Scott. ..the couple has three
daughters (Toyah 24, Keisha 20, Temetria 14) and three sons
(Terrance 19, Vincent 13, Shaun 13).
Coaching Experience
Graduate assistant coach at Livingston (1979). ..tight ends
at East Carolina (Spring 1 980). ..offensive line coach at North
Texas State (1980). ..offensive line/special teams coach at
Texas Tech (1981-84) ...assistant linebackers coach at Texas
Tech (1985) .. .defensivecoordinator/inside linebackers coach
at Louisiana-Lafayette (1986-91 ). .assistant head coach/de-
fensive coordinator/inside linebackers coach at Louisiana-
Lafayette (1992) . offensive line coach at Baylor (1993-
96). ..running game coordinator at Baylor (1996). offensive
line coach at Tulane (1997, 98). . offensive line coach at
Clemson (1999-present).
Playing Experience
A member of two Gator Bowl teams as a reserve offensive
lineman for Clemson in 1977 and 1978.
Bowl Seasons as an Assistant Coach
1994 Alamo Bowl ...1998 Liberty Bowl ...1999 Peach Bowl...
2001 Gator Bowl. ..2001 Humanitarian Bowl.
Bowl Seasons as a Player
1977 Gator Bowl. .1978 Gator Bowl.
Education
B.A. degree in industrial education from Clemson in 1979.
Personal Data
Born February 12, 1957,, .married to the former Becky
Home. ..the couple has a son (Brad 1 9) and a daughter (Lon
15).
Smith Highlights West Highlights
O'Cain Highlights
In his first season as a head coach at N.C. State,
he was the only rookie coach in the nation that year to
take a team to a bowl game. ..O'Cain led N.C State to
nine wins in 1993, tied for the most wins in school
history.. .his 10 ACC wins during his first two seasons
are the best ever for a Wolfpack coach in his first two
campaigns , .O'Cain and Lou Holtz (1972-75) are the
only coaches in N.C, State history to take a team to a
bowl in their first two seasons with the
program...coached N.C. State to three bowl games. ..had
a 41 -40 overall head coaching record at N.C. State. ..one
of those victories was in 1 998 over Florida State, one of
two ACC losses for the Seminoles since they joined the
league in 1992...recruited and coached NFL star Torry
Holt while at N.C. State. ..quarterbacked Orangeburg-
Wilkinson High (the same high school as former Clem-
son quarterback Woodrow Dantzler) to a 13-0 record, a
state 4A title, and #12 national ranking his senior
year., his first coaching job came as a graduate assis-
tant at Clemson in 1977, where he coached the running
backs,,,was a big reason Woodrow Dantzler was able
to become the first NCAA Division I player to pass for
2,000 yards and rush for 1 ,000 in a single season in
2001.
Starting linebacker during his playing career at
Louisiana State, he had 82 tackles his final
season..,played in two bowl games at Louisiana State,
including 1973 team that played in the Orange
Bowl. ..coached Joe Caravello, who earned a Super Bowl
ring with Redskins,,, has coached or recruited eight NFL
players,., part of the resurgence at Tulane under coach
Bowden, the Tulane defense forced 34 turnovers in
1 997, third best in the nation . . .has coached three differ-
ent schools in Louisiana, Tulane, Southwest Louisiana,
and Northeast Louisiana. ..in 1 999, Clemson led the ACC
in sacks with 47 and his defenders had a lot to do with
the pass defense, ranking 17th in the nation and sec-
ond in the ACC. Clemson totaled 85 sacks combined
in 1999 and 2000, the highest two-year total in school
history.,.coached first-team AII-ACC defensive tackle
Terry Jolly in 2000. ..Clemson ranked in the top 25 in
the nation in rushing defense in 2000 , .coached Sec-
ond-Team Freshman Ail-American Donnell Washington
in 2001, as he became the first Tiger freshman All-
America defensive lineman since Chester McGlockton
earned the honor in 1 989,.,has been a coach since 1 977,
but his job at Clemson is his first away from his home
state of Louisiana. ..first name is pronounced "THI-
lihn"...has six children, who.se ages range from 13 to
24,
At Southwestern Louisiana, West s defenses
ranked among the nation's top 20 in total defense three
times.,, under West, the defense was ranked nationally
in at least one defensive category for six consecutive
seasons.
.
.was part of the Baylor team that won the 1 994
Southwest Conference championship , under the guid-
ance of West, the offensive line helped the Tulane of-
fensive unit produce almost 4,700 yards of total offense
and a school-record 375 points in 1997...the offensive
line gave up just 11 sacks for the year.. .in 1998, the
offensive line helped Tulane become the only school in
the nation to average over 300 yards passing and 200
yards rushing during the regular season,,.despite the
smallest offensive line in the nation, Clemson averaged
403 yards on offensive in 1 999, set 26 offensive records,
and scored 42 touchdowns..,as a player, transferred to
Clemson from Marion Institute, where he was a junior
college Ail-American. ..coached three-time First-Team
Academic Ail-American Kyle Young...Clemson ranked
10th in the nation in rushing in 2000... his offensive line
paved the way for Woodrow Dantzler to become the
first Division I player in NCAA history to pass for 2,000
yards and rush for 1,000 more in a single season. ..his
son Brad, is a graduate of nearby Daniel High and will
be a red-shirt freshman on the 2002 Appalachian State
football squad.
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PROUD SPONSOR OF CLEMSON TIGER SPORTS.
The next-generation Magnum® power Dodge Ram rules the
road. Stratus just loves to snake through traffic. Durango's
got a V-8 that'll blow right by you. Even Caravan has all the
right moves. Our advice? If you can't beat 'em, join 'em. For
more information, call . . . -tADODGE or visit ^^^^. ..o,,.
GRAB LIFE BY THE HORNS
OOOGI
THErOFFICIALVEHICLES
OFitGET-OUTfcOF MY WAY
Because Your Garage Should
Look As Good As Your Home
loi/r home ts your casllc-a :>liou'casc oj your inipeccahle taste. )oii hare carcjully
considered every detail, insisting on durahle, reliahle materials inside and out. W^hy stop with
your garage door?
A.t Overhead Door, we helieve you shouldn '/ have to sacrifice appearance for safety and
durability. Introducing our new custom line that comhines the natural beauty of real wood with
the security of steel. These doors are available in a variety of wood species to compliment any
architectural style. Your neighbors will be green with envy.
Overhead Door offers a complete line of standard and custom sectional and rolling doors for
any home or business application. With our quality products, installation, and service after the
sale, we have been setting the standard for residential, commercial, and industrial door systems
for over 80 years. Call us today for more information.
11
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The Genuine. The Original.
OVERHEAD DOOR CO. OF GREENVILLE, INC.
Post Office Box 6225 • Piedmont Industrial Parb at 1-85 and Piedmont Highway • Greenville, South Carolina 29606
864.277.9460 / Greenville • 864.582.1488 / Spartanburg • 1.800.849.DOOR (3667)
ONLY THE TOUGHEST
PLAY HERE!
Death Valley. The name speaks for itself.
Ifyou want to play in this house, you
better have the reputation to back it up.
TORO's 640 Series Sprinkler has been the
number one choice for athletic sports
fields for more than a decade. That's a
reputation built on MVP performances.
Ifyou want that kind ofdurability, match
TORO quality products with certified
contractors like Environmental
Landscaping...a winning team that can
handle the toughest conditions.
ENVIRONMENTAL
LANDSCAPING. INC.
TORO
864-223-8300
P.O. Box 8159 • Greenwood, South Carolina 29649
®
THE NAME SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.
operating
Expenses
Loans
for asriculture
^ and a
"I
.
whole lot
more
Farm Credit, agriculture and rural living have a long-
standing partnership, whereby Farm Credit has provided
a source of sound, dependable credit for more than 80
years. Whether you are a farmer, have an interest in an
agriculttual related business or
investment property, or want to enjoy
the peacefulness of countiy living.
Farm Credit can help you
accomplish your goals in life.
Plus, Farm Credit is a
cooperative that retiu ns
profits to oiu" customers.
Take advantage of the
cooperative way of doing
business with a lender who FSTm OTGCHt
knows, understands and
orvrv ctr\r\r\
cares about you and vour 1-oUU-D / O-JjyJ
needs. Call today!
Serving Soutii Carolina
ClBms<9n Head Coaches
Trevor Adair
Men's Soccer
• 101-39-10 at Clemson in
seven years, he has an overall
mark of 135-63-15 including his
years as a head coach at Brown.
• Coached the Tigers to the
ACC regular-season title and a
first-place finish at the ACC Tournament in 1998.
Also led the Tigers to the ACC Tourney crown and
an Elite Eight appearance in the NCAAs in 2001
.
Led the Tigers to the NCAA quarterfinals in 1 998,
and had #1 ranking for much of the fall, including
the final regular-season poll.
As ACC Coach-of-the-Year he defeated seven top-
25 teams in 1998.
Guided Clemson to a top-five finish and the sec-
ond round of the NCAA Tournament in his first year
with the program in 1995.
Wojtek Krakowiak was the top player in the nation
in 1998, winning the Herman Award as the Na-
tional Player-of-the-Year.
Coached nine Ail-Americans and 1 2 players taken
in the MLS draft.
Has taken Clemson to the Sweet 1 6 of the NCAA
Tournament and a final top-20 ranking in five of
his seven seasons.
Todd Bramble
Women's Soccer
• Guided Clemson to a 15-5-1
overall record and #1 1 final rank-
mg in 2001, his first as the
women's soccer head coach. He
also had a 4-3 conference mark
in the ACC regarded as the top
women's soccer conference in the nation.
Served as Clemson's top assistant under Men's
Head Coach Trevor Adair from 1995-99.
Was a major contributor to that program's suc-
cess. Clemson had three top-12 seasons and
reached the NCAA Tournament's quarterfinals
twice and the Sweet 16 three times. The 1998
team finished 22-2 with a #1 final regular-season
ranking and an ACC Championship.
Prior to his career at Clemson, he served under
Adair as assistant coach at Brown University in
Providence, Rl from 1991-94.
Also has international coaching experience. He
was an assistant coach of the United States un-
der-17 national team that competed in the World
Championships in 1999.
Jim Davis
Women's Basketball
• The fifth all-time winningest
coach in ACC history and
winningest coach in Clemson
history with 316 victories.
• Has posted a record 316-150
at Clemson in 15 seasons.
Only coach in Clemson history to lead the Lady
Tigers to an ACC Basketball Championship ( 1 996
& 1999).
Coached Clemson to the ACC Tournament Cham-
pionship game four straight years from 1996-99.
Lady Tigers have won at least eight ACC games
each of his 15 seasons at Clemson.
Led the Lady Tigers to a school record of 26 over-
all wins in 1998-99. The 1997-98 team won 25
games, the second-highest victory total in school
history.
Davis' team defeated NCAA Finalist Duke twice in
1998-99, the only ACC team to defeat the Blue
Devils that season.
Has taken Clemson to the NCAA Tournament in
14 of his 15 years and to postseason play all 15
seasons.
Ranks fourth in the country in most NCAA Tourna-
ment appearances since 1988.
ACC Coach-of-the-Year in 1989-90 and 1993-94.
Has defeated the nation's top-ranked team twice.
Led the Tigers to four NCAA Sweet 16 appear-
ances.
Guided team to a Final Eight appearance in 1 991
.
Nancy Harris
Women's Tennis
• In her sixth year at Clemson,
she has an overall coaching
record of 248-98 in 14 seasons.
• Led Clemson to the NCAA
Tournament in 2000 and 2002.
• Her 2000 team was the top
turnaround program on the Tiger campus. The
Lady Tigers transposed the won-loss record, go-
ing from a 7-15 mark in 1999 to a 15-7 mark in
2000.
Coached Carmina Giraldo, the 2000 #1 ACC
Singles Champion. Giraldo was ranked 28th in
the final poll.
The 2002 team finished ranked #34 in the final
poll after compiling a 14-1 1 overall record and 5-3
ACC record. That team also won in the first round
of the NCAA Tournament
Coached 36 women's Ail-American and 1 7 men's
Ail-Americans at Auburn-Montgomery.
Named National Coach-of-the-Year at the NAIA
level four times, including three times as coach of
the men's program.
Played pro tennis, and played at Wimbledon, the
U.S. Open, and the Australian Open.
In 1995 and 1996, her men's teams at Auburn-
Montgomery won the NAIA National Champion-
ship, becoming the first female coach in history to
lead a men's tennis program to a national cham-
pionship.
Jolene Hoover
Women's Volleyball
• The winningest coach in
Clemson volleyball history with
an overall record of 197-98 and
85-53 ACC record at Clemson in
nine years.
• Has won at least 22 matches
six times in nine seasons at Clemson.
Has an overall mark of 290-129 in 12 years.
Twice in the last five years her team was ranked
#1 in the district.
Led the Tigers to a 31-3 overall record in 1999,
which earned Clemson a trip to the NCAA tourna-
ment and also the school's first ranking in the top-
20.
Won the ACC regular-season title in 1 999 and had
a #9 final RPI ranking.
In 1999, coached Cindy Stern, who was the first
ACC Volleyball All-American and first Tiger ACC
Player-of-the-Year.
Coached Jodi Steffes (1998) and Jessi Belcher
(1999) to ACC Rookie-of-the-Year honors.
Has coached Clemson to the NCAA Tournament
in five of her nine seasons.
Named ACC Coach-of-the-Year in 1 994, first Clem-
son volleyball coach to be honored with that award.
Hoover has had an AII-ACC player every year she
has coached at Clemson.
Guided Clemson to its first-ever ACC Champion-
ship in 1 997. Clemson defeated undefeated Mary-
land, ending the Terps 29-game winning streak in
the process.
Christopiier Ip
Men's &Women'sSwimming
& Diving
• In his first season at Clemson
after leading Indian River Com-
munity College in Fort Pierce, FL
to 13 consecutive men's and 13
consecutive women's national
junior college championships.
Each of the past two years he not only coached
both teams to national junior college champion-
ships, he also coached the national male and fe-
male Swimmers-of-the-Year.
His swimmers combined to break 17 national
records over the last two seasons.
Honored as the National Coach-of-the-Year at the
junior college level for men's swimming 10 times,
including seven years in a row between 1992-98,
and women's swimming four times, including each
of the last two seasons.
Served as the Jamaican National Swim Team
coach for the 1994 World Games in Rome, Italy
Has coached a total of 1 athletes who represented
their respective countries in the 1 996 Olympics in
Atlanta and the 2000 Olympics in Sydney.
Led Delaware to both men's and women's confer-
ence championships during his two seasons in the
late 1980s.
Captain of the East Stroudsburg State team for
three seasons in the late 1970s.
A 45-year old native of Swarthmore, PA.
Cliuck Kriese
Men's Tennis
• Reached the magic 500-win
mark in 1 999 when his Tigers de-
feated rival North Carolina 5-2 In
a match played at Clemson.
• Enters this season, his 28th,
with a record of 540-345 at
Clemson.
Winningest men's tennis coach in Clemson and
ACC history. His 540 career wins rank in the top-
1 5 all-time nationally.
Has coached Clemson to 19 NCAA Tournament
appearances in his 27 years as head coach. That
includes six Final Eight finishes and 1 1 Sweet 16
finishes.
Tigers have won 10 ACC regular-season and 10
conference championships under Kriese. Clem-
son has won the ACC Tournament nine times as
well under Kriese.
Clemson has 13 top-20 national finishes since
1979 under Kriese.
Has coached the National Senior Player-of-the-
Year four times in his career, more than any other
college tennis coach.
Has coached 18 different Ail-Americans, includ-
ing 2001 Clemson Hall of Fame Inductee Richard
Matuszewski.
Jack Leggett
Baseball
• Has coached Clemson to 434
wins in just nine years, an aver-
age of 48.2 wins per year. That
win total ranks third-best in the
nation over the last nine sea-
sons.
Already has 81 1 wins In his 23 years as a Division
I head coach.
Has a .673 winning percentage against ACC teams
and a .675 winning percentage against SEC teams
as Clemson's head coach.
Clemson is one of only six schools to play in the
Super Regional round all four years of its exist-
ence.
Has coached Clemson to the NCAA Tournament
every year he has been at Clemson, including four
berths in the College World Series (1995, 1996,
2000, 2002).
In 2002, the Tigers won at least 40 games for the
17th consecutive year and made the NCAA Tour-
nament for the 16th straight year.
The 2002 team won 19 games over top-25 teams
and had five All-Americans, including unanimous
National Player-of-the-Year Khalil Greene.
The 2002 team finished tied for third in the nation,
tying for the school's highest finish ever. The team
also won 54 games, tying for the third-most in
Clemson history.
Was named Region Coach-of-the-Year in 2002.
Clemson has 1 1 1 wins over top-25 teams in his
nine years.
Susie Lueck
Women's Rowing
• In her fifth year at Clemson
and eighth overall as a coach.
• Coached Clemson to a South
Region championship in 2001-
02. The Tigers' Novice 8-<-, 2nd
Varsity 4+. and 2nd Varsity 8+
claimed titles as well.
Named South Region Coach-of-the-Year and ACC
Coach-of-the-Year in 2000-01.
In 2000-01
, Clemson won the South Region Cham-
pionship and finished the year ranked #21 in the
country.
Brought Clemson instant acclaim in her first year
with the program, winning the 1999 ACC Regatta.
Finished second at the inaugural ACC Rowing
Championships in 2000. Lauren Henne and
Katherine Sloan were the program's first two first-
team AII-ACC selections.
The Clemson rowing ream, in its first year of var-
sity status, had a department-best 28 academic
honor roll members out of its 46 roster members.
That team also had a 3.08 GPA, up from 3.03 in
the first semester. Five members of the team had
a perfect 4.0 in the classroom.
Named West Coast Conference Coach-of-the-
Year while at Gonzaga in 1997 and 1998.
Marcia Noad
Women's Track & Field
• Led the 2001-02 Lady Tigers
to a 21st-place finish in indoors
and 20th-place finish in out-
doors. Coached two All-Ameri-
cans in each as well.
• Coached a Lady Tiger to a
national title in the 200m indoors and 4x400 relay
outdoors in 2001-02.
Set 13 school records in 2001-02, including five
indoor and eight outdoor. Also coached seven
Lady Tigers who earned ACC titles.
Had one of the most successful rookie coaching
seasons in Clemson athletics history in 2000-01
.
Led the Lady Tigers to its highest rankings ever, a
third-place finish in 2000-01 at the NCAA Indoor
meet and a seventh-place finish at the outdoor
meet. Is the first coach to lead the Lady Tigers to
top-10 finishes at both meets in the same year
In her third season at her alma mater after coach-
ing one year at Stephen F Austin.
Coached two Southland Conference champions
and four all-conference selections with the Lum-
berjacks.
Former assistant coach at Yale, where she
coached two NCAA record holders and four All-
Ivy League honorees.
Graduate assistant coach at Clemson in 1 991 -92.
Ail-American long jumper and NCAA qualifier in
the hurdles and triple jump for the Tigers.
1991 NAACP Athlete-of-the-Year at Clemson.
Larry Penley
Men's Golf
• Has coached Clemson for 19
years; and all 19 years he has
had Clemson in the NCAA Na-
tional Tournament.
• Clemson has finished the sea-
son in the final national top 10
each of the last six years, the first Clemson pro-
gram to finish in the top 10 for six years in a row
since the men's tennis program in the 1 983-89 era.
Guided Clemson to a second-place finish in the
2001 NCAA Tournament, tied for the best finish in
school history. The 2002 team finished third in
the nation.
Tiger D.J. Trahan was ranked #1 in the final
Golfweek/Titleist Men's Amateur poll at the end
of the 2001-02 season and won the Jack Nicklaus
Award.
The Clemson golf team has been ranked in the
top five in the nation in 73 of the last 74 polls en-
tering the 2002-03 academic year.
Clemson has been ranked in the top 10 in every
poll each of the last seven seasons.
Penley is one of two active coaches in the country
who has taken a team to the NCAA Golf National
Tournament 19 straight years.
Clemson has won five NCAA Regional Champi-
onship, six ACC titles, and 49 tournament in his
19 years at Clemson.
ACC Coach-of-the-Year in 1 996, 1 997, and 1 998.
He is a four-time recipient of the honor.
Jonathan Byrd and Danny Ellis are former Tiger
golfers currently playing on the PGA Tour. Six other
formerTigers are currently playing on the Buy.Com
Tour.
^^^^H Bob Pollock
U^Hm^flll Men's Track & Field
pflP^ . |_|gg i^ggp ((^g ffg(,|^ coach at
Clemson for 14 years, he is in
his 30th year overall as a head
coach.
• Has won 20 ACC Champion-
ships in his Clemson career,
more than any other coach in Clemson history. In
all, the Tigers have won 1 1 conference indoor, eight
outdoor, and one cross country title in Pollock's
tenure.
A 17-time ACC Coach-of-the-Year honoree, also
the most in Clemson history
Tigers have won the ACC Indoor Track title for six
straight years and the ACC Outdoor Track title in
four of the last six years.
One of just three coaches in ACC history to win
ACC Coach-of-the-Year honors each of his first
two years with a program.
Clemson has had 157 All-America certificates in
his career.
Has coached 17 NCAA Champions in his career,
more than any other Clemson coach.
In 2001-02, led Clemson to its highest national
outdoor finish of seventh.
Larry Shyatt
Men's Basketball
• Became just the second
coach in Clemson history to up-
set the nation's #1 team, he
guided the Tigers to 75-65 up-
set of #1 North Carolina m
Littlejohn Coliseum on Feb. 18,
2001.
Clemson's 68-52 victory over #5 Virginia in 2002
was the program's largest margin of victory over a
top-five team since 1980.
Coached Clemson to a 20-15 record in his first
season as head coach in 1998-1999.
Shyatt's 20 victories in the 1998-99 season set a
Tiger record as the most wins for a Clemson coach
in their first year.
Under the direction of Shyatt. the Tigers reached
the finals of the NIT in his first season as head
coach at Clemson. It was Clemson's first time in
the NIT finals, as the Tigers defeated Georgia,
Rutgers. Butler and Xavier in the process to get to
the finals.
Coached the ACC's leading scorer in consecutive
years, Terrell Mclntyre in 1998-99 and Will
Solomon in 1999-00.
Has coached two current NBA players in his short
tenure at Clemson (Harold Jamison and Will
Solomon).
Has been on a coaching staff that has gone to
postseason play 15 of the last 19 seasons. Has
upset at least one top-25 ranked team every sea-
son he has been a head coach.
Served as Associate Head Coach at Clemson
during the 1996-97 season, the season Clemson
finished #8 in the final USA Today poll, Clemson's
highest final ranking in history, and played in the
Sweet 16 in San Antoinio, TX.
Served as head coach at Wyoming during the
1997-98 season, leading the Cowboys to a 19-9
record.
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Death Valley
Clemson Memorial Stadium has been held in
high esteem for many years. Whether it be players
from the 1940s and 1950s, opposing players from
the 1970s and 1980s, or even professional players
in the 1 990s, the ambiance of this special setting is
what college football is all about.
The storied edifice added to its legend when
the first meeting of father and son head coaches
(Bowden Bowl I) took place before a sellout crowd
of more than 86,000 fans in 1999. Clemson has
ranked in the top 20 in the nation in average atten-
dance 19 consecutive seasons.
In the 70s, 80s, and 90s, various publications
named top-10 stadiums in college football and Me-
morial Stadium, affectionately known as "Death Val-
ley," has been a common denominator on those lists.
The facility's mystique is derived from its many
traditions, which date to its opening in 1 942, the leg-
endary games and players, and Clemson's corre-
sponding rate of success. Clemson has won 21
1
games in the previous 60 years there (21 1 -84-7) and
has won over 71 percent of the contests. Thirty-six
times since 1983, crowds have exceeded 80,000.
The stadium has definitely been good to the
Tigers, but the stadium was constructed against the
advice of at least one Clemson coach. Just before
head coach Jess Neely left for Rice University after
the 1939 season, he gave Clemson a message.
"Don't ever let them talk you into building a big
stadium," he said. "Put about 10,000 seats behind
the Y.M.C.A. That's all you'll ever need".
Instead of following Coach Neely's advice,
however, Clemson officials decided to build the new
stadium in a valley on the western part of campus.
The place would take some clearing-there were
many trees, but luckily there were no hedges.
The crews went to work, clearing, cutting,
pouring, and forming. Finally on September 19,
1942, Memorial Stadium opened with Clemson
thrashing Presbyterian, 32-1 3. Those 20,000 seats
installed for Opening Day would soon grow; and
grow and grow.
When the original part of the stadium was built
in the early 40's, much of the work was done by
scholarship athletes, including many football play-
ers. The first staking out of the stadium was done by
two members of the football team, A.N. Cameron
and Hugh Webb. Webb returned to Clemson years
later to be an architecture professor, and Cameron
went on to become a civil engineer in Louisiana.
The building of the stadium did not proceed
without a few problems. One day during the clearing
of the land, one young football player proudly an-
nounced that he was not allergic to poison oak. He
then commenced to attack the poison oak with a
swing blade, throwing the plants to and fro. The next
day, however, the boy was swollen twice his size and
had to be put in the hospital.
There are many other stories about the sta-
dium, including one stating that Frank Howard put a
chew of tobacco in each corner of the stadium as the
concrete poured.
Howard said that the seeding of the grass
caused a few problems. "About 40 people and I laid
sod on the field," he said. "After three weeks, on July
15, we had only gotten halfway through."
"I told them that it had taken us three weeks to
get that far, and I would give them three more week's
pay for however long it took. I also told them we
would have 50 gallons of ice cream when we got
through. After that it took them three days to do the
rest of the field. Then we sat down in the middle of
the field and ate up that whole 50 gallons."
Howard said that on the day of the first game in
the stadium, "the gates were hung at 1 :00 pm and we
played at 2:00 pm." But that would be all of the
construction for a while. Then in 1958, 18,000
sideline seats were added and, in 1960, a total of
5,658 West end zone seats were added in response
to increasing attendance. With the large end
zone,"Green Grass" section, this expansion in-
creased capacity to about 53,000. I
Later, upper decks were added to each side of
as crowds swelled - the first in 1 978 and the second
in '83. This increased capacity to over 80,000, which
makes it one of the largest on-campus stadiums.
The effect spiraling inflation has had in this
century can be dramatically seen in the differences
in stadium construction. The original part of the
stadium was built at a cost of $1 25,000 or at $6.25 a
seat. The newest upper deck was finished in 1983
at a cost of $13.5 million, or $866 a seat.
Through the years. Memorial Stadium has
become known as "Death Valley." It was tagged this
by the late Presbyterian coach, Lonnie McMillan.
After bringing his P. C.teams to Clemson for years
and getting whipped, McMillan said the place was
like Death Valley. A few years later the name stuck.
In 1 974, the playing surface was named Frank
Howard Field for the legendary coach because of his
long service and dedication to the University.
Luckily, the stadium wasn't built behind the Y.
Death VciJJyy
"When you get to the bottom of the hill, it's like
you're in a hole and all around you are nothing but
Clemson fans. Its like the crowd is one big voice.
You feel like little kings."
Former Clemson running back Rodney Blunt
"Running down the hill is still talked about
everywhere I go. Players who played against
Clemson when I was in college remember us running
the hill and thinking we would gain some type of
spirit. The adrenalin rush was unbelieveable for a
Clemson player and quite a shock for the opponent."
Former Clemson All-Amerlcan Jerry Butler
"There is no place louder or more picturesque
than Death Valley. There, where Clemson folks see
magic in a hill and a rock, orange gets more respect
than anywhere this side of Gainesville, Florida."
Terence Moore, Atlanta Constitution
"The rock has strange powers. When you rub
it, and run down the hill, the adrenaline flows. Its the
most emotional experience I've ever had."
Six-time All-Pro and former Clemson
All-American Michael Dean Perry
The print below was produced by Sports Editions, your
source for Panoramic Poster Prints and Orginal Pho-
tograpfiy, Ttie Rob Arna Collection. Prints and posters
(rolled or framed) of Bowden Bowl I are available by
calling 1-800-937-0987 or you can shop at the Virtual
Store online at www.bestseatinthehouse.com.
"Florida was loud in the swamp. But, the loud-
est, not only the stadium, but the loudest place I
have ever been around in my life was definitely Death
Valley. I was yelling at he top of my lungs in that
first series and I couldn't even hear what I was say-
ing. My voice was gone after the second series, so
we had to signal everything. That place was unreal
in how loud it was. I don't think I will ever be in a
louder place than Clemson."
Florida State Quarterback Chris Rix, 2001
"Clemson's record at home is not a coinci-
dence. Running down the hill is a part of that record.
You get so inspired, and so much of college football
is about emotion. You get out of that bus and you
hear the roar of the crowd and it gives you chills up
and down your spine."
Former Clemson All-America kicker David
Treadwell
"I came here knowing it would be loud and that
Clemson would hit me hard, but to me, the noise was
the biggest factor. I know I didn't concentrate as well
because of it."
Herschel Walker after Clemson's 13-3 victory in
1981, his only regular season loss at Georgia.
"Death Valley really lives up to its image. I was
impressed with this stadium. When you put 80,000
people in there, it really feels like they are on top of
you. I would hate to be Georgia Tech or whoever
else comes in here."
San Francisco 49ers Quarterback Steve Young
Top Death Valley Crowds
Rk Attend. Opponent Date Score
1. 86.092 Florida State 1 0/23/99 14-17
2. 85,872 South Carolina 11/19/94 7-33
3. 85,187 South Carolina 11/18/00 16-14
4. 85,036 Florida State 11/3/01 27-41
5. 84,869 North Carolina 10/20/01 3-38
6. 84,867 South Carolina 11/19/88 29-10
7. 84,576 Florida State 9/17/88 21-24
8. 84,423 South Carolina 11/21/98 28-19
9. 83,823 South Carolina 11/17/90 24-15
10. 83,752 Maryland 10/14/00 35-14
11. 83,356 Duke 10/15/88 49-17
12. 83,312 South Carolina 11/21/92 13-24
Largest Campus Stadiums
Rk Stadium School Capacity
1 . Michigan Stadium Michigan 107,501
2. Ohio Stadium Ohio State 106,537
3. Neyland Stadium Tennessee 104.079
4. Beaver Stadium Penn State 93,967
5. Jordan-Hare Stadium Auburn 91,600
Tiger Stadium Louisiana State 91,600
7. Sanford Stadium Georgia 86,520
8. Stanford Stadium Stanford 85,500
9. Bryant-Denny Stadium Alabama 83,818
10. Florida Field Florida 83,000
11. Memorial Stadium Clemson 81,473
12. Kyle Field Texas ASM 80,650
13. Williams-Brice Stadium South Carolina 80,250
14. Notre Dame Stadium Notre Dame 80,232
15. Royal Memorial Stadium Texas 80,082
_Note; 2001 capacities; source is ESPN Sports Alanjanas.
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1 ing Down the Hill
What has been described as, "the most
citing 25 seconds in college football from a color
and pageantry standpoint," actually started out
as a matter-of-fact entrance, mainly because of
necessity.
The first 20,000 seats in Clemson Memo-
rial Stadium were built and ready for use before
the 1 942 season. Less than a year before Pearl
Harbor was bombed and the United States was
at war.
The shortest entry into the stadium was a
short wall< down Williamson Road from Fike
Fieldhouse's dressing rooms to a gate at the top
of the Hill, which is located behind the east
endzone. There were no dressing facilities in
the west end zone - there was only a big clock
where the hands turned and a scoreboard, which
was operated by hand.
The team would dress at Fike, walk down
Williamson Road, come in the gate underneath
where the big scoreboard now stands and jog
down the hill for its warm-up exercises. There
was no fanfare, no cannon shot fired, no tiger
paw flag, no Tiger Rag played. ..just the team
making its entrance and lining up to do the side
straddle hop.
That's pretty much the way things went for
the next 25 years.
Either in 1 964 or 1 965, S.C. Jones, a mem-
ber of the Clemson class of 1 91 9, made a trip to
California. He stopped at a spot in Death Valley,
CA, and picked up this white flint rock. He pre-
sented it to Coach Frank Howard as being from
Death Valley, CA, to Death Valley, South Caro-
lina."
The rock laid on the floor in Howard's of-
fice In Fike for a year or more. One day Howard
was cleaning up his office and he told Gene
Willimon, who was the executive secretary of
IPTAY, to, 'lake this rock and throw it over the
fence, or out in the ditch. ..do something with it,
but get it out of my office."
Willimon didn't think that was the way a rock
should be treated. Aflerall, it had been brought
3000 miles by a very sincere Tiger fan.
By the mid-sixties. Memorial Stadium was
pretty well living up to its moniker. Death Valley,
because of the number of victories that had been
recorded there. Actually, the name was first used
by the late Lonnie McMillian, head coach at Pres-
byterian College in Clinton in the 1940s.
McMillian and the other Blue Hose coaches
before him used to open the season each year
by coming to Clemson. Seldom scoring (24 shut-
outs in 39 games) and with only three wins and
four ties to show for it, his teams were getting
killed by the Tigers regularly. In 1948 McMillian
made the comment to the press that he was tak-
ing his team to play Clemson in Death Valley.
An occasional reference to Memorial sta-
dium by that name could be heard for the next
three or four years, but when Howard started
calling it Death Valley' in the 1950's, the name
took off like wildfire. The Tigers celebrated the
50th season in the 'valley' in 1991.
But getting back to Howard's rock.
The rock was mounted on a pedestal at
the top of the hill. It was unveiled September 24,
1966, on a day when Clemson played Virginia.
The Tigers were down 1 8 points with 1 7 min-
2UL)2 CJyjJH'JiJ f fjytiJLJJJ
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utes to play and came back to win (40-35) on a
' 5 yard pass play from Jimmy Addison to Jacky
ickson in the fourth period. That was quite a
ectacular debut for that rock.
The team members started rubbing the
rock prior to running down the hill September
23, 1967, a day when Clemson defeated Wake
Forest, 23-6. Prior to running down the hill that
day, Howard told his players: "If you're going to
give me 11 percent, you can rub that rock. If
you're not, keep your filthy hands off it." Howard
told of the incident the next day on his Sunday
television show and and the story became leg-
end.
When Hootie Ingram succeeded Howard
'H 35 ^QSl6 coach prior to the 1 970 season, Ingram
decided that the team would make its final en-
trance on the field out of the dressing room in
the west end zone. In all home games in 1970
and 1971 and the first four of 1972 when the
Tigers did not run down the hill, their record was
6-9. The team decided it wanted to come down
the hill once prior to the South Carolina game in
1972. The result, in a cold, freezing rain, was a
7-6 victory when Jimmy Williamson knocked
S"^'^H down a two-point conversion attempt which pre-
served the win.
The Tigers have made the entrance for ev-
ery home game since 1942, except for the sea-
sons mentioned above 286 times heading into
the 2002 season.
After Clemson's final warm-up, the team
goes back into its dressing room under the west
end zone stands for final game instructions.
About 1 minutes before kickoff the team boards
two buses, rides around behind the north stands
to the east end zone and debarks to the top of
the hill behind Howard's Rock.
At the appointed time, the cannon booms
and led by a high-flying tiger paw flag, the band
forms two lines for the team to run between and
strikes up Tiger Rag'. ..The frenzy starts in all
sincerity.. .and usually lasts two and a half to three
hours.
It is a tradition that has inspired Clemson
players for many years.
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Preferred Promotional Item Provider for
Offering a variety of
customized promotional
items and corporate gifts
including:
Awards
Jackets
Golf Items
^ & Thousands More Items
To Choose From
Match-Up is an y!^
www.Match-Up.Net • 800.895.5132
All-Americaiis
Year Name AP UPl FC FW wc SN FN Other
1928 O.K. Pressley Heisman (3), NEA (3)
1939 Banks McFadden 1 3 1 1 Colliers (1), NEA (1)
1940 Joe Blalock 2 Hearst (1)
1941 Joe Blalock 2 1 1 Central Press (1)
1945 Ralph Jenkins 3 INS (1)
1948 Bobby Gage INS (1)
1950 Jackie Calvert 2 NEA (1)
1952 Tom Barton 2
1955 Joel Wells 3
1959 Lou Cordileone 1 1
1966 Wayne Mass 2 Dell Sports (1)
1967 Harry Olszewski 2 1 1 1 1 2
1970 Dave Thompson 2 NEA(1)
1974 Bennie Cunningham 1 1 1
1975 Bennie Cunningham 1 Time(1)
1977 Joe Bostic 3 1 3
1978 Joe Bostic 2 2 1
Jerry Butler 1 1 NEA (2)
Steve Fuller 3
1979 Jim Stuckey 1 1 1 1
1980 Obed Ariri NEA (2)
1981 Jeff Davis 2 1 1 1 1 1
Terry Kinard 1 1 NEA(1)
Perry Tuttle 1 2
Jeff Bryant 2
Lee Nanney 2
1982 Terry Kinard 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
William Perry 3
Johnny Rembert 3
1983 William Perry 3 1 1 2
James Robinson 2
James Farr 3
1984 William Perry 3 1 1 1
Dale Hatcher 2
Donald Igwebuike 3
1985 Steve Reese 2
1986 Terrence Flagler 3 1 3
John Phillips 1 2 2
1987 Michael Dean Perry 2 1 2 2
John Phillips 2 3
David Treadwell 1 1 1 1 1 1
Donnell Woolford 3 1 2
1988 Donnell Woolford 1 1 1 1 1 2
1989 Stacy Long 3 1
Chris Gardocki 3
1990 Stacy Long 1 1 1 1 1
Chris Gardocki 2 2 3
Levon Kirkland 2 2 3
1991 Jeb Flesch 1 1 1 2 1
Levon Kirkland 2 1 1 1 2 SH{1)
Rob Bodine 2 1 2 CP (2)
Ed McDaniel 3 CP (1)
1992 Stacy Seegars 2 2 3
Nelson Welch 3
1993 Stacy Seegars 1 2 1 1 1 CP (2)
1995 Brian Dawrkins 2 2
Anthony Simmons 3
1996 Anthony Simmons 3 1 2
1997 Anthony Simmons 1 1 1 2 CP (2)
Jim Bundren 3 3 2
1998 Antwan Edwards 3 3 Football Digest (1)
1999 Keith Adams 2 3 1 CBS Sportsline (2)
2000 Keith Adams 1 1 1 1 CNNSI
Kyle Young 3 2 CNNSI
Robert Carswell 3 3
Rod Gardner Gannett (1), CP (1)
2001 Kyle Young 3 3
AP - Associated Press; UPl - United Press International; FC - Football Coaches; FW - Football Writers; WC - Walter Camp;
SN - The Sporting News; FN Football News; NEA Newspaper Enterprise of Amenca; SH - Scripps-Howard; CP -
College & Pro Football Weekly; INS - International News Service
l-Amerlcans
Stacy Seega
All-An
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Pro Vkjwl Pluy^vs
Pro Bowl Selections
93
Chester McGlockton
Pro Bowl Selection, 1994-97
Chris Gardocki
Pro Bowl Selection, 1996
PIsyGf Year Team
ndy ividlKcWb, fiD 1 ^Od. oteelers
Rsy Msthews, HB 1 QCQ1 yoo Steelers
rvdy IvicllllcWo, rlD 1 Q(^(^1 yoD Steelers
Rill Kylathic PR
1 yoi Jets
Rill Ml iHcnn HTDill nUUbUil, U 1 1 yoi Chargers
1 yo 1 PillcDlllS
Rill K^athic RRDllt IVIaldlb, i»D 1 yoo Jets
Pharlio Watorc HROl lal lit; Vv dlcl o, UD 1 y ' Cowboys
Pharlio WUalorc FIROlldMIc VVdlcfb, LfiJ 1 Q771 y / / Cowboys
Pharlio XA/^atorc RR
1 y/o Cowboys
lorr\/ Ri lilor \A/RutJiiy Dutici, vvn 1 you bins
Dwtnht Plark WR
1 30 1 49ers
niA/inht Ptark WR
1 yo^ 49ers
Jell DubUL, w 1 yoo Redskins
V(a\i\n ^^ar^lf DRrNcVlil IVIdUft, nD 1 yoD Browns
Halo Matr^hor P
1 yoD Rams
rVcvlll IVIdUK, nD 1 yo/ Browns
Irthnrn/ DomHit^rt 1 Houiiiiiiy ncinucii, ld 1 yoo Patriots
itiiiy fMiidiu, ro 1 yoo Giants
Mich36t D63n Perry, DT 1 yoy Browns
D3vid Tresdwell, PK 1 yoy Broncos
JUIIItliy ncIIIUcIl, LD 1 yoy Patriots
Michsel De3n Perry, DT t yyu Browns
^ylir^haal r~loan Dorrv* PITIVIIUIIdCl UcdM rtJliy, LI \ I yy 1 Browns
Michse! Desn Perry, DT i yyo Browns
r>/-\nnoll \A/nr^lfi-irH PRLfUiiMcii vvounoro, L/D 1 yyJ Bears
h/lir^haol ridon DarrK V\TIVdUlldCl Ucdll icFty, U \ 1 QQ41 yy*+ Browns
Oilcblci IvILVjalUuKHJil, Ul 1 yy4 Raiders
Phoctor fiAnC^lrinUirsn PIT
^^llcblcl lvlOOHj(,^l\lUI t, U ( 1 iJiJD Raiders
wllcolcl IvIU'OIUUiMUl 1 , LJ I 1 996 Raiders
hVlir^haol P^oan Dorri/ P^TIVIIUfldcl Ucdll rciiy, Ul 1 yyo Broncos
Terry Allen, TB 1996 Redskins
Chris Gardocki. PK 1996 Colts
Levon Kirkland. OLB 1996 Steelers
Levon Kirkiand, OLB 1997 Steelers
Chester McGlockton, DT 1997 Raiders
Ed McDaniel, LB 1998 Vikings
Trevor Pryce, DT 1999 Broncos
Brian Dawkins. FS 1999 Eagles
Trevor Pryce, DT 2000 Broncos
Brian Dawkins, FS 2001 Eagles
Trevor Pryce, DT 2001 Broncos
Levon Kirkland
Pro Bowl Selection, 1996,97
Michael Dean Perry
Pro Bowl Selection, 1989-91,93,94,96
Trevor Pryce
Pro Bowl Selection, 1999-01
Brian Dawkins
Pro Bowl Selection, 1999,01
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Dwight Clark
San Francisco 49ers, 1981,84
27 Rings
Player
Dan Benish
Jeff Boslic
Dwight Clark
Bennie Cunningham
Terrence Flagler
Steve Fuller
Andy Headen
Tony Home
Terry Kinard
Bill Mathis
Dexter McCleon
John McMakin
William Perry
Trevor Pryce
Wayne Simmons
Archie Reese
Jim Stuckey
James Trapp
Charlie Waters
for 1 9 Players
Year(s)
1987
1982,87,91
1981,84
1977.78
1988,89
1985
1986
1999
1986
1968
1999
1974
1985
1997,98
1996
1981
1981.84
2000
1971,77
Team
Redskins
Redskins
49ers
Steelers
49ers
Bears
Giants
Rams
Giants
Jets
Rams
Steelers
Bears
Broncos
Packers
49ers
49ers
Ravens
Cowboys
William Perry
Chicago Bears, 1985
Charlie Waters
Dallas Cowboys, 1971,77
Dextor McCleon
Saint Louis Rams, 1999
James Trapp
Baltimore Ravens, 2000
Bennie Cunningham, Jim Stuckey, and Jeff Bostic combined to win seven Super Bowl Championship Rings between 1 977-91
.
to just anybody."
That's one reason she's headed to Clemson. — She's going off to pursue dreams of her
own. I know it's going to be tough... for both of us. I've always been there to look out for her.
I'm just glad that same protection will follow her to college. She says she's ready for this.
Thanks to my South CaroHna Farm Bureau Insurance agent, I am too.
Plan for a lifetime of security with an Auto, Home or Life Insurance program
tailored for your needs. Call today for a no-obligation review.
Helping
is what we do best
FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE
Auto • Home • Life
www.sfbli.com
SC2ML190
South Carolina Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance Co. • Southern Farm Bureau Casualty Insurance Co. • Southern Farm Bureau Life insurance Co.
f£2
Reliable overhead-valve engine. Durable cast-iron front axle.
And a picture-perfect lawn.
www.JohnDeere.com/1 888 MOW-PROS
Sponsored by the Following John Deere Dealers:
Carolina Lawn & Tractor
Taylors, SC • 864-292-1842
less Farm Equipment Co., Inc.
. Matthews, SC / Hampton, SC
803-874-3141 / 803-943-0012
Wilson Equip. Company, Inc.
Spartanburg, SC • 864-583-8433
Palmetto Lawn & Leisure, Inc.
Lexington, SC 29072
803-957-6642
Sweat Implement, Inc.
Walterboro, SC
843-538-5947 / 843-549-5591
Hughes Equip. & Rental Co., Inc.
Seneca, SC • 864-882-4000
John Deere
Nothing Runs Like A Deere'
FAST PAIN RELIEF
FAST PAIN RELIEF
For discomforts associated with or due to
50 HEADACHES
ANALGESIC Temporary relief of minor
POWDERS BODY ACHES • FEVER
nIcj jrriii'iisr wssara you
HOW BAD
DO YOU
WANT TO
GO TO THE
GAME?
Mall Corners • Anderson • 231-6300 Applewood Shopping Center • Seneca • 882-5414
Introducing the totally redesigned
2003 Ford Expedition.
Featuring heated/cooled driver and front passenger seats,
the most hip room in its class, a power-fold third row seat
and seven cup holders. The best seat in the house is any
one of nine in the Expedition.
.
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by Samantha Carruth
A leader is defined as someone who guides or
directs. Wliile many athletes are leaders on the field,
others are leaders in the classroom. However, many
athlete lead by displaying their hard work ethic and
discipline on the field or in the weight room, such as
Nathan Gillespie.
Over his career at Clemson. Gillespie has
played three different positions. Even though his
position on the team has been like a revolving door,
his reputation in the weight room has remained a
constant. Gillespie is the second-strongest player
on the Clemson team in some areas, and his 500-
pound bench press is second on the team.
"Throughout his career, he has been very con-
sistent in the weight room," said Strength and Con-
ditioning Coach Joey Batson. "A 500-pound bench
is hard for any athlete, so that just proves his dedi-
cation. He is a good leader and you tend to migrate
to where your strengths are, and his strengths are
in the weight room."
The reserve offensive guard began playing
football when he was a child, following in his father's
footsteps. He grew up watching his cousins out on
the football field, so he knew it was in his bloodline.
"My dad was the hometown hero in football
and I followed his lead," said Gillespie. "He was my
hero as well. I wanted to do everything like my dad."
During his senior season at North Gaston High
School, Gillespie recorded 72 tackles and six sacks,
earning all-conference and all-regional honors. He
was also chosen as a SuperPrep All-Mid Atlantic
choice and was a Southeastern Recruiting Alli-
ance postseason Ail-American.
Gillespie's consistency in the weight room be-
gan in high school, where he bench pressed 415
pounds. Growing up in the rich athletic environment
of North Carolina, Gillespie followed the Tar Heels.
But after visiting Clemson, he knew it was the best
place for him.
"I liked Clemson because of its small town at-
mosphere. It reminded me of home. I didn't like
being in a big town, so it was the most logical choice
for me."
The native of Dallas, NC felt that Clemson
University and Tiger football were the next steps in
his life; but before arriving in Clemson, Gillespie's
parents stressed the importance of academics and
it paid off. Gillespie took advantage of the opportu-
nity he was presented by, earning his undergradu-
ate degree in marketing in just three and a half years.
"Anytime you have the opportunity to come to
a major university to play football, you need to capi-
talize on all aspects, not just concentrating on trying
to make it to the next step of the NFL in football,
"
stated Gillespie.
Education was always a priority for Gillespie,
and he did not hide that fact from anyone. Former
Tiger offensive lineman Will Merritt remembers
Gillespie talking about the countdown of how many
credits he needed until graduation.
"I will never forget him telling us in the weight
room or locker room how many hours strong he was,"
said Merritt. "He always kept us updated on how
many credits he had until graduation."
Ron West, his position coach on the offensive
line, also thinks highly of Gillespie's weight-room
habits. "Nathan is a hard working and well-respected
young man. Everyone has a role on this team, and
part of his role is his strength in the weight room,
where he is well respected for his hard work ethic
and dedication."
Gillespie red-shirted his first season in
Tigertown, and then had an injury during 1999 that
kept him out the entire season. He suffered torn
knee ligaments in a scrimmage. Although he sus-
tained an injury and could not play, he focused his
attention on academics and getting back to his full
potential.
"Rehabilitation was long and a hard process,
and believe me, I struggled, but I came out 1 00% so
I can't complain," stated Gillespie. "You have to do
the best with what you are given."
This was not the only bump in the road for
Gillespie. On April 29, 2000, teammate Brandon
Rouse died suddenly of cardiac arrhythmia while
viewing a movie in a theater in Clemson. This hit
Gillespie hard and the lesson he learned from the
situation will be carried with him the rest of his life.
"Rouse dying hurt me a lot." said Gillespie. "It
is one of the things I will remember most about be-
ing at Clemson. I began to not take life for granted
as much as I did before. Anything can happen at
any point in time."
In memory of his former teammate, Gillespie
wears the number 96 on the tape on his wrist.
During the 2000 season, Gillespie earned a
letter at tight end. He entered the season as an
offensive tackle and played tight end the last eight
games of the season. During those eight games at
tight end, Gillespie was never the intended receiver
of a pass, however he did have some outstanding
blocks on short yardage situations.
Last season, #75 earned a letter at offensive
tackle. He played a season-high 15 plays against
Louisiana Tech in the 2001 Humanitarian Bowl.
Not only has Gillespie gained the reputation of
being consistent in the weight room, he has gained
the reputation of being a laid-back guy who isn't very
vocal, but gets along with everyone and just goes
with the flow.
I could describe him in a few words it would
be laid back," said teammate and former roommate
Gary Byrd.
In his free time, Gillespie enjoys working on
cars, a hobby that he will continue with after col-
lege. The offensive guard currently drives a con-
vertible Mustang, and also owns a 1976 red Cor-
vette that was once his fathers. His favorite type of
car is the Ford Mustang between the years of 1987
and 1 993, because he likes the box style. If he could
own any car to work on, he says he would definitely
want a Mustang.
"If anyone on the team ever needs anything
fixed, they know who to ask," said offensive line
coach Ron West. "Gillespie is a hard-working stu-
dent-athlete who has worked hard during his four
years at Clemson."
Like most other college students, he enjoys
playing video games and watching movies, but do
not let that fool you, because Gillespie tunes in to
the daytime soap operas. Weekdays at 12:30 PM
when he has free time, Gillespie watches the popu-
lar soap opera The Young and Restless. He does
not set his VCR to tape it, but he does like to watch
in his has spare time.
This season Gillespie wants to help out the
team in any manner that he can; and In life, he wants
to do everything to the best of his ability and keep
everything on the successful track.
With his hard work ethic and discipline, he will
be sure to stay on the successful track, not only in
football, but in life. He truly believes his parents
have made a tremendous impact on his success in
life and in football, and he is very gracious for their
help and support throughout his Tiger career.
"I want to thank my parents because they have
helped me out tremendously," said Gillespie. "They
have given me everything I have ever needed and
they have been very instrumental in my develop-
ment as a college student-athlete."
Samantha Carruth. a second-year graduate student from
Landrum. SC. is a graduate assistant in the Clemson Sports In
formation Office.
Nathan Gillespie has proven his dedication in the weight room, with a 500-pound
bench press, and in the class room by graduating in under four years.
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LB • Sr.
Orangeburg, SC
Meet E/JB Tiger Veterurjii
WR • *Fr.
New Orleans, LA
#86 Charles Bennett
DE • *Fr.
Camden, SC
#1 6 Joe Bevei
OB • Sr.
Vancouver, WA
i ck Black
OG • *Jr.
Maryville, TN
#42 Altroy Bodrick
ROV • *Gr.
Cameron, SC
Yl Derrlc
OT . *Sr.
Mulllns. SC
#28 Kyle Brown
TB • *Fr.
Union, SC
#79 Gary Byrd
OT • -Gr.
Stone Mountain, GA
#1 'i -;:rr
FS • *So.
Conyers, GA
#68 Jermyn Chester
C • *Jr.
Titusville, FL
#76 Eric Coleman
DT • So.
Charlottesville, VA
#25 Roscoe Crosby
WR . So.
Union, SC
#1 Alrese Currie
WR . So.
Columbia, SC
#33 Ronny Delusme
ROV *So.
Naples, FL
#31 David Dunham
LB . *Fr.
Lake City, FL
#98 Nick Eason
DT • *Gr.
Lyons, GA
#83 Tony Elliott
WR . *Sr.
Charleston, SC
#47 Rodney Feaster #99 Maurice Fountain
LB . Sr. DE • So.
Chester, SC Camden, SC
#26Toure Francis
CB • *Jr.
Columbia, SC
#42 Altroy Bodrick, ROV
#24 Jamaal Fudge
CB *Fr.
Jacksonville, FL
#75 Nathan Gillespie
OT . *Gr.
Dallas, NC
#35 Buddy Gore
P/PK • Sr.
Murrells Inlet, SC
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#87 Ben Hall
TE • So.
Wellford, SC
#21 Derrick Hamilton
WR • *So.
Dillon, SC
#34 Charles Harper
FS • 'Jr.
Quincy, FL
#36 Cliff Harrell
FB • *Fr,
Tallahassee, FL
ff22 Ryan Hemby
CB • -So.
Orangeburg. SC
#70 William Henry
OT • 'Gr.
Greenville, SC
#43 Leroy Hill
LB • So.
Haddock. GA
#8 Tye Hill
TB • *Fr.
Saint George, SC
#58 J.J. Howard
DE • *Jr.
Huger, SC
#19 Aaron Hunt
PK . Jr.
Oak Ridge, TN
#10 Chad Jasmin
RB • -Jr.
Vacherie, LA
#59 Mark Jetton
OG • 'Fr.
Charlotte, NC
#65 Cedric Johnson
OG • -So.
Barwick, GA
#27 Kevin Johnson
CB • *Jr.
Orangeburg, SC
#5 Yusef Kelly
RB . 'So.
Walterboro, SC
#30 Eugene Koon
WR • Sr.
Columbia, SC
#32 Wynn Kopp
P • *Sr.
Athens, GA
#45 John Leake
LB • Jr.
Piano, TX
#40 Tyrone Lee
FB • 'Jr.
Florence, SC"
#2 Brian Mance
CB . Sr.
Alcolu, SC
#80 Todd McClinton
DT • Jr.
Columbia, SC
#84 J.J. McKelvey
WR . Sr.
Moncks Corner. SC
#91 Bryant McNeal
DE . *Sr.
Swansea, SC
#3 Eric Meekins
FS • Sr.
Easley. SC
#87 Ben Hall.TE
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#93 Gaines A #63 Nathan Bennett #95 Brandon Cannon #89 Cole Chason
DE . Fr. OG • Fr. DE • Fr. P/PK • Fr.
Greenwood, SC Dallas, GA Stone Mountain, GA Roswell, GA
#44 Donnell Clark
DT • Fr.
Griffin, GA
#73 Tim DeBeer
OT • Fr.
Atlanta. GA
#62 D i
OG • Fr.
Summerville, SC
#72 Roman Fry
C • Fr.
Ironton, OH
#88 Kelvin Grant # Jamison #94 Vontrell Jamison
WR . Fr. LB • Jr. DE • *So. OT • Fr.
Camden, SC Hopkins, SC Holly Hill, SC Hephzibah, GA
#13 Gerald McCloud
WR • Fr.
Jacksonville, FL
#37 Reggie Merriweather
TB • Fr.
North Augusta, SC
#14 Will Proctor
QB • Fr.
Winter Park, FL
#1 5 Chansi Stuckey
QB . Fr.
Warner Bobbins. GA
#9 Justin Miller
CB • Fr.
Owensboro. KY
#48 Kelvin Morris
ROV • Jr.
Timmonsville, SC
#40 Anthony Waters
LB . Fr.
Lake View, SC
#39 Buddy Williams
CB . Fr.
Tallahassee, FL
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ALLTEL is proud to bring you
the 1 00'^ meeting between
Clemson and South Carolina
November 23, 2002 0*0
0^ 0§0 Enter Every Month
to Win Six Tickets!
with Hospitality to the Big Game
O Accessories
O Visit a participating Southj
Carolina ALLTEL Retail I
Store and register to
win up to six tickets for I
THE BIG GAME ...
for a limited time
FREE DIGITAL PHONE and
FREE ACTIVATION
on select plans...
Limited lime offer, while supplies last Coupon expires 11/30/02. Available only at
participating ALLTEL stores in Soutfi Carolina. See store for details.
Are you connected?
WIRELESS • LONG DISTANCE PAGING
No purchase necessary. Complete rules available at participating ALLTEL retail stores. See store for details.
#89 Fletcher Anderson
PK • Jr.
Columbia, SC
^^^^^^
#52 B.
DB • Jr.
Darlington, SC
#93 Kevin B'jrnette
TE • Jr.
Potomac Falls, VA
#8S/h:, (J
WR • So.
Charleston, SC
la
OG . So.
Myrtle Beach, SC
110
OT • Jr.
Chesnee, SC
#50 Phillip Dieckmann
OG • So.
Lexington, SC
#16 Stephen Furr
PK . So.
Lakeland. FL
#8 Brandon Holmes
FB • So.
Woodruff, SC
#85 Thomas Hun
WR . Fr.
Marion, SC
1^ JH
#61 John Lively
OG • So.
Hendersonvi lie, NC
#48 Gene Pate
WR . So.
Tucker, GA
#60 Jesse Pickens
OT . So.
Spartanburg, SC
#37 Lionel Richardson
RB • So.
Huger, SC
#49 Britt :>nerman #2'4 Kyle iiiCKer #95 Scoa vvaue ivicUi Watson
FB • Jr. PK • Jr. LB • So. TE • So. LS • -Sr.
Mathias, WV Cartersville, GA Atlanta, GA Columbia, SC Rock Hill, SC
Numerical Roster Tiger Reserves 1 Aiptiabetical Roster
# Player Pes. Hgt. Wgt. CI. Hometown High School or Junior College Major # Player Pos. CI.
8 Brandon Holmes FB 5-11 190 So Woodruff, SC Woodruff HS Health Science 89 Fletcher Anderson PK Jr.
14 Stephen McKinney PK 8-1 181 Jr Summerville, SC Summerville HS Agri.. Forest. & Life Science 52 Brian Barber DB Jr.
16 Stephen Furr PK 5-9 177 So. Lakeland, FL Lakeland HS General Engineering 93 Kevin Burnette TE Jr.
24 Kyle Tucker PK 5-10 155 Jr. Cartersville, GA Cartersville HS Education 89 Ryan Charpia WR So.
37 Lionel Richardson RB 6-0 197 So Huger, SC Hanahan HS Electrical Engineering 55 Steve Creed OG So.
48 Gene Pate WR 6-1 200 So Tucker. GA Tucker HS PRTM 69 Nick DePrimio OT Jr.
49 Britt Sherman FB 5-7 221 Jr IVIathias. WV Martinsburg HS Health Science 50 Phillip Dieckmann OG So.
50 Phillip Dieckmann OG 6-1 230 So Lexington, SC Lexington HS General Engineering 16 Stephen Furr PK So.
50 Nigel Vaughn LB 6-0 223 So Atlanta, GA North Atlanta HS General Business 8 Brandon Holmes FB So.
52 Brian Barber DB 6-0 176 Jr Darlington. SC Darlington HS Marketing 85 Thomas Hunter WR Fr.
52 Matt Watson LS 5-11 226 Sr. Rock Hill, SC Northwestern HS Marketing 61 John Lively OG So.
55 Steve Creed OG 6-0 250 So IVIyrtle Beach. SC Myrtle Beach HS Biochemistry 14 Stephen McKinney PK Jr.
60 Jesse Pickens OT 6-5 235 So, Spartanburg, SC Spartanburg HS Marketing 48 Gene Pate WR So.
61 John Lively OG 6-2 295 So Hendersonville, NC Nonh Henderson HS Mechanical Engineering 60 Jesse Pickens OT So.
69 Nick DePrimio OT 6-9 295 Jr Chesnee. SC Chesnee HS Psychology 37 Lionel Richardson RB So.
85 Thomas Hunter WR 6-4 220 Fr Marion, SC Pee Dee Academy Biochemistry 49 Britt Sherman FB Jr.
89 Fletcher Anderson PK 6-0 165 Jr. Columbia, SC Lexington HS Speecfi & Comm. Studies 24 Kyle Tucker PK Jr.
89 Ryan Charpia WR 5-9 175 So. Charleston, SC James Island HS Secondary Education 50 Nigel Vaughn LB So.
93 Kevin Burnette TE 6-3 240 Jr Potomac Falls. VA Potomac Falls HS Mechanical Engineering 95 Scott Wade TE So.
95 Scott Wade TE 6-1 233 So Columbia. SC Dutch Fork HS ConsI Science 8 Manaoemen! 52 Matt Watson LS •Sr.
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Grant Field @ Bobby Dodd Stadium
School Information
Location: Atlanta, GA
Nickname: Yellow Jackets, Ramblin' Wrec*
Colors: Old Gold & White
Conference: Atlantic Coast
Facility: Grant Field @ Bobby Dodd Stadium
Capacity: 42,000
Turf: Natural Grass
President: Dr. G. Wayne Clough
Enrollment: 14,000
Athletic Director: Dave Braine
First Year of Football: 1892
Internet Site: www.raniblinwreck.com
Coaching Staff
Head Coach: Chan Gailey (Florida)
Record at School/Years: 0-0
Career Record/Years: 24-1 1 (3 years)
Assistant Coaches (Alma Heater/Position): Bill
O'Brien (Brown/Asst. Head Coach, Off. Co., QB); Jon
Tenuta (Virginia/Def. Co.); Joe D'Alessandris (Western
Carolina/OL); Brick Haley (Alabama A&M/LB); Curtis
Modkins (Texas Christian/DB) ; Patrick Nix (Autwrn/RB,
Recruiting Co.); Tommy Raye (Georgia/ST); Tommie
Robinson (Troy State/WR); Glenn Spencer (Georgia
Tech/DL)
Team information
Offensive Formation: Multiple
Defensive Formation: Multiple
Lettermen Returning: 39
Letterman Lost: 15
Starters Returning: 14
Starters Lost: 8
Chan Gailey
Head Coach
#3 Will Glover, WR
i*57 Tabugbo Anyati'
LB • So.
Austell, GA
#43
QB . *Fr.
Moss Point, MS
LB • 'Jr.
Macon, GA
SS • Sr.
Egg Harbor Township, NJ
CB • Jr.
Chicago, IL
#47 iirr
RB • -So.
Arlington, TX
#70 Nat Dorsey
OT • So.
New Orleans, LA
P • *Sr.
Winter Springs, FL
#59 Matthew Etheridge
LB • "Sr.
Macon, GA
#55 Greg Gathers
DE • Sr.
LaPlace, LA
#3 Will Glover #44 Tony Hargrove #6 Jermaine Hatch
WR • Sr. DE • So. RB • 'Jr.
Tampa, FL Punta Gorde, FL Baton Rouge, LA
2002 Clemson Football
Dr. G. Wayne Clough
President
Dave Braine
Athletic Director
The Kessler Campanile on the Georgia Tech Plaza
TE • Sr.
Dunwoody, GA
#29 ;• .jster
CB • -Sr.
Atlanta, GA
uay
DE • Jr.
Warner Robbins, GA
gs
RB • Jr.
Jeftersonville, GA
:) tinson
FB • -Fr.
Evans, GA
DT • Jr.
Miami, FL
TE • *Sr.
Florence, AL
*92 Alfred Me
DT • *So.
Frisco City, AL
PK • Sr.
Conyers, GA
#27 I-
FS • Sr.
Stone Mountain, GA
C • *Jr.
Roswell, GA
'lev Hhip
CB • Sr.
Smyrna, GA
#66 Raymond Roberts-Blake #74 Leon Robinson
OG • Sr.
Walthourville, GA
#17 A.J. Suggs
QB • *Jr.
Powder Springs, GA
#77 Kyle Wallace
OT • So.
Lawrenceville, GA
#42 Recardo Wimbush
LB • Sr.
Blakely, GA
#58 Fred Wright
DE • Sr.
Immokalee, FL
#55 Greg Gathers, DE
2002 Clemson Football

93 Adams, Gaines DE 6-5 240,
Greenwood. SC (Cambridge Academy) • Undeclared
.220
, Fr.
Sr.43 Albergotti.Tobv LB 5-10
Orangeburg. SC (Edisto HS) • Economics
18 Baham, Curtis WR 6-1 195.... "Fr.
New Orleans. LA (John Curtis HSj * General Business
86 Bennett. Charles DE 6-4 225 .... "Fr.
Camden. SC (Fairfield Central HS) • THRD
35 Gore, Buddy P/PK ...6-2 180 Sr.
j
Murrells Inlet. SC (Socaslee HS) • Economics
88 Grant, Kelvin WR 6-2 205 Fr.
1
Camden. SC (Camden HS) • General Business '
87 Hall, Ben TE 6-5 240 So.
Welllord. SC (Byrnes HS) General Business
21 Hamilton, Derrick WR
.
Dillon. SC (Dillon HS) • THRD
.6-4 200 ... "So.
9 Miller.Justin CB 5-11 180
Owenstx>ro. KY (Owensboro HS) • General Business
23 Monts, Tavaghn ROV ....6-2 191 So.
Jacksonville. FL (Ribaull HS) • General Business
48 Morris, Kelvin ROV ....6-4 220 Jr.
Timmonsville. SC (Southwest Mississippi CCj • Speech & Communicdiion Studies
64 Myrick.Chip OT 6-4 265 .... «Fr.
Atlanta, CA (Lovett HS) • General Business
63 Bennett, Nathan OG 6-5 31 2 Fr.
Dallas. GA (Paulding County HS) • General Business
11 Bever, Joe QB 6-3 195 Sr.
Vancouver, WA (Evergreen HSt • Financial Management
74 Black, Nick OG 6-5 292 .... "Jr.
Maryville, TN (Maryville HS) • Speecti S Communication Studies
42 Bodrick, Altroy ROV ....6-1 215
Cameron. SC (Fairfield Central HS) • THRD
71 Brantley, Derrick OT 6-4 315
Muffins. SC (Southwest Ivlississippi CC) • THRD
.16028 Browning, Kyle TB 5-7
Union, SC (Union HS) • General Business
79 Byrd, Gary OT 6-4 309
Stone liJiQuntain. GA (Stone Ivlountain HS) • THRD
95 Cannon, Brandon DE 6-4. .240
"Gr.
"Sr.
"Fr.
"Gr.
Fr.
stone Mountain. GA (Stephenson HS) • General Business
1 1 Carr, Brian FS 5-1 1 1 92 ... "So.
Conyers. GA (Heritage HS) • ti/larketing
89 Chason, Cole P/PK ...6-0 155 Fr.
Roswell, GA (Greater Atlanta Chnstian HS) • Biological Sciences
"Jr.
Fr.
68 Chester, Jermyn C 6-2 289 .
Titusville, FL (Tilusville HS) • Computer Engineering
44 Clark, Donnell DT 6-2 266 .
Griffin, GA (Griffin HS) • Undeclared
76 Coleman, Eric DT 6-5 293,
Charlottesville, VA (Charlottesville HS) THRD
25 Crosby, Roscoe WR 6-3 200 ,
Union, SC (Union HS) • General Business
1 Currie, Airese WR....5-11 175 So.
Columbia, SC (Richland Northeast HS) • General Business
So.
So.
73 DeBeer, Tim OT ...
Atlanta, GA (ti/farist HS) • PRTM
33 Delusme, Ronny ROV
Naples, FL (Leiy HS) • PRTM
.6-6 280 Fr.
..6-1 200 ... "So.
31 Dunham, David LB 6-2 21 5 .... "Fr.
Lake City, FL (Columbia HS) • Microbiology
98 Eason, Nick DT 6-4 295 .... "Gr.
Lyons, GA (Toombs County HS) • THRD
83 Elliott, Tony WR 6-0 210 .... "Sr.
Charleston, SC (James Island HS) • Industrial Engineering
47 Feaster, Rodney LB 6-0 223 Sr.
Chester, SC (Chester HS) • THRD
99 Fountain, Maurice .... DE 6-4 240 So.
Camden, SC (Camden HS) PRTM
26 Francis, Toure CB 5-11 184.... "Jr.
Columbia, SC (Richland Northeast HS) • Speech & Communication Studies
. Fr.62 Fry, Dustin OG 6-3 31
9
Summerville. SC (Summerville HS) • Undeclared
72 Fry, Roman C 6-4 260 Fr.
Ironton. OH (Ironton HS) • Speech S Communication Studies
24 Fudge, Jamaal CB 5-1 1 80 .... "Fr.
Jacksonville. FL (White HS) • PRTM
75 Gillespie, Nathan OT 6-3 275 .... "Gr.
Dallas. NC (North Gaston HS) • PRTM
34 Harper, Charles FS 5-10 1 80 .... "Jr.
Quincy, FL (Shanks HS) • Marketing
36 Harrell, Cliff FB 6-1 260 .... «Fr.
Tallahassee, FL (North Florida Chnstian Academy] • General Business
22 Hemby, Ryan CB 5-10 166... "So.
Orangeburg, SC (Orangeburg-Wilkinson HS) * Marketing
70 Henry, William OT 6-4 276 .. "*Gr.
Greenville, SC (Greenville HS) • Human Resource Development
43 HIM, Leroy LB 6-1 205 ,
Haddock, GA (Baldwin HS) • General Business
So.
8 Hill, Tye TB 5-10 175 .... "Fr.
Saint George, SC (Woodland HS) • Undeclared
58 Howard, J.J DE 6-3 225 .... "Jr.
Huger. SC (Hanahan HS) • THRD
19 Hunt.Aaron PK 5-11 208 Jr.
Oak Ridge, TN (Oak Ridge HS) Management
46 Jamison, Brandon LB 6-1 225 Jr.
Hopkins. SC (Southwest MississippiCO- Speech S Communication Studies
94 Jamison, Vontrell DE 6-6 260 ... "So.
Holly Hill. SC (Mississippi Gulf Coast JCl • Economics
1 Jasmin, Chad RB 5-1 225 .... "Jr.
Vacherie. LA (Saint James HS) • THRD
59 Jetton, Mark OG 6-4 245 .... -Fr.
Charlotte. NC (Providence Day HS) • Marketing
65 Johnson, Cedric OG 6-4 318 ... "So.
Banvick. GA (Thomas County Central HS) • THRD
27 Johnson, Kevin CB 6-0 190 .... "Jr.
Orangeburg. SC (Orangeburg-Wilkmson HS) • PRTM
5 Kelly, Yusef RB 6-0 225 ... "So.
Wallerboro. SC (Wallerboro HS) • Marketing
30 Koon, Eugene WR....5-11 180 Sr.
Columbia. SC (Johnson HS) • Animal Science
32 Kopp, Wynn P 5-9 166.... "Sr.
Athens. GA (Clarke Central HS) • Speech S Communication Studies
.225 Jr.
. Fr.
45 Leake, John LB 6-1
Piano. TX (Piano East HS) • Marketing
77 Lee, Brad OT 6-4 265
Hephzibah, GA (Hephzibah HS) • Undeclared
40 Lee, Tyrone FB 5-11 230 .... "Jr.
Florence, SC (West Florence HS) • Electrical Engineering
, Sr.2 Mance, Brian CB 5-11 185
Alcolu, SC (Manning HS) • Education
80 McClinton, Todd DT 6-6 295 Jr.
Columbia. SC (Johnson HS) • PRTM
13 McCloud, Gerald WR 6-2 175 Fr.
Jacksonville. FL (Arlington Country Day HS) • Elementary Education
84 McKelvey, J.J WR 6-4 219 Sr.
Moncks Corner. SC (Berkeley HS) THRD
91 McNeal, Bryant DE 6-5 236 .... "Sr.
Swansea, SC (Swansea HS) • PRTM
3 Meekins, Eric FS 6-3 197 Sr.
Easley. SC (Easley HS) • Speech S Communication Studies
37 Merrlweather. Reggie .. TB 5-8 1 95 Fr.
North Augusta. SC (North Augusta HS) • Undeclared
49 Nelson, Roosevelt LB 6-2 21 4 .... "Fr.
Rembert, SC (Crestwood HS) • THRD
.285 , "Jr.
Fr.
97 Polk, DeJuan DT 6-2
Wadesboro. NC (Anson County HS) • THRD
14 Proctor, Will QB 6-2 190,
Winter Park. FL (Trinity Prep HS) • General Business
29 Pugh, Travis FS 6-1 190 So.
Manning. SC (Manning HS) • THRD
20 Rambert, Bernard ....TB 6-0 .
Summerville. SC (Summerville HS) • THRD
54 Rigsby, Geoff LS 6-2.
Greer, SC (Riverside HS) • Marketing
.210 , .Sr.
.216 , •So.
82 Robinson, Jackie WR 6-1 l90...."Gr.
Orangeburg, SC (Oiangeburg-Wilhnson HS) • Human Resource Development
.20138 Sampson, Eric LB 6-3
Jacksonville, FL (White HSj • Undeclared
12 Scott, Jeff WR 6-1 184 .,
Columbia, SC (Hammond HSj • Secondary Education
So.
.Sr.
53 Sharpe, Tommy C 6-0
Albany. GA (Weslover HS) • Management
.253 ... "So.
.6-1 .201
.260 ,
7 Simmons, Willie QB.
Ouincy FL (Shanks HS) THRD
67 Smith, Joshua LS 6-3
Easley SC (Easley HS) • PRTM
15 Stuckey. Chansi QB 6-0 170,
Warner Robbins, GA (Northside HSi PRTM
Jr.
Fr.
92 Tate, Trey DT .
Gaffney SC (Gaffney HS) THRD
41 Thomas, Rodney LB 6-0
Cadwell, GA (West Laurens HS) • PRTM
85 Thomas, Ronnie WR....5-11 ,
Ouincy, FL (Shanks HSj • Health Science
56 Vaughn, Khaleed DE 6-4,
Atlanta. GA (North Atlanta HSj • THRD
.6-4 265 .... "Fr.
.225 , .Sr.
.190 ,
.260
"So.
"'^Gr.
78 Walker, Gregory OG 6-5 330 .... "Jr.
Sumter. SC (Sumter HS) • Health Science
96 Washington. Donnell .. DT 6-6 31 5 ... "So.
Beaufort. SC (Battery Creek HSj • THRD
. Fr.40 Waters, Anthony LB 6-3 215
Lake View. SC (Lake View HS) • PRTM
90 Whipple, Rod DE 6-5 201 .... "Fr.
Toomsboro. GA (Wilkinson County HSj • Psychology
6 Whitehurst, Charlie .. QB 6-4 206 .... "Fr.
Dululh. GA (Chattahoochee HS> • General Business
55 Williams, Anthony LB 5-11 210 Jr.
Irmo, SC (Dutch Fork HSj • Computer Engineering
39 Williams, Buddy CB 5-11 167 Fr.
Tallahassee, FL (Lincoln HS) • PRTM
81 Williamson. Bobby ....TE 6-3 246 .... "Fr.
Tarpon Springs, FL (East Lake HS) • THRD
1 7 Youngblood, Kevin ... WR 6-5 21 9 .... "Jr.
Jacksonville. FL (Raines HS) • THRD
- has spent one season red-shirting; " - has a year ol eligibility re-
maining in 03; THRD - Technology S Human Resource Development

Clemson When Clemson Has the Bail
1 Airese Currie WR
2 Brian Mance CB
3 Eric Meekins FS
5 Yusef Kelly RB
6 Charlie Whitehurst QB
7 Willie Simmons QB
8 Tye Hill TB
9 Justin Miller CB
10 ChadJasmin RB
11 JoeBever QB
11 Brian Carr FS
12 Jeff Scott WR
13 Gerald McCloud WR
14 Will Proctor QB
1 5 Chansi Stuckey QB
17 Kevin Youngtjiood WR
18 Curtis Baham WR
19 Aaron Hunt PK
20 Bernard Ramlsert TB
21 Derrick Hamilton WR
22 Ryan Hemby CB
23 Tavaghn fJlonts ROV
24 Jamaal Fudge CB
25 Roscoe Crosby WR
26 Tourfe Francis CB
27 Kevin Johnson CB
28 Kyle Browning TB
29 Travis Pugh FS
30 Eugene Koon WR
31 David Dunham LB
32 Wynn Kopp P
33 Ronny Delusme ROV
34 Charles Harper FS
35 Buddy Gore P/PK
36 Cliff Harrell FB
37 Reggie Merriweather TB
38 Eric Sampson LB
39 Buddy Williams CB
40 Tyrone Lee FB
40 Anthony Waters LB
41 Rodney Thomas LB
42 Altroy Bodrick ROV
43 Toby Albergotti LB
43 Leroy Hill LB
44 Donnell Clark DT
45 John Leake LB
46 Brandon Jamison LB
47 Rodney Feaster LB
48 Kelvin Morris ROV
49 Roosevelt Nelson LB
53 Tommy Sharpe C
54 Geoff Rigsby LS
55 Anthony Williams LB
56 Khaleed Vaughn DE
58 J.J. Howard DE
59 Mark Jetton OG
62 Dustin Fry OG
63 Nathan Bennett OG
64 Chip Myrick OT
65 Cedric Johnson OG
67 Joshua Smith LS
68 Jermyn Chester C
70 William Henry OT
71 Derrick Brantley OT
72 Roman Fry C
73 Tim DeBeer OT
74 Nick Black OG
75 Nathan Gillespie OT
76 Eric Coleman DT
77 Brad Lee OT
78 Gregory Walker OG
79 Gary Byrd OT
80 Todd McClinton DT
81 Bobby Williamson TE
82 Jackie Robinson WR
83 Tony Elliott WR
84 J.J. McKelvey WR
85 Ronnie Thomas WR
86 Charles Bennett DE
87 Ben Hall TE
88 Kelvin Grant WR
89 Cole Chason P/PK
90 Rod Whipple DE
91 Bryant McNeal DE
92 Trey Tate DT
93 Gaines Adams DE
94 Vontrell Jamison DE
95 Brandon Cannon DE
96 Donnell Washington DT
97 OeJuan Polk DT
98 Nick Eason DT
99 Maurice Fountain DE
Clemson Offense
Pos. # Plsycr Mntngi. Wgt. CI.
LT 79 rn^n/ R\/rHVJ3C1I y D y 1 u O "T 309 *Gr.
LG 65 OuUf ilrf JUMIIbUll R A. 318 •So.
C 68 vJd 1 1 ly 1 1 v>i icoitJi K-9D t 289 *Jr.
RG 78 mrcyury vvdiKci R R 330 'Jr.
RT 70 \A/i 1 1 1 3m t—Jo n r\/V V MMcll 1 1 nt;l II y R A 276 Gr.
TE 87 Ben Hall 6-5 240 So.
WR-X 17 Kevin Youngblood 6-5 219 'Jr.
QB 7 Willie Simmons 6-1 e-\J 1 Oi
.
TB 5 Yusef Kelly 6-0 225 •SO.
WR-Y 21 Derrick Hamilton 6-4 200 •So.
WR-Z 82 Jackie Robinson 6-1 190 •Gr.
PK 19 Aaron Hunt 5-11 208 Jr.
Georgia Tech Defense
Pos. # Player Hgt. Wgt. CI.
DE 55 Greg Gathers 6-1 275 Sr.
DT 94 Travis Parker 6-5 260 *Fr.
DT 92 Alfred Malone 6-4 290 •So.
DE 44 Tony Hargrove 6-4 266 So.
LB 42 Recardo Wimbush 6-2 218 Sr.
LB 51 Daryl Smith 6-2 230 Jr.
LB 54 Keyaron Fox 6-3 220 Jr.
CB 29 Marvious Hester 5-11 185 *Sr.
SS 4 Cory Collins 6-0 206 Sr.
FS 27 Jeremy Muyres 6-3 205 Sr.
CB 23 Jonathan Cox 5-10 185 Jr.
P 30 Dan Dyke 5-11 185 •Sr.
When Georgia Tech Has the Bail
Georgia Tech Offenst
Pos. # Player Hgt. Wgt. CI.
LT 70 Nat Dorsey 6-6 330 So.
LG 74 Leon Robinson 6-4 310 •So.
C 67 Hugh Reilly 6-4 285 •Jr.
RG 66 Raymond Roberts-Blake 6-2 278 Sr.
RT 77 Kyle Wallace 6-6 280 So.
TE 89 John Paul Foschi 6-4 270 Jr.
WR 9 Kerry Watkins 5-11 186 •Sr.
QB 17 A.J. Suggs 6-4 215 •Jr.
TB 24 Tony Hollings 5-11 211 Jr.
FB 47 Jimmy Dixon 6-1 215 •So.
WR 3 Will Glover 5-10 185 Sr.
PK 87 Luke Manget 5-9 176 Sr.
Clemson Defense
Pos. # Player Hgt. Wgt. CI.
DE 56 Khaleed Vaughn 6-4 260 •Gr.
DT 96 Donnell Washington 6-6 315 •So.
DT 98 Nick Eason 6-4 295 •Gr.
DE 91 Bryant McNeal 6-5 236 •Sr.
LB 45 John Leake 6-1 225 Jr.
LB 41 Rodney Thomas 6-0 225 Sr.
LB 38 Eric Sampson 6-3 201 So.
CB 2 Brian Mance 5-11 185 Sr.
ROV 42 Altroy Bodrick 6-1 215 •Gr.
FS 3 Eric Meekins 6-3 197 Sr.
CB 27 Kevin Johnson 6-0 190 •Jr.
P 32 Wynn Kopp 5-9 166 •Sr.
Georgia Tech
1 Albert Poree CB
2 Sidney Ford RB
3 Will Glover WR
4 Cory Collins SS
6 Jermaine Hatch RB
7 Levon Thomas WR
8 Damarius Bilbo QB
9 Kerry Watkins WR
10 Brian Camp QB
12 Mark Logan WR
13 Hal Higgins P
14 Dawan Landry FS
16 Kingi McNair LB
17 A.J. Suggs OB
18 Chris Reis FS
20 Chris Morehouse P
21 Jonathan Smith WR
22 James Butler SS
23 Jonathan Cox CB
24 Tony Hollings RB
25 Dennis Davis CB
26 Reuben Houston CB
27 Jeremy Muyres FS
28 Nathan Burton FS
28 Gordon Clinkscale RB
29 Marvious Hester CB
30 Dan Dyke P
32 Johnathan Jackson FB
34 Jack Rogers SS
35 Ajenavi Eziemefe RB
37 Venice Gilliam CB
40 Dan Burnett PK
41 Kelley Rhino CB
42 Recardo Wimbush LB
43 Ather Brown LB
44 Tony Hargrove DE
45 RJ. Daniels RB
46 Brian Johnson FB
47 Jimmy Dixon RB
49 Gerris Wilkinson LB
50 Hobie Holiday DE
51 Daryl Smith LB
52 Anthony Lawston LB
54 Keyaron Fox LB
55 Greg Gathers DE
56 Eric Henderson DE
57 Tabugbo Anyansi LB
58 Fred Wright DE
59 Matthew Etheridge LB
62 Clay Hartley OG
64 Gavin Tarquinio OG
65 Andy Tidwell-Neal C
66 Raymond Roberts-Blake OG
67 Hugh Reilly C
68 Andrew Economos LS
69 Will Hardy OT
70 Nat Dorsey OT
71 Beau Cleland OG
72 Brad Honeycutt OG
73 Zeb McHargue OL
74 Leon Robinson OG
76 Salih Besirevic OT
77 Kyle Wallace OT
78 Garren Findlay OT
81 Xavier McGuire WR
83 Darius Williams TE
84 Will Heller TE
85 Lekeldrick Bridges WR
86 Gavin Bourgeois TE
87 Luke Manget PK
88 Brian Lee TE
89 John Paul Foschi TE
90 Casey Loesch DT
91 Chirod Williams LB
92 Alfred Malone DT
94 Travis Parker DT
95 Reggie Koon DT
96 Gary Johnson DT
99 Omar Billy DT
GeuryjLi Tech AJph^jbecicsiJ jiQi3!:E^r
57
76
99
86
85
43
40
28
22
10
.6-1Afiydiis;, LB .
Austell. GA (Pebblebrook HS)
Besirevic, Salih OT 6-7
Denver, CO (South HS)
.215 , So.
.290 »Fr.
Bilbo, Damarius QB 6-3 220 .... «Fr.
Moss Point. MS (Moss Point HS)
.6-2Billy, Omar DT .
Orlando. FL (Colonial HS)
Bourgeois, Gciv!!i TE 6-2
Peactitree City, GA (Sandy Creek HS)
.270 ,
.220 , Jr.
Bridges, Lekeidrick .. WR 6-0 1 65 Fr.
Dallas, TX (Hillcrest HS)
Browri, Ather LB 6-3 230 .... "Jr.
Macon, GA (Jones County HS)
Btirnett, Ban PK 6-2 240 ....
Ulburn. GA (Parkview HS)
•Jr.
Burto i i aL;. FS 6-2 200 ... "So.
Lilburn. GA (Greater Atlanta Christian HS)
Butler, Jair-es SS .
Bainbridge, GA (Bainbridge HS)
Camp, Brian QB
.
Dublin, OH (Coftman HS)
.6-3 .208
.6-1 225 ....
So.
»Jr.
Sr.
28
23
45
25
47
70
30
68
59
35
78
89
54
55
37
delsnd. Beau OG 6-2 280
Panama City. FL (Moseley HS)
Ciinkscalt?, Goi-fioii
... RB 5-10 192 .... "Sr.
Doraville. GA (Dunwoody HS)
.206 . Sr.Collins, Cory SS 6-0 ,
Egg Harbor Township. NJ (Egg Harbor HS)
Cox, Jonathan CB 5-1 1 85 Jr.
Chicago. IL (De La Salle HS)
. RB. .5-10 204 .... "Fr.Oariieis, P. i.
Houston. TX (Elsik HS)
CB 6-0 180 So.
Aico. NJ (Edgewood HS)
. RB . .6-1 215 ... "So.
Arlington. TX (Martin HS)
Dorsey, Nat OT 6-6 330
New Orleans. LA (Saint Augustine HS)
So.
.5-11 185 .... "Sr.Dyke, Oer P .
Winter Spnngs. FL (Oviedo HS)
tconotnos, Aniirew .. LS 6-1 213 ... "So.
Atlanta. GA (Marist HS)
Etheridge, Matthew .. LB 6-0 222 .... "Sr.
Macon. GA (Tattnall Square HS)
Eziemefe, Ajenavi RB 6-1 225 Fr.
New Orleans. LA (Edna Kan HS)
Fiiicllav, Garren OT .
Nonh Logan. UT (Skyview HS)
Fore:., i.,-S!v.M, RB.
.6-5 .290 . • Sr.
.5-9 .205 Sr.
.6-4 .270 ,
Lindale. GA (Pepperell HS)
Fosci-is. }<A-n TE ..
Glen Head. NY (Chaminade HS)
Fox, Keyaron LB 6-3 220 ,
Atlanta, GA (Westlake HS)
Jr.
Jr.
Gathers, Grci] DE ...
LaPlace, LA (East Saint John HS)
i CB ...
.6-1 .275 , .Sr.
.5-10 192 Fr.
Tallahassee. FL (Rickards HS)
Glover, Will WR .... 5-1 1 85 Sr.
Tampa, FL (Jesuit HS)
69 Hardy, Will OT .
Conyers. GA (Salem HS)
.6-4
, .290 , Sr.
44
62
84
56
29
13
50
24
72
26
32
46
96
95
14
52
88
90
12
92
87
81
16
73
20
27
94
67
18
DE 6-4 266 .
Punia Garde. FL (Pon Charlotte HS)
So.
.6-4iay OG
Bryceville. FL (West Nassau HS)
Hatch, Jermaine RB 6-2 205 .
Baton Rouge. LA (Catholic HS)
.288 .... "Jr.
"Jr.
. Sr.HiOiler, Will TE 6-6 250 .
Dunwoody GA (Marist HS)
:.-<: DE 6-3 260 .... "Fr.
New Orleans. LA (Edna Karr HS)
.CB. .5-11 .185 .... "Sr.
Atlanta. GA (Douglass HS)
P 5-10 185 ,
Cornelia. GA (Habersham Central HS)
Holiday. Hobie DE 6-3 260 ,
Warner Robbins. GA (Houston County HS)
211 .
Sr.
i-iofiiriijs, Tony RB 5-1
1
Jeffersonville. GA (Twiggs County HS)
Honeyciitt, Brad OG 6-4 295
Mesquite. TX (Mesquite HS)
Houston, Reuben CB 6-0 200
Peachtree City GA (Starr's Mill HS)
Jr.
Jr.
Jackson, Johnathan ... FB .
Jacksonville. FL (Bolles HS)
JO'iirison, Brian FB .
Evans. GA (Lakeside HS)
.6-2 .225
.6-3 .240
.290Johnson, Gary DT 6-1
LaGrange, GA (Troup County HS)
Koon, Reggie DT 6-4 31
Miami. FL (Miramar HS)
"Fr.
"Fr.
"So.
"Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
.6-2 215 .... "Fr.I .-inrlry, Oaw.an FS ,
Ama. LA (Hahnville HS)
Lavvs'ton, Afittioiiy LB 6-3 230
Baltimore, MD (Eastern Technical HS)
.. "Jr.
Lee, Brian TE 6-5 .
Florence, AL (Bradshaw HS)
Loesch, Casey DT 6-3 275
Saint Petersburg, FL (Saint Peiersbuig US)
.250 .... "Sr.
"Sr.
logan, Mark WR ....5-1
Greenwood. SC (Greenwood HS)
. 1 95 ... "So.
.
6-4 290 ... "So..Maione, Alfred DT .
Frisco City AL (Frisco City HS)
Manget, Luke PK 5-9 1 76 .
Conyers. GA (Rockdale County HS)
McGuire, Xavier WR 6-3 205 .
Dallas, TX (Carter HS)
.Sr.
Fr.
.210 .McNair. King! LB 6-1
Pelahatchie. MS (Pelahatchie HS)
McHargue, Zeb OL 6-4 285 .
Gray GA (Jones County HS)
Morehouse, Chris P 6-1 200,
Vernon, CT (Rockville HS)
Muyres, Jeremv FS 6-3 205 ,
Stone Mountain, GA (Parkview HS)
Fr.
Fr.
.. "Sr.
.Sr.
Parker. Travis DT 6-5 ,
Hacienda Heights. CA (Los Altos HS)
For. t A!:; ? i CB 5-10 200 .
New Orleans. LA (Saint Augustine HS)
. 260 .... "Fr.
.6-4Reilly, Hugh C .
Roswell, GA (Marist HS)
Reis, Chris FS 6-0
Roswell. GA (Roswell HS)
.285 ,
.205
"Jr.
"Jr.
Fr.
41 Riiino, ist'liey
Smyrna, GA (Marist HS)
.CB. .5-7 .179 . Sr.
66 Roberts-Blake. Raymond .. OG 6-2 278 Sr.
Wallhourville. GA (Bradwell Institute)
74 Robinson, Leon OG 6-4 310,
Garden City, GA (Groves HS)
.207
,
"So.
.Sr.34 Rogers, Jack SS 6-1
Gainesville. GA (Nonh Hall HS)
51 Smith, Daryi LB 6-2 230 Jr.
Albany. GA (Dougherty County HS)
21 Smith, Jonathan WR .... 5-1 1 89 Jr.
Argyle, GA (Clinch County HS)
1 7 Suggs, A.,! QB 6-4 21 5 .... "Jr.
Powder Springs, GA (McEachern HS)
64 Tarquinio, Gavin 06 6-3 270 .... "Fr.
Marietta. GA (Wheeler HS)
7 T; Qiiia, Levon WR 6-0 195 So.
College Park. GA (Banneker HS)
65 Tidwell-Neal, Andy .... C 6-4 295 So.
Plymouth, MN (Wayzata HS)
77 Wallace, Kyle OT 6-6 280 ,
Lawrenceville. GA (Collins Hill HS)
9 Watkins, Kerry WR....5-11 186
LaPlace. LA (East Saint John HS)
So.
.6-349 Wiikinsoii. 'rvyv LB .
Oakland, CA (Skyline HS)
91 Williams, Chirod LB 6-4 ,
Jacksonville. FL (Trinity Christian HS)
.230
.245
"Sr.
'Fr.
"So.
83 Williams, Darius TE 6-6 265 ... "So.
Clarkston, GA (Avondale HS)
42 WimbustJ. Recarrio .... LB 6-2 21 8 Sr.
Blakely GA (Early County HS)
58 ViTiglii. f red DE 6-4 269 .
Immokalee, FL (Lehigh HS)
Sr.
- has spent one season red-shirting
2002 Clemson Football
\ Sleeves T-shirt m-xxl $18.00
i Practice T-shirt m-xxi (orange or heather) $20.00
Z Homefield Polo m-xxl $55.00
) Accuracy Polo $55.00
E Team Polo m-xxl (orange or white) $45.00
= Back Field fleece m-xxl (heather or purple) $40.00
3 Practice fleece m-xxl $40.00
i Navy campus cap- adjustable strap $16.00
Khaki tailback cap - adjustable strap $16.00
I Swoosh flex cap (orange, white or purple) $21.00
K Stretch cap (white or navy) $20.00
L Navy college visor - veicro strap $14.00
M Purple canvas players cap - stretch fit $21.00
N Dri-fit coaches cap - veicro strap $19.00
O Wool classic - veicro strap $15.00
P Replica football jersey m-xxl (orange, white or purple) $55.00
Q Drop back shell pullover jacket m-xxl $60.00
R Snap count jacket m-xxl $60.00
S Long sleeve banner t-shirt m-xxl (orange or white) $24.00
NIKE - SIDELINE APPAREL
www.mrkiiickerbocker.coni
AME
DDRESS.
CALL FOR OUR NEW CATALOG. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
DAY TIME PHONE # ( ) MAIL TO STORE HOURS
ITY / STATE / ZIP CODE
.
ITEM# QUANTITY SIZE COLOR & DESCRIPTION UNITPRICE
TOTAL
PRICE
Mr. Knickerbocker Mon. - Sat. Sam -Gpm
354 College Ave. Closed on Sunday.
Ciemson, SC 29631 (864) 654-4203
WE ACCEPT
VISA M/C AMEX DISC
MONEY ORDERS AND CHECKS
CREDIT CARD #
SHIPPING CHARGES
WE SHIP WITH UPS
P TO $30 00 $ 6 00
P TO $50 00 $7.00
P TO $100 00 $8.00
BOVE $100 00 $8 50
SUB TOTAL
SHIPPING & HANDLING
S.C RESIDBITS ADD 6% SALES TAX
GRAND TOTAL
EXP. DATE
MAKE CHECKS ANDS MONEY ORDERS
PAYABLE TO KNICKERBOCKER'S
ALLOW 2-3 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY
SIGNATURE

CJj7jc;jrjj^sSSginals
Ball ready for play
'Untimed down Start clock
Time-out
Discretionary or injury time-
out (lollow by tapping
hands on chest) TV/Radio time-out
Touchdown
Field goal
Point(s) after touchdown
7 m
Ball dead
Touchback (move
side to side) First down Loss of down
10
nr
Incomplete forward pass
Penalty declined
No play, no score
Toss option delayed
11
Legal touching of forward
pass or scrimmage kick
Inadvertent whistle
(Face Press Box)
Disregard Hag End of period
Illegal touching
or 30-second timeout
Offside defense
Encroachment (NF)
False start
Illegal formation
Encroachment otfense
Illegal procedure (NF)
Illegal shift - 2 hands
Illegal motion - 1 hand Delay of game
22
Substitution infraction
Failure to wear
required equipment
24
Unsportsmanlike conduct
Noncontact foul
Illegal participation Sideline interference
Running into
or roughing kicker
or holder
Illegal batting
Illegal kicking
(Followed by pointing
toward toe for kicking)
32
Illegal fair catch signal
Invalid fair catch
signal (NF)
Forward pass
interference
Kick-catching interference Roughing passer
35
Illegal pass
Illegal forward
handing Intentional grounding
Ineligible downfield
on pass Personal foul Clipping
Blocking below waist
Illegal block
41 C2'
Chop block
Holding/obstructing
Illegal use of hands/arms
43
Illegal block in the back
Illegal use of
hands or arms (NF)
44
Helping runner
Interlocked blocking
45
Grasping lace mask or
helmet opening Tripping Player disqualification
Note: Signal numbers 25 and 26 are for future expansion.
(NFO National Federation of State High School Associations signal.
Athletic Department Staff
Rick Bagby
Video Services Director
Joey Batson
strength Training Director
Eric Baumgartner
Assistant AD,
Compliance Services
George Bennett
IPTAY Executive Director
Sam Blackman
Associate Sports
Information Director
Assistant AD.
Sports Information
6C
Dr. Larry Bowman Rebecca Bowman Darren Bruce
Team Orthopedic Surgeon Associate AD, Team Advisor
Compliance Services
Donna Bullock
Assistant Trainer
Charlie Bussey
Tiger Lettermen's
Association Coordinator
Wayne Coffman
Assistant Student-Athlete
Enrichment Director
•s.'^l
'.J
Steve Coleman
Information Technology
Consultant
Bill D'Andrea
Senior Associate AD
Scott DeMore
Assistant Equipment
Manager
Beth Douglas
Football Secretary (Head
Coach)
Bobby Douglas
Interim Student-Athlete
Enrichment Director
Mike Echols
Director of Grounds
Brandt Gilbert
IPTAY Collegiate Club
Coordinator
Larry Greenlee
Assistant Strength
Training Coach
Henry Guess
Assistant Video Services
Director
Dr. Byron Harder
Team Physician
Bert Henderson
IPTAY Associate Executive
Director
Brian Hennessy
Assistant Sports
Information Director
Van Hilderbrand
Associate AD,
Ticket Manager
Katie Hill
Senior Associate AD
Dr. Cecil Huey
NCAA Facutly
Representative
Donald Hymel
Assistant AD,
Football Relations
Andy Johnston
Assistant AD,
Football Management
Les Jones
Associate AD,
Capital Improvements
Athilletjic UDepartirvieiffet
1^
Priscilla Kanet
Assistant Student-Athlete
Enrichment Director
Brian Karr Bob Mahony
Graduate Administrative IPTAY Associate Executive
Tim Match
Associate AD
Assistant Director
Tom Melton
Assistant Strength
Training Coach
Anne Miller
Assistant Sports
Information Director
Matt Money
Facilities Supervisor
Russell Patterson
Assistant Strength
Training Coach
Danny Poole
Director of Sports
Medicine
Ginty Porter
Assistant Student-Athlete
Enrichment Director
Senior Associate AD
Jerome Razayeski
Assistant Trainer
Abe Reed
Assistant Equipment
Manager
J . Len Reeves
Team Physician
Robert Ricketts
Associate AD,
Finance
John Seketa
Assistant AD.
Promotions
Bobby Skelton Alphonso Smith
Assistant Ticket Manager Head Equipment Manager
Lynn Sparks
Director of Sales
Robbie Stewart
Assistant Trainer
Valerie Torry
Football Secretary
(Defense)
Gary Wade
Assistant AD,
Facilites
Joann West Joe White
Assistant Ticket Manager Assistant Student-Athlete
Enrichment Director
Linda White
Associate AO,
Senior Women's Administrator
Jill Wilks
Football Secretary
(Recruiting)
Jason Williamson
Assistant Student-Athlete
Enrichment Director
Ren Windham
Football Secretary
(Offense)
2002-03 Clemson Men's Basketball
Date Day Opponent Time TV
Nov. 24 (Sun.) Wofford 4:00
Nov. 27 (Wed.) # vs. High Point 7:00
Dec. 3 (Tue.) Penn State 7:30 espn2
Dec. 7 (Sat.) Maine 4:00
Dec. 14 (Sat.) Gardner-Webb 7:00
Dec. 19 (Thu.) Winthrop 9:00 FSNS
Dec. 22 (Sun.) Cincinnati 5:30 FSNN
Dec. 28 (Sat.) Liberty 4:00
Dec. 31 (Tue.) Coastal Carolina 4:00
Jan. 5 (Sun.) Duke 8:00 FSNN
Jan. 11 (Sat.) Morris Brown 4:00
Jan. 14 (Tue.) * at North Carolina 7:00 RSN
Jan. 18 (Sat.) * Virginia 3:00 RJ
Jan. 21 (Tue.) * at Florida State 7:00 RSN
Jan. 25 (Sat.) * Maryland 4:00 RJ
Jan. 28 (Tue.) * Wake Forest 7:00 RSN
Feb. 2 (Sun.) * at N.C. State 1:00 RJ-Split
Feb. 5 (Wed.) Georgia Tech 7:00
Feb. 9 (Sun.) * at Duke 6:30 FSNN
Feb. 12 (Wed.) at South Carolina 7:30 FSNS
Feb. 15 (Sat.) * North Carolina 1:00 RJ
Feb. 18 (Tue.) * at Virginia 8:00 RJ-Split
Feb. 22 (Sat.) * Florida State 12:00 RSN
Feb. 25 (Tue.) * at Maryland 7:00 RSN
Mar. 1 (Sat.) * at Wake Forest 4:00 RJ
Mar. 5 (Wed.) * N.C. State 7:00 espn2
Mar, 8 (Sat.) * at Georgia Tech 3:30 ABC
Mar, 13-16 # ACC Tournament TBA ESPN/RJ
* ACC regular-season; # - Greensboro, NC; FSNS - Fox
Sports Net South: FSNN - Fox Sports National Network;
RSN - Regional Sports Network; RJ - Raycom/Jefferson
Pilot; Note: Home games in orange; all times PM and East-
ern
Edward Scott
Scott ranked third in ttie
nation in assists in 2001 -
02.
2002-03 Clemson Women's Basketball
Tickets
For Clemson Men's and Women's
Basketball tickets for the games at
Anderson and Clemson, call the
Clemson Ticket Office toll free at 1-
800-CLEMSON.
Date Day Opponent Time TV
Nov. 22 (Fri.) at South Carolina TBA
Nov. 26 (Tue.) Grambling State 7:00
Nov. 29 (Fri.) at Western Kentucky TBA
Dec. 5 (Thu.) Winthrop 7:00
Dec. 7 (Sat.) Penn State 7:00
Dec. 14 (Sat.) Furman 4:00
Dec. 17 (Tue.) High Point 7:00
Dec. 19-23 $ Bahamas Tournament TBA
Dec. 27 (Fri.) I vs. Auburn 12:30
Dec. 30 (Mon.) at Miami (OH) TBA
Jan. 2 (Thu.) * Virginia 7:00
Jan. 6 (Mon.) * at Duke 7:00 RSN
Jan. 9 (Thu.) * at Maryland TBA
Jan. 16 (Thu.) * North Carolina 7:00
Jan. 20 (Mon.) * at N.C. State 7:00 RSN
Jan. 23 (Thu.) * at Georgia Tech 7:00 RSN
Jan. 26 (Sun.) * Wake Forest 1:00 RSN
Jan. 30 (Thu.) * Florida State 7:00
Feb. 3 (Mon.) * at Virginia 7:00 RSN
Feb. 6 (Thu.) * Duke 7:00
Feb. 9 (Sun.) * Maryland 2:00
Feb. 16 (Sun.) at North Carolina 5:30 RSN
Feb. 20 (Thu.) * N.C. State 7:00
Feb. 23 (Sun.) * Georgia Tech 2:00
Feb. 27 (Thu.) * at Wake Forest 7:00
Mar, 2 (Sun.) at Florida State 1;00 Sun
Mar, 7-10 # ACC Tournament TBA RSN
"
- exhibition; * - ACC regular-season; $ - Nassau, Baha-
mas; ! - Chick-fil-A Peach Bowl Classic at Atlanta, GA; # -
Greensboro, NC; + - AM; RSN - Regional Sports Network;
Sun - Sunshine Network; Note; Home games in orange; all
times PM and Eastern unless othenwise noted.
Chrlssy Floyd
Floyd was a First-Team
AII-ACC guard in 2001 -02
and was named to tlie ACC
50-Year Anniversary
team.
stadium Information
Information
Concession Stands
Concession stands are located beneath all stands
and can be reached from any portal.
Emergencies
First Aid stations are located at the following
places; South side - Under Section J: North Side - Un-
der Section T; North Top Deck - Under Section K: South
Top Deck - Under Section E. Trained nurses are on
hand during each game. Should a doctor be needed,
ask any usher Ambulances are located at Gates 1. 5,
8, and 13. Emergency calls are received in the Secu-
rity Booth, The emergency number is (864) 656-2999.
Handicapped
Special entrances have been provided at Gates
1
,
5, and 1 3 for the handicapped.
Lost & Found
If any article is lost or found, please report it to
the Gate 1 or Gate 10 information booths.
Notice
Solicitation for any purpose is prohibited at an ath-
letic contest in Glemson Memorial Stadium,
Pass Outs
As a result of enhanced security after the events
of September 1 1 , 2001 , there are no pass outs,
Protiibited Items
Umbrellas, folding chairs, chaise lounges, food,
and beverage containers of any type, including alco-
holic beverages, thermos jugs, and ice chests.
Public Address System
The public address system is intended for spec-
tators' information concerning the game. Do not request
the use of the RA. system to make social contacts.
Season Ticket Holders/Other Visitors
Season ticket holders and other visitors to the sta-
dium are requested to enter Gates 1 , 5, 9. 1 1 , or 13.
Persons with top deck tickets must enter the stadium
via the ramps, which are located behind the North and
South Stands. Ramp entrances are adjacent to Gates
1 and 13 (South) and Gates 5 and 9 (North).
Telephones
Pay telephones are located at the stadium ticket
offices at Gates 1,5,9. 13, and top decks,
Will-Call
Will-call tickets are at the ticket office at Gate 9,
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Directions to Clemson From:
Atlanta. GA : Take 1-85 North to Exit 14 in South Carolina,
Take a left and cross bridge over 1-85 on SC 187 until the
road runs into US 76 and 28, Make a left at this traffic light.
Stay on this road until the SC 93 exit. Take a left onto SC 93
and the route runs into Clemson,
Columbia. SC : Take 1-26 West and exit onto 1-385 West,
From 1-385, take 1-85 South and exit at Exit 40. Make a
right on SC 153. Follow this road until it runs into SC 123.
Take SC 123 South to College Avenue and it will run into
downtown Clemson
Greenville. SC : Take 1-85 South to Exit 40. Make a right
on SC 153. Follow this road until it runs into SC 123. Take
SC 123 South to College Avenue and it will run into down-
town Clemson.
Call one of our five
locations for opening
times on Clemson home
game days for all your
tailgating needs.
9,0
of
ACC FOOTBALL I
This week,
every week.
You can catch
all the action on
The Citgo
ACC Game
of the Week.
Check local
TV listings for
the station,
game and time
in your area.
www.jpsports.com
Fall Sporb l^checJuJeii
Cross Country (Men's)
Date Day Meet Site
Aug, 30 (FrI.) Appalachian State Invitational Boone, NC
Sept. 14 (Sat.) Georgia Invitational Athens, GA
Sept. 27 (Fri.) Great American Classic Charlotte, NC
Oct. 5 (Sat.) Clemson Invitational Clemson, SO
Oct. 19 (Sat.) Auburn Invitational Auburn, AL
Nov. 2 (Sat.) ACC Championships Atlanta, GA
Nov, 16 (Sat.) NCAA Southeast Regional Greenville, NC
Nov, 25 (Mon ) NCAA Championship Terre Haute, IN
President Bush Jogs with members of the
Men's Cross Country team.
Cross Country (Women's)
Date
Aug. 31
Sept, 7
Sept. 27
Oct. 5
Oct. 12
Nov. 2
Nov, 16
Nov, 25
Day Meet
(Sat,) Western Carolina Invitational
(Sat ) Catamount Classic
(Fri,) Great American Classic
(Sat.) Clemson Invitational
(Sat.) Furman Invitational
(Sat.) ACC Championship
(Sat ) NCAA Southeast Regional
(Mon ) NCAA Championship
Site
Cullowhee. NC
Cullowhee, NC
Charlotte, NC
Clemson, SO
Greenville, SC
Atlanta, GA
Greenville, NC
Terre Haute, IN
Laura Ann Rukat (middle) & Renee
Keydoszius (right)
Date
Sept, 3-5
Sept, 27-29
Oct, 7-8
Oct, 14-15
Nov, 7-10
Feb, 17-18
Feb, 23-25
Mar. 7-9
Mar. 22-23
Apr. 4-5
Golf (Men's)
Tournament
Topy Cup
Carpet Classic
Ping Preview
Jerry Pate Intercollegiate
Hooters Match Play
Mercedes Benz Collegiate
Puerto Rico Classic El
Las Vegas Intercollegiate
Chris Schenkel Invitational
Augusta State Invitational
Site
Tokyo, Japan
Dalton, GA
Stillwater, OK
Birmingham, AL
Myrtle Beach, SC
Ponte Vedra, FL
Grande, Puerto Rico
Las Vegas, NV
Statesboro, GA
Augusta, GA
D.J. Trahan
Apr, 18-20 ACC Tournament Uwharrie, NC
May 8-9 Atlanta Intercollegiate McDonough, GA
May 15-17 NCAA East Regional TBA
May 28-31 NCAA Finals Stillwater, OK
Rowing (Women's)
Regatta Site
Lake Michie Invitational Bahama, NC
Clemson Class Day Clemson, SC
Head of the Charles Boston, MA
Head of the Hooch Gainesville, GA
Rivanna Romp Charlottesville, VA
Date Day
Sept, 28 (Sat.)
Oct. 12 (Sat.)
Oct. 20 (Sun.)
Nov. 2 (Sat.)
Nov. 10 (Sun.)
Emily Kuivila
Soccer (Men's)
Date Day Opponent Time
Aug. 30 (Fn) " vs. Butler 5:00 PM
Aug. 31 (Sat.) at Indiana 8:00 PM
Sept. 8 (Sun.) UNO Greensboro 2:00 PM
Sept. 14 (Sat.) * at Duke 7:00 PM
Sept. 19 (Thu.) Gardner-Webb 7:00 PM
Sept. 22 (Sun.) • N.C. State 2:00 PM
Sept. 27 (Fri.) $ Gonzaga 7:30 PM
Sept. 29 (Sun.) $ Fairfield 3:00 PM
Oct. 6 (Sun.) at South Carolina 2:00 PM
Oct. 9 (Wed.) at Wofford 7:00 PM
Oct. 13 (Sun.) ' Virginia 2:00 PM
Oct. 16 (Wed.) Furman 7:00 PM
Oct. 19 (Sat.) * at Wake Forest 7:00 PM
Oct. 23 (Wed.) Appalachian State 7:00 PiVl
Oct 26 (Sat.) * at Maryland 7:00 PM
Oct. 30 (Wed.) at Davidson 7:00 PM
Nov. 3 (Sun.) * North Carolina 2:00 PM
Nov. 10 (Sun.) Western Illinois 2:00 PM
Nov. 14-17 + ACC Tournament TBA
*
- ACC regular-season game; " - Indiana/Adidas Invitational
at Bloomington, IN; % - Bi-Lo Kickoff Classic at Clemson,
SC; $ - NIKE Invitational at Clemson, SC; + - Gary, NC
Dimelon Westfield
Soccer (Women's)
Date Day Opponent Time
Aug. 30 (Fri.) at Georgia 7:00 PM
Sept. 2 (Mon.) Wofford 7:00 PM
Sept. 6 (Fri.) " vs. Portland 5:00 PM
Sept. 8 (Sun.) " vs. Santa Clara 11:00 AM
Sept. 1
1
(Wed.) at South Carolina 7:00 PM
Sept. 13 (Fri.) $ Butler 7:30 PM
Sept. 15 (Sun.) $ Tennessee 2:30 PM
Sept. 20 (Fri.) * at Florida State 7:00 PM
Sept. 28
Oct. 2
Oct. 5
Oct. 8
Oct. 12
Oct. 17
Oct. 20
Oct. 27
Oct. 30
Nov. 2
Nov. 7-10
'
- ACC regular-season game; " Notre Dame Invitational at
South Bend, IN; $ - NIKE Invitational at Clemson, SC; + -
Tallahassee, FL
(Sat.) ' at Virginia 5:00 PM
(Wed.) at College of Charleston 7:00 PM
(Sat.) * at Duke 7:00 PM
(Tue.) Furman 7:00 PM
(Sat.) * North Carolina 7:00 PM
(Thur.) * Wake Forest 7:00 PM
(Sun.) * Maryland 2:00 PM
(Sun.) * at N.C. State 2:00 PM
(Wed.) Charleston Southern 7:00 PM
(Sat.) Florida 7:00 PM
+ ACC Tournament TBA
Heather Beem
Volleyball (Women's)
Date Day
Aug. 30-31
Sept. 4 (Wed.;
Sept. 6
Sept. 7
(Fri.)
(Sat.)
Sept. 10 (Tue.;
Sept. 13-14
Opponent
" Pepperdine Tournament
Georgia
East Carolina
Jacksonville
George Mason
at South Carolina
$ Texas Tech Tournament
Sept. 18 (Wed.) Wofford
Sept. 20 (Fri.) Virginia Tech
Sept. 21 (Sat.) Coastal Carolina
Texas Christian
Sept. 24 (Tue.) at Furman
Sept. 27 (Fri.) ' at Virginia
Sept. 28 (Sat.) * at Maryland
Oct. 1 (Tue.) * North Carolina
Oct. 5 (Sat.) * Florida State
Oct. 6 (Sun.) * N.C. State
Oct. 11 (Fri.) * Georgia Tech
Oct. 15 (Tue.) * at Wake Forest
Oct. 20 (Sun.) at Duke
Oct. 25 (Fri.) * Maryland
Oct. 26 (Sat.) * Virginia
Nov. 1 (Fri.) • at N.C. State
Nov. 2 (Sat.) * at North Carolina
Nov. 5 (Tue.) * at Georgia Tech
Nov. 9 (Sat.) ' at Florida State
Nov. 15 (Fri.) * Duke
Nov. 16 (Sat.) * Wake Forest
Nov 21-24 -1- ACC Tournament
- ACC regular-season match;
'
TX;
-I- - Atlanta, GA
• Matibu, CA;$
Time
TBA
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
10:00 AM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
TBA
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
10:00 AM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
5:00 PM
7:00 PM
4.00 PM
2:00 PM
7:00 PM
6:00 PM
2:00 PM
7:00 PM
6:00 PM
7:00 PM
6:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:30 PM
TBA
- Lubbock,
Jessi Betcher
2[}U2 Qi3MB'J!i fDu'ibuU
Graduate Assistant Coaches
,
m
^vangelista
• Def. Grad. Asst.
• Secondary
• 1st Season
Previous Coaching Experience
Graduate assistant at West Georgia (1994-
97). ..defensive backs coacti at West Ala-
bama (1997-99). .defensive bacl^s coacfi at
West Georgia (1999)., defensive coordina-
tor/defensive backs coacfi at West Georgia
(2000)...defensive coordinator/linebackers
coacli at West Georgia (2001-02).
Education
Received B.S. degree in l\/lattiematlcs/Com-
puter Science from Vanderbllt in
1994...graduated from Marist High In Atlanta,
GAin 1988,
Personal
Born Marcfi 3, 1970. ..single.
Ken
Kellahan
• Off. Grad. Asst.
• Offensive Video
• 1st Season
Previous Coaching Experience
Assistant coacti at Williamsburg Academy
in KIngstree. SC (1 998-99). ..fiead coach at
Williamsburg Academy (2000). ..graduate
assistant at The Citadel in (2001).
Playing Experience
Played quarterback at The Citadel, lettering
one year.
Education
Received a bachelor's degree from The Cita-
del in Business Administration In 1998
Personal Data
Born April 25, 1977. ..married to the former
IVIeredith Moody of Andrevus, SC in 2001
,
Brett
Timmons
• Def. Grad. Asst.
• Defensive Video
• 1 st Season
Previous Coaching Experience
Graduate assistant coach at Cincinnati
(2000) ,, linebackers coach and defensive
coordinator at Bradenton Southeast High In
Bradenton. FL (2001).
Playing Experience
Lettered three years at Tulane (1996-
98). ..played on Liberty Bowl Championship
team of 1998 that was coached by Tommy
Bowden. .
.
named to Butkus Award watch list
for 1998. ..played on two State Champion-
ship teams with former Florida State All-
Amerlcan Peter Warrick at Bradenton South-
east High.
Education
Graduated from Tulane In 1999 with a de-
gree in communications, graduated from
Southeast Bradenton High in 1995.
Personal
Born September 24, 1977 In Bradenton,
FL.. .single.
1^
Justin
Watts
• Off. Grad. Asst.
• 2nd Season
Previous Coaching Experience
Graduate assistant coach at Clemson
(2001).
Playing Experience
Lettered five years at Clemson (1996-
00). ..first Tiger to letter five times since
Stumpy Banks (19 15-1 9) . finished his Tiger
career with 51 catches for 561 yards. .
.
played
in 48 games to tie the Clemson career
record. . .finished his career with four catches
for 59 yards receiving against Virginia Tech
in the 2001 Gator Bowl, had 22 receptions
as a senior.
Education
Graduated from South Florence High in Flo-
rence, SC in 1996, where he played under
his father, .graduated from Clemson with a
degree in management in 2000.
Personal Data
Born October 1, 1977 In Florence,
SC. ..single.
2002 Bowl Schedule BCS Information
Bowl Date Site TV Time
New Orleans Bowl Tue., Dec. 17 New Orleans, LA espn2 8:00 PM
GtVIAC Bowl Wed., Dec. 18 Mobile, AL espn2 8 00 PM
Tangerine Bowl Mon., Dec. 23 Orlando, FL ESPN 5;30 PM
Sega Las Vegas Bowl Wed., Dec. 25 Las Vegas, NV ESPN 4;30 PM
Hawaii Bowl Wed., Dec. 25 Honolulu, HI ESPN 8:00 PM
Motor City Bowl Thu., Dec. 26 Detroit, Ml ESPN 5:00 PM
lnslght.com Bowl Thu., Dec. 26 Phoenix, AZ ESPN 8 30 PM
Houston Bowl FrI., Dec. 27 Houston, TX ESPN 1:30 PM
MalnStay Independence Fn., Dec. 27 Shreveport. LA ESPN 4:30 PM
Holiday Bowl FrI., Dec. 27 San Diego, CA ESPN 8:00 PM
Alamo Bowl Sat., Dec. 28 San Antonio, TX ESPN 8 00 PM
Continental Tire Bowl Sat. Dec. 28 Charlotte, NC ESPN BA
Seattle Bowl Mon., Dec. 30 Seattle, WA ESPN 5:00 PM
Gaylord Hotels fulusic City Bowl Mon.. Dec. 30 Nashville, TN ESPN TBA
crucial com Humanitarian Bowl Tue., Dec 31 Boise, ID ESPN 12:00 PM
Wells Fargo Sun Bowl Tue., Dec. 31 El Paso, TX CBS 2 00 PM
Silicon Valley Football Classic Tue., Dec. 31 San Jose, CA FSN 3 30 PM
AXA Liberty Bowl Tue., Dec. 31 Memphis, TN ESPN 3 30 PM
Chick-fil-A Peach Bowl Tue., Dec. 31 Atlanta, GA ESPN 7 30 PM
San Francisco Bowl Tue., Dec. 31 San Francisco, CA ESPN 10:30 PM
Outback Bowl Wed., Jan. 1 Tampa, FL ESPN 11:00 AM
SBC Cotton Bowl Wed., Jan. 1 Dallas, TX FOX 1 1 :00 AM
Toyota Gator Bowl Wed., Jan. 1 Jacksonville, FL NBC 12:30 PM
Capital One Bowl Wed., Jan. 1 Orlando, FL ABC 1 00 PM
Rose Bowl Wed., Jan. 1 Pasadena, CA ABC 5 00 PM
Nokia Sugar Bowl Wed., Jan. 1 New Orleans, LA ABC 8 30 PM
FedEx Orange Bowl Thu., Jan. 2 Miami, FL ABC 8 00 PM
Tostitos Fiesta Bowl FrI., Jan. 3 Tempe, AZ ABC 8 00 PM
title game; Note: All times EST
Participants
Sun Belt vs. Conference USA
Mid-American vs Conference USA
Atlantic Coast vs. Big 12
Mountain West vs. Pac-10
Conference USA vs. Western Athletic
Mid-American vs. Big 10
Pac-10 vs. Big East
Big 12 vs. Conference USA
Southeastern vs. Big 12
Pac-10 vs. Big 12
Big 12 vs. Big 10
Atlantic Coast vs. Big East
Atlantic Coast vs Mountain West
Southeastern vs. Big 10
Western Athletic vs. At Large
Big 10 vs. Pac-10
Western Athletic vs. At Large
Conference USA vs. Mountain West
Atlantic Coast vs. Southeastern
Mountain West vs. Big East
Southeastern vs. Big Ten
Southeastern vs. Big 12
Atlantic Coast vs. Big East
Southeastern vs. Big 10
Bowl Championship Series
Bowl Championship Series
Bowl Championship Series
"Bowl Championship Series
1 998 Season
Tennessee 23. Florida State 16 Fiesta Bowl
1999 Season
Florida Slate 46, Virginia Tech 29 Sugar Bowl
2000 Season
Oklahoma 13, Florida State 2 .. Orange Bowl
2001 Season
IVIiami (FL) 37, Nebraska 14 Rose Bowl
2002 BCS Schedule
Jan. 1, 2003 (5
Jan. 1, 2003 (8
Jan. 2, 2003
Jan. 3, 2003
:00 PM) Rose Bowl
30 PM) Sugar Bowl
00 PM) Orange Bowl
:00 PM) •Fiesta Bowl
- title game; Note: All times are EST.
Future Sites of BCS Title Games
2003 Season Sugar Bowl
2004 Season Orange Bowl
2005 Season Rose Bowl
mmtnf^
Back Row (left to right): Blair Taylor, Mindy Yost, Mike Wilson, Darrien Harrison, Jim Bickley, Kevin Williams, Ryan Smith, Ty Peck.
Front Row: LaTroy Johnson, Blake Edwards, Jordan Harmon, Matthew Lovelace.
There's a lot more to this great-looking GE kitchen than great looks.
GE appliances ofifer some of tlie
most sophisticated features and
intelligent design on the market.
At GE Appliances, we design our
appliances with the extra convenience
and special features you want. And our
quality commitment helps assure that
you get the performance, reliability and
diiral)ilit\' diat you expect from GE.
All GE appliances come with valuable
extnis, like the most extensive network
of factoiy sendee professioirals, and the
extraordinaiy GE Answer Center " service
which you can call at 800.626.2000,
24 hours a day, eveiy day of die year
Or \isn our website: GEAppliances.com
CRENSHAWS
TV'S • APPLIANCES • HOME THEATER
221 East M.lin Street, rendlelim, SC • Rt.J-Mh-MDb
Come see us for all your TV & appliance needs—
sales, installation, service and support. We specialize
in tile latest in today's home entertainment center
design and installation. We bring good things to life.
student Trainers
Back Row (left to right): Brian Jetton, Cody Slaughiter, Andrew Hammond, Matt Herndon, Derrick Forrest, Wes Pollock.
Front Row: Brandon Cox, Ashley Smith, Amber Allen, Amy Bodie, Paul Padgett.
i
ClemsoiiTigers.coiii
Your Complete Online Destination for Clemson University Athletics
What to do and buy * Bestaurants that Deliver V* ^j^' . |
' Official team merchandise
• Complete coverage
• Free e-newsletter
• Game audio coverage
• Live game tracking
• Up-to-the-minute stats
• Games and contests
• Schedules, rosters, photos
Partner, OFFICIAL COLLEGESPORTS NETWORK CollegeSporfs.com
NCAA Compliance
A Message to Our Boosters
Tiger fans, thank you for your support! As a
fan, NCAA rules could define you as a "representa-
tive of our athiletics' interests" or a "booster". Once
identified as one, you hold this identity forever.
NCAA rules limit our booster's actions. Boost-
ers may not try and persuade prospects, their fam-
ily members or their coaches to attend a particular
school. Additionally, boosters may not provide or
arrange financial assistance, transportation or liv-
ing expenses for a prospect, their families or friends.
There are some NCAA rules that do allow boosters
to help Clemson. For example, if you know of any
outstanding prospects in your area, send informa-
tion such as newspaper clippings to our coaches
and let them contact the prospect on Clemson's
behalf. You can also join IPTAY. IPTAY helps pro-
vide scholarship costs for Clemson's ten men's and
nine women's teams.
Once a prospect becomes a college athlete
NCAA rules prohibit anyone other than their family
to provide benefits. A full scholarship covers basic
educational needs, and those student-athletes with
severe financial need can receive Pell grants up to
$4,000 and they also can use funds from NCAA
special assistance. NCAA rules strictly prohibit
booster involvement with prospects and student-ath-
letes. The penalties for ignoring these rules are too
great. Help Clemson athletics operate free of
booster problems. If you suspect a violation or have
questions about a particular NCAA rule, call
Clemson's compliance services.
Gambling
The Clemson athletic department asks for your
cooperation in protecting intercollegiate athletics
from the perils of gambling. Not only does the NCAA
and Clemson oppose all forms of legal and illegal
sports gambling, but it's against the law!
Did you know that sports wagering or gambling
activities by Clemson athletic administrators,
coaches and student-athletes are violations of NCAA
rules and regulations? Please refuse to engage in
these activities since penalties for these violations
are severe. Violating these rules can result in per-
manent dismissal, suspension or loss of eligibility
for your beloved Tigers.
The NCAA defines wagering and gambling ac-
tivities as:
• Providing information to individuals involved in or-
ganized gambling activities involving NCAA events.
• Soliciting or accepting a bet for cash or prizes on
Clemson or any NCAA team.
• Placing bets on any NCAA or professional athletic
events through a bookmaker, parlay cards or other
means used by organized gambling.
Amateurism & Agents
NCAA rules require student-athletes to main-
tain their amateur status if they want to participate
in NCAA competition. Student-athletes will lose their
amateur status if they use their skill for pay or ac-
cept promise of future pay while still competing for
Clemson. Additionally, student-athletes may not sign
a contract with a pro team, receive a salary or ex-
penses from a pro team, compete on a pro team or
ask to be placed in a pro draft, or enter into an agree-
ment with an agent.
Once a student-athlete's intercollegiate athletic
career is over and the student-athlete has interest
in playing professionally, an agent is hired for the
purpose of marketing their athletics ability. How-
ever, if a student-athlete with eligibility remaining
enters into a verbal or written agreement with an
agent before their eligibility is complete, they will no
longer be able to compete for Clemson. In addition,
student-athletes may not accept transportation,
clothing, meals, lodging, or any benefit from an agent
Compliance Contact Info
If you should ever have any questions regarding
NCAA rules and regulations, please contact:
Rebecca Bowman
Jervey Athletic Center
too Perimeter Road
P.O. Box 31
Clemson, SC 29633
Phone - (864) 656-0541 • Fax (864) 656-1243
Email - compliance-L@clemson.edu
www.clemsontiqers.com/compliance/clem-compliance.html
or agency without jeopardizing their eligibility. Please
do not contact our athletes on behalf of any agent
or agency.
Conclusion
NCAA rules are complex and at times may
seem confusing. If you have questions or would
like additional information regarding NCAA rules,
contact Clemson compliance services through our
e-mail, compliance-L@clemson.edu, or through our
website at www.clemsontiqers.com/compliance/
clem-compliance.html
.
Again, thank you for your
support of Clemson and its athletics' program!
Clemson Tiger Sports Properties
Clemson Tiger Sports Properties supplies Ti-
ger fans with a full day of broadcast each football
Saturday. Each broadcast day has three programs,
"Tiger Tailgate Show" "Game Day Broadcast," and
the "Fifth Quarter Show."
A Clemson tradition since the 1970s, the "Ti-
ger Tailgate Show," is a two-hour entertainment and
Radio Affiliates
Location
Allien, SC
Barnwell, SC
Bisfiopville, SC
Camden, SC
Camden, SC
Charleston. SC
Clemson, SC
Clinton, SC
Columbia, SC
Florence, SC
Gaffney, SC
Georgetown, SC* ..
Greenville, SC
Greenwood, SC
Hampton, SC
Hartsville, SC
Hilton Head, SC
Kingstree, SC
Loris, SC
Myrtle Beach, SC ..
Newberry, SC*
Orangeburg, SC
Pageland, SC
Rock Hill, SC
Sumter, SC
Walhalla, SC
*
- airs select games; Note
Station On the Dial
WAJY 102.7 FM
WBAW 99,1 FM
WAGS 1380 AM
WCAM 1 590 AM
WPUB 102.7 FM
WSC 730 AM
WCCP 104.9 FM
WPCC 1410 AM
WZMJ 93.1 FM
WJMX 970 AM
WAGI 105.3 FM
WGTN 1400 AM
WESC 92.5 FM
WCRS 94.1 FM
WBHC 92.1 FM
WJDJ 1 490 AM
WFXH 1130 AM
WWKT 99.3 FM
WLSC 1240 AM
WIQB 1050 AM
WKDK 1240 AM
WIGL 102.9 FM
WRML 102 3 FM
WRHI 1340 AM
WKHT 93-7 FM
WGOG 96.3 FM
Affiliates subject to change.
Bowden TV Show Affiliates
Coach's Show (Sunday Airings)
Location Network Time
Augusta, GA WBEK (UPN 16) 11:00 AM
Charleston. SC WTAT (Fox 24) 1 1 :00 AM
Columbia, SC WOLO (ABC 25) 12:00 PM
Greenville, SC WASV (UPN 62) 12:00 PM
Myrtle Beach. SC ... WFXB (Fox 43) 11:30 AM
Coach's Show (Weekday Airings)
Location Network Day Time
Durham, NC Triangle TV Wed 9:30 PM
Durham, NC Triangle TV Thu 1 30 AM
Durham, NC Triangle TV Fri. 8:00 PM
Durham, NC Thangle TV Sat, 10:00 AM
Florida Sunshine Thu- 2:30 PM
Hilton Head, SC WHHI (Ch. 3) Wed. 10:00 PM
Rock Hill, SC CC (Ch. 21) Wed. 6:30 PM
Rock Hill, SC CC (Ch. 21) Wed. 11:30 PM
Rock Hill, SC CC (Ch. 21) Fri. 6:30 PM
Rock Hill, SC CC (Ch. 21) Fri. 1 1 :30 PM
Rock Hill, SC CC (Ch. 2) Sat. 11:30 AM
Southeast CSS Thu. 7:30 PM
Southeast FSNS Fri. 1 :30 PM
FSNS - Fox Sports Net South; CC Comporium Cable;
CSS - Comcast Sports Southeast/Charter Sports South-
east; Note; All times are Eastern.
Clemson Game Replay
Network Day Time
CSS Thu 8:00 PM
CSS - Comcast Sports SoutheasfCharter Sports South-
east
interactive program produced from the stadium. In
year's past, it has been done from the lawn at
Littlejohn Coliseum in front of the Tiger statue. But
due to renovations at that facility, the "Tailgate Show"
will be produced on the lawn (at the corner) closest
to Death Valley
The program begins two hours prior to kickoff.
Popular Greenville entertainers Love and Hudson
along with Joe Erwin and Duane Evans play host to
the show that is attended by many Clemson fans. It
is the gathering place on gameday. Interviews with
former Clemson players, games, display items, and
pre-game excitement are all part of the program.
The game broadcast is anchored by Jim
Phillips, the longtime voice of the Tigers. The leg-
endary voice and Clemson Hall of Famer is in his
35th year broadcasting Clemson athletics. His ca-
reer dates to 1968 when he provided commentary
on games coached by Frank Howard. He is one of
the most respected announcers in the nation and is
the dean of all ACC announcers.
Joining Phillips in the broadcast booth will be
former Clemson quarterback Rodney Williams. Also
a member of the Clemson Athletic Hall of Fame, Wil-
liams worked the sidelines on Clemson broadcasts
for six years. With Mike Eppley's retirement from
the broadcast booth, Williams will join Phillips and
provide color commentary. Williams is the
winningest quarterback in Tiger history. He led the
Tigers to 32 wins from 1 985-88, including bowl wins
over Stanford, Penn State, and Oklahoma.
Providing commentary and updates from the
sideline will be Pete Vanity. The sports director at
WSPA-TV in Spartanburg was a member of the
broadcast team last year providing score updates
during the game and by playing host to the post-
game show. Vanity is one of the most knowledge-
able broadcasters in the South and has covered
Clemson football for over 1 5 years.
As has been the case in the past, the gameday
broadcast will begin with the Tommy Bowden Pre-
game Show. Bowden will meet with Jim Phillips to
provide Clemson fans with the latest lineup and strat-
egy information as his Tigers prepare for another
competitive contest. Phillips, Williams, and Vanity
will also provide a last minute scene setter that will
include the latest lineup and weather information.
After the game. Vanity and former AII-ACC Ti-
ger Will Merhtt will play host to the Fifth Quarter
Show. Interviews with Coach Bowden and assis-
tant coaches Brad Scott and John Lovett also will
be included. An added feature will include
lockerroom interviews with Clemson's top players
that day. A rundown of the game's statistics and
audio highlights will be provided. Scores and re-
ports from the day's top games will also be provided.
Fans can also follow the Tigers by listening to
"Tiger Calls" from area Ingles Grocery Stores, a one-
hour program with Bowden and Phillips. This broad-
cast will air live each Thursday evening from 7:00
PM to 8:00 PM. It can be heard on most of the
Clemson Tiger Sports Properties network affiliates.
The show will begin Thursday evening, August 29.
Clemson Tiger Sports Properties also will pro-
duce the Tommy Bowden Show, a recap of the pre-
vious game's highlights. The program will give
Clemson fans insight into the coaches decisions
during the previous game and take an up close and
personal look at some of your favorite players.
Broadcast Team
Jim Phillips, Voice of the Tigers
• Dean of all play by play
broadcasters in the ACC, the
2002 football season will be
his 35th behind the
microphone.
• Inducted into the Clemson Hall
of Fame in 1 992, his Silver An-
niversary season at Clemson.
• Has called 395 Clemson foot-
ball games in his career en-
tering the 2002 season,
• The voice of Clemson baseball since 1991 and
women's basketball since 1995.
• Five-time selection as South Carolina Sportscaster-
of-the-Year
• Presented the Master Broadcaster Award by the South
Carolina Association of Broadcasters in 1 992, its high-
est honor given
• In 1 998, he received the Marvin Skeeter Francis Award
from ACSWA for his service and contributions to ACC
athletics. He was the first radio personality to receive
this award.
• Broadcast his 1 .000th Clemson Men's Basketball
game at the 2002 ACC Tournament in Charlotte.
• Has never missed broadcasting a Clemson Men's
Basketball game in Littlejohn Coliseum, a streak that
dates to his first year at Clemson in 1968-69,
• Has served as television host of Clemson Coaches
shows for many years. Also served as sports director
of WYFF-TV in Greenville from 1968-80.
Rodney Williams, Color Commentator
• Winningest quarterback in Ti-
ger history, he led the Tigers
to 32 victories from 1985-88.
• Only Clemson quarterback to
be MVP of two different bowl
games and to win three bowl
games Led the Tigers to the
1986 Gator Bowl win over
Stanford and the 1988 Citrus
Bowl win over Penn State.
Also quarterbacked the Tigers to 1989 Citrus Bowl
win over Oklahoma
• Inducted into the Clemson Hall of Fame (2000),
• A four-year starter at quarterback for the Tigers, He
ranks third in Tiger history in career passing yardage
(4,647), third in completions (333). and fourth in total
offense (5,510)
• Served as Clemson sideline reporter and post-game
reporter during his first six years with the network,
Pete Vanity, Sideline Comi'
• In his second year with the
network, serving in his first
year as sideline commentator
• Will appear on pregame, half-
time, and post-game shows
• Other duties include being
Sports Director at WSPA-TV
(Spartanburg/Greenville)
since 1990, sideline work on
the Panthers preseason tele-
vision network, and play-by-play and color analysis
on selected games on Comcast Sports Southeast,
• 1985 graduate of Ohio University
• Married to wife, Kelly. The couple has two children,
Paige (5) and Trey (3).
For more Information on Clemson Tiger Sports Proper-
ties, contact Don Williams or David Hubbard at;
Clemson Tiger Sports Properties
P.O. Drawer 552
Clemson, SC 29633-0552
Phone - (864) 654-5544 • Fax - (864) 654-5509
Stremgth Staff
Back Row (left to right): Richard Call, Ryan Kineard, Tom Melton, Russell Patterson, Joey Batson, Larry Greenlee, Shannon
Patterson, David Helms, Matt Ham. Front Row: Tanna Burge, Shannon Pole-Summers
Always OnThe Ball
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3ixie & Bill(S
restaurant and bar
C0DNED6
SERVING DinriER MON. - SAT.
• Choice Beef & Prime Rib
• nightly Specials
• Chef's Original Recipes
• Fresh Seafood, Chicken, Pasta S< Lamb
• Group Accommodations
• Full Service Bar fif Extensive Wine List
654-7490
www.tigergourmet.com
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RESERVATlOriS ACCEPTED
103 Clemson Street
(Behind the Train Station)
CLEMSON'S ORIGINAL FINE DINING ESTABLISHMENT
Owned
Operated
bj the
Corontzes
Family
Prime Rib - Clemson's Original
Choice Hand-Cut Steal<s
Fresh Seafood, Chicken & Pasta
Chef's Nightly Specials
Private Dining
Full Service Bar & Extensive Wine List
LUNCH
MON-FRI www.tigergourmet.com
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED
DINNER
MON-SAT
654-1210
123 BY-PASS (1058 Tiger Blvd.)
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
T.J. Maxx is Proud to Support
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL.
ANDERSON
North Hill Centre
GREENVILLE
Haywood Plaza
N. GREENVILLE
Cherrydale Point
SPARTANBURG
Market Square
The latest styles from the hottest brands at incredible savings.
With all the money you'll save, you can-
well, who are we kidding?
—
you can buy more clothes.
you should go*
Call 1-800-2tjmaxx or visit www.tjmaxx.com for the store nearest you.
OVER ^300 VALUE!
Months Of DIRECTV'S
BEST Programming Package
DIRECTV.
ENTERTAINMENT PLUS
202 Lawrence Road, Clemson, SC 29631
864-654-4004 • Toll Free 1-866-633-8025
ACT NOW! Offer ends October 12, 2002.
)BUY
Any DIRECTV® System.
Subscribe to NFL SUNDAY TICKET;"
the TOTAL CHOICE^ PREMIER
package, and
Commit to one year of any TOTAL
CHOICE programming.
Flip through up to
14 games a Sunday
during the regular season
GET Over 180 Channels
Four FREE months of DIRECTV'S
BEST programming package—
TOTAL CHOICE PREMIER
Including:
HD0 €»w!iMEimWED
9 Cfiannelr.
Cine1^ STORTSPack
2002 NFL SUNDAY TICKET"
is only 4 payments of $49. 75
SChanficI-, Ovor 20 Cnjnnels
And also over 20 of our best
lamily-oriented channels!
Over $300 Value!
ACTIVATION OF PROGRAMMING MAY BE SUBJECT TO CREDIT APPROVAL AND REQUIRES VALID SERVICE ADDRESS, SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER AND/OR MAJOR CREDIT CARD. DEPOSIT OR PREPAYMENT
MAY BE REQUIRED. Ofler may not be valid iti the limited areas served by members or affiliates of the National Rural Telecommunications Cooperative. Limited-time offer for new residential
customers wfio purchase any DIRECTV System from a participating retailer between 8/4/02 and 10/12/02, commit to and pay for 12 consecutive months of any TOTAL CHOICE or OPCION EXTRA ESPECIAL
programming package ($31 99/mo. or above), plus subscribe to 2002 NFL SUNDAY TICKET ($199.00/retail offer price) and DIRECTV TOTAL CHOICE PREMIER ($81,99/mo.) within 30 days of equipment
purchase IF YOU FAIL TO ACTIVATE THE DIRECTV SYSTEM W/ITHIN 30 DAYS OF PURCHASE, YOU AGREE THAT DIRECTV MAY CHARGE A FEE OF $150.00, AS LIQUIDATED DAMAGES, PER DIRECTV RECEIVER
NOT ACTIVATED. A PRO RATED FEE OF UP TO $1 50.00 MAY BE CHARGED FOR EARLY TERMINATION, SUSPENSION, DISCONNECTION OR DOWNGRADE OF REQUIRED DIRECTV PROGRAMMING, DEPENDING
UPON THE TIMING OF SUCH ACTION. 2002 NFL SUNDAY TICKET subscription billed in four monthly installments of $49.75 each. $9.97 is allocated to NFL Insider and is nondeductible from your NFL
SUNDAY TICKET subscription. Local blackout rules apply In the fifth month, your TOTAL CHOICE PREMIER subscription will roll to a payable monthly charge unless you call to change service. The DIRECTV
System has a "locks and limits" feature which allows you to restrict access to movies based on the MPAA rating system, or block the viewing of entire channels. Offer void in Hawaii and where prohibited
or restricted Commercial locations require an appropriate license agreement. To receive NFL SUNDAY TICKET, all DIRECTV Receivers must be continuously connected to the same land-based phone line.
NFL SUNDAY TICKET automatically continues each year at a special renewal rate, provided DIRECTV carries this service, unless you call to cancel prior to start of the season. Programming, pricing, terms
and conditions subiect to change. Hardware and programming sold separately. Pricing is residential. Taxes not included. Equipment specifications and programming options may vary in Alaska and
Hawaii. DIRECTV services not provided outside the U.S. Receipt of DIRECTV programming is subject to the terms of the DIRECTV Customer Agreement; a copy is provided at DIRECTV.com and in your
first bill "NFL " the NFL Shield design, "NFL SUNDAY TICKET" and its respective logo are registered trademarks of the National Football League and its affiliates. Team names, logos and uniform designs
are registered trademarks of the team(s) indicated. ©2002 DIRECTV, Inc. DIRECTV and the Cyclone Design logo, TOTAL CHOICE, OPCICN EXTRA ESPECIAL and FEEL THE JOY are registered trademarks
of DIRECTV, Inc., a unit of Hughes Electronics Corp. All other trademarks and service marks are the property of their respective owners.
CLIP & SEND
Each home game week of the 2002 Clemson football season, one lucky fan will
win one $100 BI-LO Gift Card! Fill out the form below for your chance to win!
Name: Age:
Address:
City: State: Zip:
Home Phone: Work Phone:
Mail completed form to:
BI-LO G&W PLeza Giveaway, PMB 348, 8206 Providence Rd Suite 1200, Charlotte NC 28277
Joy Ashford Bridget Bacon Christy Balcher Krystal Bannen Connelly-Anne Bartle Mandie Bishop
CJyjjJiifjji r'j'jib'jW
Ashley Holloway Noelle Hunt Trina Jackson Blakely Jenkins Morgan Kea
Morgan Latimer Christina Lee Kerry McCarthy Kristi McConkey Candy McDaniel
Danielle Millard Julie Miskelly Jasmine Moss Shannon Muldrow Jewel Pelzer
Caria Perkins Dailis Rawls Kaylan Shannon Lathee Spann Nancy Stover Allison Waddell
Stephanie Warshaw Ashley Washington Albertine White Tonya Woods Avis Wright Keyshannia Wright
HiUf a,
92 5WESC
HOME OF CLEMSON FOOTBALL
Listen to all the action on WESC 92.5FM!
Call Us At: 864-882-335 I
Oconee Memorial is the
Preferred Provider of Medical
Services for the Clemson Tigers!
"HOME. AUTO.
LIFE. ME."
TALK TO A REAL, LIVE PERSON WHO'S
IN THE SAME PHONE BOOK AS YOU
Greg H. Bailey '88
Inman
864.578.0292
Barbara K. Hendri.x
Spartanburg
864.582.8834
Doug Keel
Simpsonville • 864.228.2122
Traveler's Rest • 864.834.0088
Cameron Blackwell
Greenville
864.277.4933
Corey B. Hinson '98
Rock Hill
803.329.4100
Tony Long
Anderson
864.224.3501 or 864.224.3502
^1
E.G. -Skipper" DeVore. Ill '77
Greenville
864.268.9580
Randolph Morris, LUTCF
Easley
864.859.3985
Gregory A. Wales '90
Seneca
864.882.0730
Brad A. Hughes "92
Greenville
864.292.3001
Jim Macfie '86
West Columbia
803.939.0375
/lllstate
You're in good hands.
Allstate Property and Casualty Insurance Company, Allstate Indemnity Company, and Allstate Life Insurance Company,
Home Office: Northbrook, Illinois, © 2002 Allstate Insurance Company
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Training
Clemson fans look forward to seeing tougfi,
fiard-nosed football when they come to Death Val-
ley or travel to other schools to watch their Tigers in
action. But some of the Tigers' most intense com-
petition and action doesn't take place on autumn
Saturday's and it doesn't take place on a field. Take
a peek into the Clemson Strength Training Room at
almost any time of day, almost any day of the week,
at any time of the year, and you will see the Tigers
building the foundation for their pursuit of a champi-
onship.
Perhaps the most impressive characteristic of
the facility is its size. Several years ago, it was en-
larged to an astounding 11,000 square feet, mak-
ing it one of the largest in the nation. In 1 998, it was
expanded to 1 4,000 square feet. The facility boasts
two full lines of Nautilus machines and over 1 2 tons
of weights. The large number of machines and free
weights allows the weight room to be used by ath-
letes from several other sports at the same time,
without anyone having to wait in line at a particular
station.
Within the last three years the dumbell area
and leg development areas were expanded as well
as the nutrition and hydration area known as the
Power Station. The Power Station features the en-
ergy and recovery drink to aid each athlete's recov-
ery from intense training.
The plush atmosphere provides an interesting
contrast to the physical exertion that takes place in
the facility. When an athlete enters the etched glass
doors, he is greeted by plush, wall-to-wall carpet-
ing, walls lined with mirrors, ceiling fans, and music
from a 26-speaker sound system - a worthy back-
drop for well over $500,000 worth of state-of-the-art
equipment.
Color television monitors are also positioned
throughout the facility. These monitors are used for
training and instruction, as strength coaches film the
athletes and work with them on form correction.
The large staff of four full-time strength
coaches, four graduate assistants, numerous stu-
dent assistants, and volunteers ensures that each
football player receives proper instruction on the fun-
damentals of strength and speed development.
Training programs at Clemson are position specific
and designed to meet the needs and demands of
each athlete. Also, each position is appointed a full-
time strength coach that serves as a personal trainer
throughout his/her career.
Hard core training and competition in the
weight room and the annual Ironman Classic will
help each athlete reach optimal levels in strength
and speed development. The Tiger Strength Train-
ing and Nutrition Program help each athlete to be-
come a complete player.
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strength Training
Clemson Lifter•-of-the-Year
1985 Kenny Flowers, TB 1993 Ed Glenn, TE
John Phillips, OG Stephen Wynn, TE
1986 Ty Granger, OT 1994 Ed Glenn, TE
1987 Mark Drag, MG 1995 Patrick Sapp, OLB
1988 Jeff Bak, C 1996 Raynnond White, MG
IVIark Drag, MG 1997 Jason Gamble, C
1989 Levon Kirkland, OLB 1998 Jason Gamble, G
1990 Arthur Bussie, DT 1999 Kyle Young, C
Curtis Whitley C 2000 Kyle Young, C
1991 Ashley Sheppard, OLB Nick Eason, DT
1992 Warren Forney, DT 2001 Chad Carson, LB
Kyle Young, C
Tiger Strength Ail-Americans
1981 Jeff Davis, LB 1992 Brentson Buckner, DT
Jeff Bryant, DT 1993 Stacy Seegars, OG
Lee Nanney, OT 1994 Nelson Welch, PK
1983 William Perry, MG 1995 Brian Dawkins, SS
1984 Kenny Flowers, TB 1996 Raymond White, MG
1985 Jim Riggs, TE 1997 Lament Hall. TE
1986 Ty Granger, OT 1998 Jason Gamble, C
1987 Danny Pearman, TE 1999 Damonte McKenzie, DL
1988 Donnell Woolford, DB 2000 Terry Jolly, DT
1989 Vince Taylor, LB 2001 Woodrow Dantzler, OB
1990 Levon Kirkland. OLB TJ. Watkins, OG
1991 Mike Brown, C Kyle Young, C
Estron
.
-^ _ acetate yarn
Chromspun
Made inthe USA EVERYTHING UNDER
solution dyed acetate yarn
THE RAINBOW.
^oridian
Call or visit our web site to order your Chromspun Color Selector Guide, or for more information visit
www.voridian.com/chromspun/cle.
Tel. 1-888-VORIDIAN, Ext. 5337 or Ext. 6987 or 423-229-5337 or -6987. www.voridian.com
Cliromspun, Estron and Voridian are trademarl<s of and Voridian Company is a division of Eastman Chemical Company.
©2002 Eastman Chemical Company.
If you're from around here, you know the music of a mountain creek. You know the green river rocks are
slicker than the orange ones. And you know that with a few flat rocks and some falling water, Mother
Nature makes a pretty amazing playground . You see, we think it's our job to know you well, to discover
things that don't appear on a checking account application or the hack of an ATM card. We believe
knowing people better makes us... well, better people. You'd be surprised how it makes us a better bank.
Carolina First. We have a pretty good sense of where we are.
Member FDIC ©Equal Housing Lender
CAROLINA FIRST
We take banking personally.
Vickery Hall
Since its inception in 1991, the five-faceted
Student-Athlete Enrichment Program has provided
its student-athletes a continued commitment to ex-
cellence. Our approach is to address the total
student-athlete, and we are committed to coaching
our student-athletes to success (C.A.T S.) not only
in the athletic arena but in the academic, personal
growth, career, and service arenas as well. As an
original member of the NCAA Life Skills/CHAMPS
Program, we provide opportunities and services to
address the changing needs and skills of student-
athletes in the years during college and after gradu-
ation.
Clemson University's commitment to provide
Its student-athletes with the very best of facilities is
evident in many ways. From the soaring upper
decks of Memorial Stadium, to the state-of-the-art
strength training facility, young men and women
from all 1 9 of Clemson's varsity sports have the very
best in facilities for training and competition. Vickery
Hall is no exception, as the $3 million structure is as
impressive aesthetically as any of the other facilities.
But the importance of Vickery Hall to the Clemson
University Athletic Department is not found in the
structure itself, but in the many programs that the
building houses.
Vickery Hall opened in the spring of 1991 and
was the first facility in the country built solely for the
all-around academic support of student-athletes.
The two-story, 27,000 square-foot building is open
throughout the day and into the evening to accom-
modate the extended schedules of student-athletes.
The mission of the Student-Athlete Enrichment
Programs is to monitor, guide, and encourage stu-
dent-athletes to fulfill their long-term goals, and to
achieve their academic and career potential.
Vickery Hall focuses on five primary areas to
meet the student-athlete's needs.
Academic Commitment
The academic commitment aspect of Clemson's
Student-Athlete Enrichment Programs has provided
one of the best academic support and advising
programs in the nation.
Clemson student-athletes posted an overall
GPA of 2.85, the highest on record, for the spring
semester of 2002. A record 37 student-athletes
earned selection to the President's List with a per-
fect 4.0 for the semester, while 1 04 made the Dean's
List, just one off the all-time semester record.
Two-hundred-and-twenty-one Clemson
student-athletes earned at least a 3.0 or better for
the semester, meaning nearly 50 percent of all
Clemson student-athletes were on the academic
honor roll. Seven of the 1 5 programs had a semester
GPA of at least 3.0.
The Clemson football team had a 2.56 team
GPA for the semester, second best on record be-
hind the 2.58 achieved in the spring of 2001
.
Each
of the top-five semester CPAs achieved by the
Clemson football program have taken place within
the seven semesters Tommy Bowden has served
as head coach. Nine Clemson football players
graduated last year, meaning 18 of the 22 seniors
who dressed for the Humanitarian Bowl earned their
degrees.
Many prominent Clemson athletes were
named to the academic honor roll. Kyle Young and
Chad Carson, both first-team Academic Ail-Ameri-
cans in 2001, concluded their Clemson academic
careers with a perfect 4.0 semester in the classroom.
The Academic Counselors perform a variety of
duties to track academic progress. These duties
include providing assistance in registration and
scheduling, contacting faculty, personally checking
classes, recording information, counseling sessions
with student-athletes, providing diagnostic testing,
and directing career aspirations.
One of the most prestigious programs that has
received recognition essential to the growth of Vickery
Hall is the tutorial program.
Of 450 tutoring programs certified by CRLA,
the Clemson Student-Athlete Enrichment Program
was one of the first three student-athlete programs in
the country to be granted all three levels of certifica-
tion from the College of Reading and Learning
Association, International Tutor Certification Pro-
gram. The program was also honored with the
National Champs Skills Excellence Award in 1999,
one of only six schools across the country to be
honored.
Having tutor certification allows student-ath-
letes to be provided the highest quality of academic
assistance possible. Approximately 80 tutors are
hired to provide academic support in the many
subject areas offered.
Many post-graduate scholarships and intern-
ships are also available to student-athletes continu-
ing their education through postgraduate studies.
Our student-athletes are provided timely information
regarding these opportunities and the resources
necessary to assist in the application process for
either scholarships or internships.
The Department of Student-Athlete Enrich-
ment Programs has recognized the need for stu-
The Dick Hendley Computer Lab Is one of the areas of Vickery Hall that make it one of
the top facilities of its kind nationally.
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Vickery Hall
dents to have access to high-quality computing
equipment and has made a commitment to provide
the student-athletes at Clemson with one of the
largest computer labs in the country. Located on the
first floor of Vickery Hall is the Dick Hendley Micro-
computer Laboratory. The lab is open seven days a
week, for 16 hours on Monday through Thursday,
and a limited time on the weekend. Vickery Hall is
now a "wireless facility" which allows students in the
building with laptop computers to access the cam-
pus mainframe without physically plugging into the
system.
The lab staff has a full-time computer manager,
and also graduate students, many of whom are
pursuing advanced degrees in computer science.
Lab staff members are available for tutoring of any
Computer Science course, as well as the many
management, engineering, and business courses
that deal with personal computers.
The Department of Student-Athlete Enrich-
ment Programs is committed to providing state-of-
the-art computing facilities. New computers have
recently been purchased bringing the lab to a state
of the art facility. More than 50 computers are
available for student-athletes.
All computers are fully connected to the internet
allowing for access of computers throughout the
world for research and communication.
Personal Development Commitment
One of the most important programs that helps
student-athletes reach their full potential and en-
gage successfully in this college experience is the
Personal Growth and Development Program.
One of the key components of this program is
the first-semester freshman transition class designed
to assist the student-athlete in making a successful
transition into his/her university and athletic life. All
first-semester freshmen attend a semester-long se-
ries of workshops targeting the transitional issues of
time management, organizational strategies, health
and wellness issues, athletic issues, diversity is-
sues, career orientation, and service training.
Throughout the academic year, all student-athletes
are required to attend four large-group programs,
which focus on pertinent social, health, and athletic
Issues.
Career Development Commitment
The Career Assistance Program provides stu-
dent-athletes an opportunity to fulfill career aspira-
tions by participating in various career seminars
offered by the Vickery Hall staff. The philosophy of
this program is to provide student-athletes with job-
searching skills and strategies, internships, practical
experience, and summer employment. These pro-
grams are designed to address specific career op-
portunities and acquire information about the stu-
dent-athletes for each year.
By using the resources available to the Univer-
sity, Alumni Center, and the Athletic Department, the
staff is working to establish a network of businesses,
companies, and executives who will help assist with
the Summer Employment Assistance Program. The
program's main goal is to provide the student-ath-
letes with job experience and a work history, which
he or she can apply to his or her academic discipline.
The Career Assistance Program is coordi-
nated from the academic colleges, the Placement
Center, and through the Athletic
Department contacts. This pro-
gram is designed to better pre-
pare the student-athlete for full-
time employment and focuses
on resume writing and interview
techniques.
The SAEP career assis-
tance program has a full-time
career counselor housed in
Vickery Hall. Unique to our pro-
gram, the career counselor is a
member of the Michelin Career
Center staff as well as the Stu-
dent-Athlete Enrichment staff.
This link between athletics and
the Michelin Career Center pro-
vides student athletes the most
up-to-date information and re-
sources in career development
and preparation for entrance into
the job market upon graduation.
Service Commitment
Providing community and
outreach service to student-ath-
letes and the surrounding com-
munity by engaging the student-
athletes in hands-on interactive
programs is an important as-
pect of the Student-Athlete En-
richment Programs. The staff of
SAEP coordinates various ac-
tivities each year to engage stu-
dent-athletes in community out-
reach projects along with aca-
demic programs.
Another aspect of the service commitment is
that of community service. The purpose of commu-
nity service is to allow the student-athletes to be-
come involved with the happenings of the commu-
nity while giving back at the same time. Each year
every team is required to perform at least two com-
munity outreach projects. Recently implemented
was a new community service program entitled
Success Away From the Game. The purpose of this
program is to combine athletes of different sports in
community outreach programs. By doing this, each
outreach program participates, thus creating a di-
verse group of athletes with new and different ideas.
At the end of each year, six student-athletes who
have demonstrated outstanding commitment and
contributions to the community are recognized as
the Top Six by the ACC.
LifeLine, another aspect of community service,
consists of chosen football players who work to-
gether in specific community outreach projects.
LifeLine has approximately 20 members along with
a president, vice president and secretary. Once a
month, these young men meet to discuss future
projects. To date, they have sponsored Hi-Five Day,
planted a garden at Helping Hands Children Shelter,
and held reading programs at elementary schools.
These young men have vital roles in both the com-
munity and the athletic arena.
To assist our student-athletes in becoming
effective service leaders and communicators, we
provide service and speaking training, which antici-
pates the demands placed on a student-athlete
Nick Eason is one of eight current Tigers who have already
earned their Clemson degree.
when he or she might be speaking with a group of
young people or also speaking with members of the
media.
Athletic Commitment
Nine Clemson athletic teams posted top-25 fin-
ishes in 2001 -02, contributing to Clemson's #27 fin-
ish in the Sears Director's Cup. Clemson set a
school record for points scored in that national rank-
ing and the finish was its best in four years. Clemson
had 29 All-Americans, its third-highest total ever.
Clemson had a spring to remember as the
Clemson golf, men's track and field, and baseball
teams all finished in the top four in the nation. It
marked the first time in school history that three dif-
ferent sports finished in the "Final Four " in the same
spring. Clemson was the only school in the nation
to finish in the top four in all three of those men's
spring sports. The women's track and field and row-
ing teams also finished in the final top 25 during the
spring.
Clemson boasted some of its greatest athletes
in history in 2001-02. Clemson became the second
school in history to have the National Player-of-the-
Year in golf and baseball in the same academic year.
D.J. Trahan won the Jack Nicklaus Award as the
top player in college golf, while baseball shortstop
Khalil Greene was national Player-of-the-Year ac-
cording to the Baseball Coaches Association, Col-
legiate Baseball. Baseball America, and many
other services. Women's track and field Ail-Ameri-
can Jamine Moton won the NCAA Outdoor champi-
onship in the hammer throw.
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IPTAY Representatives
,
Charlie Bussey
Lynne Campbell
Eddie N. Dalton
W.G. DesChamps, Jr.
Robert E. Dye
Dr. R.C. Edwards, Sr.
F. Reeves Gressette, Jr.
F.E. Hughes
Dr. G.J. Lawhon, Jr.
Edgar C. McGee
Thurmon McLamb
Jim Patterson
Bill Reeves
Lawrence Starkey
John Tice
Dr. J.H, Timmerman
Marshall Walker
Terry Don Phillips
George Bennett
Secretary
tlrector, District iii
Charles E. Dalton
Director, District I
306 Clarendon Dr.
^
Easley. SC 29642
Abbeville County
James S. Jones, Jr. (CC)
Steve Davis
Charles B. Murphy
G. Mason Speer. Jr.
M. Earle Williamson
Anderson County
Jake Meeks (CC)
William R. Alexander
Jennifer C. Benson
Roger Bolt
R. Carol Cook
Fred A. Cooley
Mark A. Crammer
Joe B- Davenport
George M. Ducworth
William R. Ford, III
J. Tom Forrester
James P. Hentz, MD
Robert Lee Hill
Dr Carl H. Jones, III
William P. Kimpton
Arthur M. Klugh, III
Jack Lawson
Kenneth S. Lowery
ert Henderson
Bob Mahony
Charlie Bussey
Brandt Gilbert
Lewis Maxwell Monroe
Dave Moorhead
James V. Patterson
John C. Peters
Meredith Presnell
Gil Rushton
Wendell R. Sease
William C- Singleton
Dr. B.J. Skelton
G. Neil Smith
John Sparks
David Spearman
James A, Turner, Jr.
Joseph J. Turner, Jr
K.N, Vickery
Joseph A. Wesl
David F Whittemore, Jr.
Allen K.Wood. Jr,
Stan D, Yarborough, Jr,
District II
Randall W. McClain James Satterfield
Charles C. Meeks, Jr. R, Scott Sprouse
Dale W. Reynolds Tim Tannery
Kevin Selman — Sam Thrift
Robert G. Sharpe Jesse E.Wright, III
D. Gray Suggs
Pickens County
Greenwood County * Bill Harley Jr. (CC)
Wayne Bell (CC) Lewis Bagwell
Dr. FE. Abell, Jr Clyde Bigbee
William E. (Bill) Burnett Hal Blackwell
Richard A. Coleman Mendal A, Bouknight, Jr.
William D. Coleman * J,E, Britt
James S. Hull, Sr. *— Charles W. Bussey Jr.
Ann Hunter John Connell
William Hunter Charles E. Dalton
Robert L. McCord Jim Douglas
Bobby Miller '— Robert E. Dye
Ronnie Oliver *— Dr, Robert C, Edwards, Sr.
Melvin Pace Josephine B. Flatt
Wayne B. Richey — Gaston Gage, Jr,
Robbie Templeton Bird Garrett
Chip Tinsley Roddey E, Gettys, III
Danny Gregg
McCormlcl( County * Harry (Hal) C Hagood
Jennings G. McAbee Donald H. Hamilton
Bob Harmon
Oconee County * Frank D. Hartsell
Sammy Dickson (CC) •— FH. Inabnit, Jr.
John Q. Adams, III Dan Jones
Thomas C. Alexander — Edwin L. Kilby, Jr.
Gresham Barrett R. Frank Kolb, II
James A. Black Terry L. Long
Marshall P. Childress Kenneth C. Looper
Joel Harns H. Richard Lott
Forest E, Hughes, Jr. — Tom Lynch
Tim Hydrick William B. Massingill, Jr.
Paul W. Jensen Bill Mays
Dr. W. Ted Nimmons * JoLynn McFadden
Ernest M. Riley John Mclntyre
Carl R Rogers Tom E. Merritt
Jim Sanders
Director, Disthct I
227 Hidden Acres
Gatfney, SC 29342
Cherolcee County
Charles M, Banks (CC)
Dr, W, Ronald Barrett
John M, Hamrick, Jr.
Wylie Hamrick
Col. Roy N. Mathis
David A. Parker
Barry S, Patterson
James R, Sanders
Greenville County
Sandy Kirkus (CC)
Preston T Garrett Jr. (VC)
Bill Barbary
James H. Barnes, Jr.
Randall Bell
Samuel Bishop
J. Frank Black
Glenn Brackin
Michael S, Branham
Wil Brasington
Bobby L, Browning
Miles E Bruce
Jack W, Brunson
Jody Bryson
R S, Campbell. Jr.
Jerry Chapman
Benjamin K. Clauss
Donald Coggins
Jack O, Coggins
Larry B. Copeland
James M. Crawford
Walter B. Crawford
Gordon S. Davis
William Lem Dillard
Robert M. Dubose. Jr.
R.C Eldridge. Jr,
Steven Epps, Jr,
Benjamin M, Evatt
Mark H. Finley
C. Glenn Garrett
Clark Gaston, Jr.
William R. Gee
Robert L. Gettys
Foy Gilbert
Michael J. Glynn
Joel W Gray, III
Scott Greene
Dean Hawkins
W, Gene Hawkins
John D. Hopkins, Jr.
Richard H. Ivester
Terry A. Kingsmore
Bennie Langley
Jim League
Tim Lee
Bud Long
Russ Madray
Charles S, Mapr, III
Seabrook Marchani
Edward O. McCameron
James T. McCarter
Ronald J. McCoy
David S. Merritt
J.G. Miller, Jr.
William D. Neal, Jr.
Milton I. Ozmint
I.N. Patterson, Jr.
Jim Filler
G, Millon Plyler
Bobby W, Ramsey
T, Bruce Reeves
Charles F Rhem, Jr.
Rusty Rhodes
Michael E Roddey
Earl Sammons
Marion G. Scott
Robert G, Sharpe, Jr,
John G. Slattery
Tim Strom
Joseph D. Swann
E, Richard Taylor. Jr.
Joseph M, Todd
David N, Vaughan
Jim Vaughn
James E. Vissage, Jr.
Mike Wade
S Gray Walsh
David H. Wilkins
Charles P. Willimon, Jr.
Margaret K. Worsham
Laurens County
Henry V. Blalock (CC)
Joseph R. Adair
J, Ira Bedenbaugh
James A. Coleman
Thomas E. Davenport
Larry Gar
Frank M. Templeton, III
Richard T. Townsend
Bill Tumblin
Dr. N. Carl Wessinger
Spartanburg County
Jeffrey K. Lancaster (CC)
Kendall K. Alley
William A Blackwood, Jr
John L, Brady Sr,
Joel Bullard
John T. Duncan, Sr.
John Easterling, III
John Easterling, Jr.
William F Easterling
George R. Fisher
Judge Bruce Foster
Max P Gregory
Chas E. Halliday
A Scott Hubbard
W A, Hudson
William A, Hudson, II
Oren R. Judy
Michael Lancaster
Henry M, Lee
Anita Ness
Roy R. Oates
Raymond Powell
Dr B. Lee Smith
R.L. Stoddard
Wesley A. Stoddard
Dr. Harold Vigodsky
Ted Wilson
Union County
Harold E. Blackwell
Jay Brannon
Dr. H. Russell Caston, Jr.
Jimmy Gault
John Glenn
Hunter 8. Harris, Jr.
Thomas O. Young
I
Don E. Golightly
Director, District III
3710 Landmark Dr. #40i
Columbia, SC 29204
Aiken County
Steven W. Holt (CC)
Chris Amos
Andy Baxley
Richard L. Boyleston
Bob Brooks
Johnny L. Cagle
Mike G. Coleman
Robert M. Cook
Thomas Coward
Alan D. Gregory
Warren E. Kenhck
Warren C. Lucas
Thomas W. McElmurray
Gerald W. Metts
William W. Molony, Jr.
J.R- Stout
Alan M Tewksbury, III
Judith Warner
Charles T Watts. Sr.
H. Odell Weeks, Jr.
Bryan E. Young
Edgefield County
Theo Reginal Williams (CC)
Greg W. Anderson
Charles Carr
E.O. Dukes, Jr
Bill Gilchrist
J.W. Gilliam, Jr.
Lee W, Hanks
Lewis F. Holmes, III
John Murphy
Watson Rhodes
Terry Timmerman
Lexington County
James M. Lowman (CC)
George I Alley
Billy Amick
Alvin N. Berry
Jim Bull
Andy Caldwell
R. Hugh Caldwell
Fred H. Carter, Jr.
Amy W. Caudle
Robert J. Caughman
Roscoe S. Caughman
James Tracy Childers
H. Ralph Corley, Sr.
R. Allison Dalton
Dr. B R. Grandy
Steven Harmon
Bret J. Harris
James D. Head, III
William C. Higginbotham, III
R.S. Householder, Jr.
John W. McLure
Bob Paulling
Bob Peeler
J.W. Riser
Charles M. Stuck
Robert M. Taylor
Lee Harold Witt, Jr.
Newberry County
Terry C. Shaver (CC)
TM. Abrams
Robert E. Ariail
W. Edgar Baker
Charles W. Bedenbaugh
Earle J Bedenbaugh
Hubert M. Bedenbaugh, Jr.
Carroll K. Derrick
Billy R. Gibson
C.H. Ragsdale, III
George Foster Senn, Jr.
Albert W. Shealy
C. Gurnie Stuck
Richland County
David Mitchum (CC)
Chad Abramson
Tripp Bradley
George J.F Bullwinkel, Jr.
William P Gate
Henry Chastain
Rhonda P Collins
Judge Michael R. Davis
Freddy Faircloth, IV
Carlos W. Gibbons, Jr.
Don E. Golightly
Lawrence M. Gressette, Jr.
William E. Hair
I.W. Hunt, Jr.
Karl C. Kemmerlin
Terry H. Klosterman
Henry F, Mabry, Jr.
James P. McKeown, III
S.C. McMeekin, Jr.
Don A. Nummy
F McCord Ogburn, Jr.
Ronald K, Patton
Neil Paul, Jr.
David Pressley
Eddie Robinson
Crawford E Sanders, III
Stephen D. Searcy
Mrs. Davis O. Smith
L.W. Smith, III
Dr, John H. Timmerman
Saluda County
J, Chad Berry
Bernard L. Black
Alfred B. Coleman
Hascal Goff
Benjamin H. Herlong
Robert Home
Bruce Rushton
TC. Wright
Mark S. Avent
Director, District IV
213 Memory Ln
Bennettsville, SC 2951
Chester County
Dr. Sam R. Stone (CC)
George R. Fleming
Sam Frazer, III
John M. Little, III
Donald B. Murray
Kirk Pressley
Boyd Roberts
Betty Thome
S. Marvin Waldrep
Chesterfield County
William R.Tillman (CC)
Robert Calhoun
David L. Morgan
Dan L. Tillman
Darlington County
Hubert C. Baker, DDS (CC)
Robby Clanton
Marion D. Hawkins, Jr.
George A. Hutto, Jr.
Warren Jeffords
Dr. William P. Kennedy
Coy Kirby
Dr. Glenn J. Lawhon, Jr.
William B. McCown, III
Harry M. McDonald
Dr. M B. Nickles, Jr.
Bill Reaves
Jerry T. Usher, Jr.
Tommy Usher
Rex Varn
John C. Walker
Fairfield County
Philip C. Wilkins (CC)
Louis M. Boulware
Jerry A. Brannon
Harold R. Jones
John D. Ruff
George Singleton, Jr.
Kershaw County
Kenneth W. Carson, DDS (CC)
Joseph C. Jackson
Tommie W. James, Jr,
Laurence C. Mudge
Lancaster County
Larry L. Wolfe (CC)
Steven Epps, Sr.
Frank Ferguson
Joe H. Lynn
Ronald Small
Dr. Bill Williams i
Lee County
Green Deschamps, III (CC)
W.G. Deschamps, Jr.
Pete Player, III
Marlboro County
John Mclnnis, III (CC)
Mark S. Avent
+ C.E.Calhoun
Ricky Smith
York County
* Jack D. Cox (CC)
William R. Adkins
*
— David E. Angel
Arthur Q. Black
*— S.L. Campbell
Frederick W. Faircloth, III
*
— E.M. George
Jeffery T. Haire
Al Haselden
Lewis W. Hicks
* William T Howell, Jr.
Stephen S. McCrorey
— Banks McFadden
James H. Owen, Jr.
— James C. Rhea, Jr.
' Ben R. Smith, Jr.
Craig Thomas
Craig Thomas, Jr.
— G.G. Thomas, Sr.
Dr. Roger Troutman
*
— Marshall E. Walker
Dick Watkins
District V
Jack T. Day
Director, District V
4904 Pointe Pleasant Ln.
Jojj^woog^^9449
Allendale County
FrankYoung (CC)
Bamberg County
Joseph M. Ott (CC)
Leigh Ann Osborne
Greg Pregnall
Barnwell County
Samuel O'Neal (CC)
H.M. Anderson
Grover C. Kennedy, Jr.
Clinton Calhoun Lemon, Jr.
J. Samuel Plexico
Jimmy L. Tarrance
Thomas Warren Weeks
Beaufort County
William D. Anderson
M.D. Barker, III
H. Grady Brown, III
Henry C. Chambers
Thomas R. Garrett
Doug Gibson
Dan C. Gilmour
Louis Grant
John Griffin
William C. Hall, Sr.
Greg Huddy
William J. Kennedy
William D. Powers
Gray Sanders
Lisa B. Sulka
J. Harry Tarrance
James G. (Jimmy) Taylor
David T. Tempel, Jr.
Berkeley County
* H. Wayne Dewitt (CC)
* Robert H. Dangerfield, Jr.
* Nolan L. Pontiff, Jr.
* Eddie Poole, III
Philip L. Tompkins
Calhoun County
* Gary B. Perth (CC)
Gerald Bozard
* William H. Bull
Michael Chassereau
David K. Riokenbaker
Charleston County
* Ernest A. Byrd (CC)
J. Donald Austell
* D.L. Aydlette, Jr.
* Gene Beckman
Steve H. Best
Brian F Ceiek
Jack T. Day
* H.L. Dukes, Jr.
Jack Fanning, Jr.
— M. Dreher Gaskin
Beverly Hafers
Scott J. Harbin
L.J. (Bill) Hendrix, Jr.
* Helen T Hill
Al Hitchcock
Walter Jenkins
Gregory Alan Jones
Rudolph Kemmerlin
'+ William C. Kennerty
William Wayne Knight
Tom B. Laroche
Brent Lewis
Thomas E. Lynn
— David M. Murray, Jr.
John H. Price, Jr.
— Philip H. Phnce
Glenn T. Rickborn
— A.B. Schirmer, Jr.
Mike Smith
Nicholas C. Sottile
Forest D. Suggs
*
— Van Noy Thornhill
Charles R. Towne, Sr.
— Raymond Tumbleston
Dewey B. Welch, Jr.
* W. Robert Wise, III
Colleton County
* James R. White, III (CC)
'— Jack W. Carter, Sr.
Dr. Sam Hazel
— B. George Price, III
Paul Pye, Jr.
•— J. Ryan White, Jr.
Dorchester County
* H. Clyde Odom (CC)
Harry L. Ebernickle
Marion D. Lever, Jr.
Dexter Rickenbaker
— E. Tom Salisbury
Hampton County
* Dr. Jerry F. Crews, Jr. (CC)
Harry L. Foy, Jr.
Jasper County
Gregg Malphrus (CC)
Roy L. Pryor, Jr.
Orangeburg County
Kenneth Buck (CC)
Dr. Julius W. Babb, III
Wm. B. Bookhart, Jr.
Jesse C Eargle
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L. Taylor Garick, III
*
— F- Reeves Gressette, Jr.
*
— W,C. Higglnbotham, Jr.
"
— Edgar C. McGee
Fletcher M, Riley, Jr.
Dan M Robinson, Jr.
— J.M. Russell, Jr.
James M. Russell, III
Lawrence L. Weathers
Karen O. Wimberly
District VI
I H. Holcombe, Jr.
Director, District VI
P.O. Box 1977
M|e Beach, SC
Clan unty
Samuel E. Plowden (CC)
John William Ducworth
Robert B. Fleming, Jr.
G. H. Furse, Jr.
Theodore B. Gardner
Robert C. Hodge
Henry B. fvlahoney Jr.
Dr. Wyman L. Morris, DDS
H. B. Rickenbaker
Dillon County
Douglas Lynn (CC)
John Alford
Keith Allen
William Shipp Daniel, Jr.
L B. Hardaway, Jr.
Lee Herndon
Billy Gordon Rogers
Gordon Rogers
John C. Rogers
T. Neal Rogers
Florence County
J. Richard Liles (CC)
Rufus Brown
Clyde S. Bryce, Jr.
Marvin Cockfield
Dr. William L. Coleman
Frank A. Douglass, Jr.
Julius R. Eadon, III
Kennth A. Folse
Charles M. Grace, IV
Dr. Larry D. Grubb
H. Gerald Hicks
L. Chappell Jones
Webb Jones
Cecil L. Josey, Jr.
Mark Keefe
James W. King
Mark King
John E. Lunn
Wilbur O. Powers
Julian H. Price
Tom Stanley
Patrick Z. Wiggins
Allen R Wood
Edward L. Young
Georgetown County
H.E. Hemingway, Jr. (CC)
Joe T. Branyon, Jr
Glenn A. Cox
W.H. Cox
Barbara Elliott
William N. Green
A H. Lachicotte. Jr.
Thomas O. Morris. Jr.
Horry County
Jim Spann (CC)
William D. Avant, Jr,
Laurence Bolchoz
FL. Bradham
Robert S. Brown
James R. Clarkson
John W. Dawsey
Rick Elliott
Harvey Graham, Jr.
Jimmy Hammond
J. Steven Hawley
John H. Holcombe, Jr.
S.F Horton
Chris M. Johnson
Thurmon McLamb
Liston Wells
Robert Wilder, Jr.
R.S. Winfield
Marion Countv
Troy Carroll Atkinson, III (CC)
Charles J. Bethea, Jr.
John H. Holt
Robert Mace
Joseph L. Powell
Edward S Spivey
Sumter County
William J. Carter, Jr, (CC)
Richard D. Alford
Connie Bell
John J Britton, Jr.
Susan Chapman
Tom Cuttino
W.T Fort, Jr.
Bob A. Galiano, Jr.
Paul Gaughf
James F Kinney
Elliott H, Lynam
Williamsburg County
Samuel E. Drucker (CC)
Alan K. Chandler
Dr. W.C. Cottingham
Fred P. Guerry, Jr.
Michael Mahoney
District VII
(North Carolina)
Mary Anne Bigger
Director, District VII
5928 Downfield Wood Dr.
k. Charlotte, NC 29629 ,
Evander S. Jones, Jr. (RC)
Al Adams
Robin P Berkey
Mary Anne Bigger
David A. Brown
Richard M. Eppley Jr.
Lee A. Froneberger
Scott J. Harbin
Landrum H. Henderson, Jr.
H.L. Hoover
Timothy Long
Randy Rampey
Thomas G. Roche, Jr.
Don V Whelchel
R. Nelson Wills, Jr.
Bobby J Yarborough
Region II
Robert L. Dunnigan (RC)
Eddie N Dalton
J. Daniel Lamb
Robert M. Lindsey
Dennis C. McAlister
Stephen Palmer
James Stone
Don Tomberlin
Mark T, Welborn
Region III
Joe Franks (RC)
Richard Cassidy, Jr.
Jeff Goldsmith
W. D. Kirkpatrick
Chris League
Douglas H. Smith
Region IV
Andy Mills (RC)
Ronnie Bullock
Dick Cottingham
Jay Herring
Dennis H. Kekas
Nellie Mills
Bill Moore
Region V
C. Evans Putman
Bill Worth
Region VI
Robert E. McClure
David Page
District VIII
(Georgia)
Dr. Jim Bostic
Director, District VIII
5455 New Wellington CI.
Atlanta, OA 30327
Region I
William R. Heatley, Jr. (RC)
Mitch Belton
James E. Bostic. Jr.
Doug Brandon. Jr,
Travis L. Brank
Kenneth S. Brown
David E. Chamberlain
Dave Evans
Mike Fleming
Joycelyn Hairston
Alva B, Hancock
Ben M, Hornsby
O.D. Hunter, Jr.
Carroll Hutto
Jeffrey S. Hyten
Ben A. Leppard, Jr.
Thomas L. Mack
Tammy W. Martin
Lawrence Miller
Chris Peters
W.B. Shedd
Lawrence V, Starkey, Jr.
John D. Tice
Ruth Ellen Trotter
Jim Welborn
Brian Westover
Ronald W. Young
Gregory C. Younghans
Region II
Edwin S, Presnell (RC)
Andy Calhoun
William C, Efrid, Jr.
Jeff Halliburton
John L. Murray Jr.
Charles R. Swearingen, III
District IX
(National)
P Helen Hill
Director, District IX ^
559 Flambeau Retreat
Midwest
Mark Richardson
W. David Stalnaker, Jr.
Tracey L. Young
No rthedst
Tom L. Reed (RC)
Daniel R. Clemson
Dan Herman
Alvin Judson Hurt, Jr
Despina Kakaras
Will Schramme
Margaret B. Weir
Southeast
Larry R. Tant (RC)
Charles L. Allen
Neil G Bates
Thomas C. Breazeale
Robbie L, Burgess
J.E "Bo" Chinners Jr,
Charles W Cooper, Jr.
David Copeland
James F Douglas
Matt Dunbar
William C. Efird, Jr.
Donald N. Evans, Jr.
Ernie Ferguson
John L. Fulmer, Jr.
Peter Grant
E. Guy Hendrix
FH. Inabnit, III
Lt. Col. E.B. Jackson (Ret.)
John R. London, III
M. Larry Longshore
Stuart C. McWhorter
Kimberly B. Meeks
Ted Moore
Richard C. Nicholson
John Osteen
Calvin Scheldt
Robert K Tolsma
E.F West
West Coast
Frank Kellers, III (RC-MW/Olher)
Tony Ferraro
Harry H. Frampton, III
David Jones
Elizabeth H. Stanley
Others
Curt H. Plyler
Eric Thome
*
- IPTAY 2002 Award Winner;— -
IPTAY Representative Emeritus; +
- County Chairperson Emeritus;
CC - County Chairperson. VC -
Vice-County Chairperson; RC -
Regional Chairperson
Friends and Former Players endowed the Head
Football Coach Position to honor Coach Frank
Howard In celebration of his 85th birthday.
The Bill Hudson Family endowed a Tackle Posi-
tion on the Clemson Tigers Football Team.
Mr. and Mrs. David Merritt endowed a Wide Re-
ceiver Position on the Clemson Tigers Football
Team in honor of Perry Tuttle.
An anonymous donor endowed Clemson
Football's Single Wing Right Guard Position to
honor Walter Cox.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Daiton endowed the
Manager's Position for the Clemson Tigers Men's
Basketball Team.
David and Stanley RIggins endowed the Quar-
terback Position on the Clemson Tigers Football
Team.
The Bill Hendrix family endowed the Placekicking
Position on the Clemson Tigers Football Team.
Ray Clanton endowed the Left Guard Position on
Clemson's Single Wing Football Team.
Stuart McWhortei- endowed the Tiger Mascot.
Leighton Cubbage endowed a Defensive Back
Position on the Clemson Tigers Football Team to
honor Jimmy Ness.
John T. Mundy endowed a Forward Position on
the Clemson Tigers Men's Basketball Team.
The Mahaffey Brothers endowed the Center Po-
sition on the Clemson Tigers Men's Basketball
team in honor of their Mother and Father - Howard
T. and Louise Mahaffey .
Mark and Barry Avent endowed the Head Coach's
Position for the Clemson Tigers Men's Basketball
Team to honor Rick Barnes.
Sam and Kitty Pringle endowed the Tiger Cub to
honor their grandchildren.
'm and Kitty Pringle endowed the Point Guard
Position on the Clemson Lady Tigers Basketball
Team.
Bill and Elaine Howller endowed the Third Base
Position on the Clemson Tigers Baseball Team.
MBNA created an endowment to aid the IPTAY
Scholarship Fund.
Jerry and Frances Chapman created an endow-
ment to aid the IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
Billy and Betty Poe endowed the Wingback Po-
sition on Clemson's Single-Wing Football Team.
Bill and Bess Cecil, Sr created the "Bess & David
William Cecil, Sr. Endowment for Coordinated
IPTAY and Architectural Scholarships and Fellow-
ships."
An anonymous donor endowed the Power For-
ward Position on the Clemson Tigers Men's Bas-
ketball Team.
Dean and Ann Coleman endowed a Linebacker
Position on the Clemson Tigers Football team to
honor Levon Kirkland.
Frank and Mary Black endowed a Tight End Po-
sition on the Clemson Tigers Football Team in
honor of Tommy West.
Franklin and Pat Green created an endowment
to aid the IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
Tom and Bernice Grimball endowed the
Manager's Position for the Clemson Tigers Base-
ball Team.
Dr. Jack L. Green endowed the Point Guard Po-
sition on the Clemson Tigers Men's Basketball
team in honor of his Mother and Father - ivir. and
Mrs. Jack L. Green, Sr
Vernon and Joan Merchant created an endow-
ment to honor the Slab Five in memory of his
Mother and Father - Vernon and Ruth Merchant,
Sr.
Billy and Ann Powers created an endowment to
honor the Slab Five.
Jack and Jane Shaw created an endowment to
honor the Slab Five.
An anonymous donor created an endowment to
honor the Slab Five.
IPTAY Donors contributed to an endowment to
honor the Slab Five.
James A.Turner, Annie Alexander Turner, and
Megan AshleyTurner endowed a Shooting Guard
Position on the Clemson Men's Basketball Team
in honor of Bruce Martin.
Jimmy Key and Family endowed the Head
Coach's Position on the Clemson Tigers Baseball
Team to honor Bill Wilhelm.
Tom and Jane Burton endowed the Equipment
Manager's Position.
Drs. Anne and Gene Kirkley endowed the Golf
Team Room at the Walker Golf Course.
Jim and Carolyn Willis Creel endowed a Major-
ette Position with the Clemson University Tiger
Band.
The Bill Hudson family was the first to provide an endowed position for
the Clemson football team.
John T. Mundy endowed the Captain's Position
with the Clemson Men's Tennis Team.
Dr. Randy Smith endowed the Center Position
on the Clemson Tigers Football Team in honor of
Joe Waldrep.
Mrs. Florence G. Geiger endowed the Punter's
Position on the Clemson Tigers Football Team in
honor of her late husband, Martin H. Geiger.
Mr. Albert McAlister endowed the Long Snapper's
Position on the Clemson Tigers Football team.
Gene and Carole Gilfillin endowed a Graduate
Assistants' Position.
Perry and Caroline Gill endowed the Football
Manager's Position in honor of Frank Baldwin,
Jr.
Dick and Marie Herbert created an endowment
for a naming opportunity for the Littlejohn Coliseum
Renovation Project.
Dean and Ann Coleman endowed a Trainer's Po-
sition in honor of Bert Henderson.
Walter and Ann Hunter created an endowment
for a naming opportunity for the Littlejohn Coliseum
Renovation Project.
Wendell and Linda Sease created an endowment
to honor a two-sport athlete in honor of Bob
Paulling.
Lloyd and Millie Gurley endowed a position for
a graduate scholarship for Clemson student ath-
letes.
Bill and Betty Monroe endowed the Head Swim-
ming Coach's Position at Clemson in honor of
former Tiger swim Coach Carl McHugh.
An anonymous donor endowed the Forward Po-
sition on the Clemson Tigers Men's Basketball
team in Honor of Greg Buckner.
An anonymous donor endowed the Power For-
ward Position on the Clemson Lady Tigers Bas-
ketball Team.
Richard and Dorothy Hoffmann endowed the
head coaching position on the Clemson Men's
Track Team in honor of Bob Pollock.
Richard and Dorothy Hoffmann endowed the
student-manager's position on the Clemson Men's
Soccer Team in honor of their son, Scott
Hoffmann.
Robert Brown endowed the Shooting Guard Po-
sition on the Clemson Lady Tigers Basketball Team
in honor of Amy Geren.
Tracy and Mary AnnTlndal endowed the Power
Forward Position on the Lady Tigers Basketball
Team.
Thurmon and Diane McLamb endowed the po-
sition of Executive Director of IPTAY in honor of
George Bennett.
' Mrs. Emily Dobson created an endowment in
honor of the Clemson Athletic Department's land-
scaping and grounds crew.
' Dr. and Mrs. David Stokes endowed a defensive
line position on the Clemson Tiger Football Team.
' Jim and Barbara McCabe created an endowment
to honor Joe "Bogie" Bryant.
Charles and Charlotte Wood created an endow-
ment to honor Marion 'Footsie" Woods.
' Allen Reeves endowed a linebacker position on
the Clemson Tigers Football Team in honor of Jeff
Davis.
' An anonymous donor has created an endowment
to honor Banks McFadden.
' An anonymous donor has endowed the Clemson
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Lady Tigers Head Basketball Coach's Position in
honor of Jim Davis.
Bill and Elaine Howiler endowed a Pitching Po-
sition on the Clemson Tigers Baseball Team to
honor Bob Mahony.
The Jeanne and Jim Fowler IPTAY Endowment
was created to honor David C. Fowler '89 and
Clemson University President Emeritus, Walter T.
Cox '39.
An anonymous donor endowed the Shortstop Po-
sition on the Clemson Tiger Baseball Team.
Richard and Sharon Struthers have created an
endowment for a position on the Women's Swim-
ming Team.
The David Wells Family created an endowment
to honor Nancy Bennett.
Bob Brooks endowed a Student Athletic Trainer
position in honor of Mark Brooks for his hard work
and dedication while at Clemson.
Bob Brooks endowed a Strength Training Posi-
tion in honor of Gary Wade, who worked with four
ACC Football Championship teams and six bowl
wins.
Tommy K. and Delores Norris created an endow-
ment to honor Van Hilderbrand.
Bill and Sylvia Dukes created an endowment to
honor the memory of their daughter Maria, an avid
Tiger Fan.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Purser created an endow-
ment to honor JoVanna King.
Joe and Jeff Bostic endowed an Offensive
Lineman's Position to honor Mac McKeown.
The Harvey Graham Family created an endow-
ment to honor Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Graham, Sr.
The Sloan Family endowed Men's Tennis Coach-
ing Position to honor Hoke Sloan.
Margie and Keith Fades endowed the Head Stat-
istician Position with Clemson Football to honor
Norb Goebel.
Les McCraw created an endowment to honor his
father, L.G. McCraw, Sr., who was a charter mem-
ber of IPTAY.
Danny Speights created an endowment to honor
his father Bill Speights, who was a longtime IPTAY
Representative in Hampton County.
The Joe Swann Family endowed the Men's Head
Coach Position in Soccer to honor Trevor Adair.
Jack Jackson created an endowment to honor
Phil Rogers.
Jim and Peggy Morgan created an endowment
to aid the IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
An anonymous donor created an endowment to
honor R.F. Poole and Bill McLellan.
Herman and Sue Smith created an endowment
to honor veterans who played or coached at
Clemson.
Dorothy F. King created an endowment to honor
Clemson trustee Buck Mickle.
Fritz and Nora Sargent endowed the head
coaches position in men's golf to honor Larry
Penley.
Bob and Lynn Dobson endowed the head
coaches position in volleyball to honor Jolene
Hoover.
Clyde and Ann Dobson created an endowment
to aid Clemson Tiger Baseball.
Luther and Sally Bolirl created an endowment
to honor their Clemson family and friends.
Fred R. Pardue created an endowment to aid the
IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
Captain and Mrs. Wilbur N. Ginn created an en-
dowment to aid the IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
An anonymous donor created an endowment to
honor Dr. Larry Bowman.
Ray and Patz Carter created an endowment to
aid the IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
G. David Bishop created an endowment to aid
the IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
Buddy and Liz Thompson created an endowment
to aid the IPTAY Scholarship Fund and to honor
Buddy's mother.
Wayne and Betty Roberson created an endow-
ment to aid the IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
John White created an endowment to aid the
IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
The estate of Mildred Huggins endowed the
cenlerfield position on the Clemson Tiger Base-
ball Team.
Bob Brooks endowed a Volleyball Coach's posi-
tion in honor of Preston Greene.
Bob Brooks endowed a Women's Soccer Coach's
position in honor of four champions, Mark Brooks,
Alan Kulwickl, Charlie Campbell, and Dan
Duncan.
Everett A. Butler, Jr. and Linda A. Butler cre-
ated an endowment to honor Everett's father, E.
Arnold Butler, tor academic initiatives at Vickery
Hall.
Sonya and Grant Goodman endowed the posi-
tion of Athletic Director to honor Bobby Robinson.
Three anonymous donors created an endow-
ment to aid the IPTAY Scholarship Fund.
IPTAY Endowment Program
IPTAY is widely regarded nationally as the
father of Athletic Fundraising. It all started in 1934
and from a private meeting of a small group of
Clemson supporters has sprung into an organization
that raised a record $1 6 million in 2001 . The organi-
zation plays a major role in ensuring that all 1 9 of the
varsity sports at Clemson are given the maximum
amount of scholarships offered by the NCAA.
The organization also has helped finance fa-
cilities that contribute to the well-being of
student-athletes on and off the field. Vickery Hall is
a 27,000 square-foot facility that houses the tutoring
and advising programs for student-athletes. It is a
major reason Clemson student-athletes have had
their highest cumulative GPA on record for five
consecutive semesters.
While IPTAY is primarily concerned with ath-
letic fundraising, the mission of Clemson University
has not been overlooked. The IPTAY Academic
Scholarship Endowment was created to help meet
the need for more academic scholarships for
non-athletes who are highly qualified academically.
The IPTAY Academic Scholarship Fund is presently
the largest scholarship endowment of its kind at
Clemson, currently helping more than 40 students at
Clemson.
IPTAY Executive Director George Bennett has
continued to keep Clemson among the best in the
nation in terms of fund-raising by the establishment
of the IPTAY Endowment Program. In April of 1994,
he kicked off the beginning of the endowment of
positions program at the 85th birthday celebration
for former Clemson Coach Frank Howard. The
endowments are secure with a $100,000 donation
paid over a five-year period.
"This is a chance to broaden the horizons of
IPTAY," said Bennett. "It gives an individual or a
group of people an opportunity to endow a position
that meant something during their college days, or to
honor a person at a position. The money being
endowed is going to secure our future as the interest
is used to carry on our program forever."
The first endowment was for the head football
coach position to honorthe legendary Frank Howard.
Howard coached football at Clemson 39 years, 30 as
the head coach. During his tenure, the Tigers won
165 games, 100 of which were against conference
foes.
"Former players and friends of Coach Howard
made donations over the cost of attending the cel-
ebration program and that was enough for the en-
dowment. Their gifts were a way of permanently
thanking Coach Howard for all that he did for Clemson.
"Following Coach Howard's birthday party, we
began to look for an individual to help us support and
promote the program, and Bill Hudson's name came
up. He was an outstanding player at Clemson who
has been equally successful in the business world.
We went to him and explained the program and its
goals, and that we were looking for his leadership to
help get the program going, and he accepted.
"
Hudson, a 1956 Clemson graduate, was a
three-year letterwinner at tackle who played profes-
sionally for the Montreal Alouettes, the San Diego
Chargers, and the Boston Patriots. He earned Pro
Bowl honors in 1 962. Mr. Hudson sees this program
growing into a large part of Clemson's athletic fund-
ing.
"When other people see information on the
endowment program and learn what it is about this
program will grow. Success builds on success.
People who are looking to honor a friend or family
member now have a great means to do that."
Besides the Hudson's family endowment, four
other football endowments were made, and one
managers position in the first year. Now there are
more than 90 positions endowed. The goal of the
program is to get every position endowed.
"From the free safety to the #3 player in women's
tennis, we hope to have every position endowed,"
said Bennett.
"We will likely use the Avenue of Champions as
a physical place to honor these people further for the
positions they have endowed. That will have plenty
of space, so we will be working to have as many
endowments across all of our sports."
"The personal satisfaction that they helped
Clemson University, specifically the athletic depart-
ment, and that they are securing its future are the
main reasons for becoming involved."
And with more involvement, Clemson Univer-
sity will have a very secure future for generations to
come.
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..iciiison Team Total Offense: 557 by Florida State, 11-3-01
Points; 82 vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81 Plays: 99 by South Carolina, 1 1 -23-68
First Downs: 35 vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81 Yards/Play: 8.6 by Florida State, 11-3-01
Rushes: 73 vs. Virginia, 10-21-72 Fumbles: 9 by Presbyterian, 9-18-54
Rustling Yards: 536 vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81 Fumbles Lost: 6 by Duke, 10-19-68
Rushing Average: 10.3 vs. Presbyterian, 9-22-45 Penalties: 16 by Duke, 10-17-87
Rushing TDs: 11 vs. Presbyterian, 9-22-45 Penalty Yards: 127 by Georgia, 9-30-67
Pass Attempts 54 vs. N.C. State, 10-24-87 Punts: 15 by Auburn, 10-12-68
Pass Completions: 27 vs. N.C. State, 10-31-98 Punting Average: 57.3 by The Citadel, 10-4-86
27 vs. Marshall, 9-4-99 Interceptions by Defense: 6 by Auburn, 1 1-21-53
^
Passing Yards: 350 vs. Wake Forest, 9-26-98 Punt Return Yards: 150 by Florida State, 9-20-97
Passing TDs 4 vs. Auburn, 11-22-47
4 vs. UTEP, 10-4-97 Clemson Individual
4 vs. Duke, 12-1-01 Rushes: 36 by Ray Yauger vs. Wake Forest, 10-18-69
Passing Efficiency: 235.44 vs. Virginia, 1 0-8-83 Rushing Yards: 263 by Raymond Priester vs. Duke, 11-11-95
Total Offense: 756 vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81 Pass Attempts: 53 by Rodney Williams vs. N.C. State, 10-24-87
Plays: 95 vs. N.C. State, 10-7-00 Pass Completions: 27 by Brandon Streetervs. N.C. State, 10-31-98
Yards/Play: 8.7 vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81 TD Passes: 4 by Bobby Gage vs. Auburn, 1 1 -22-47
Fumbles: 14 vs. Presbyterian, 9-1-53 4 by Nealon Greene vs. UTEP, 10-4-97
Fumbles Lost: 5 vs. many 4 by Woodrow Dantzler vs. Duke, 12-1-01
Penalties: 15 vs. Duke, 10-17-87 Passing Yards: 343 by Brandon Streeter vs. Virginia, 9-11-99
15 vs. Wake Forest, 1 1 -2-85 Completion % (min. 15 att.): 94.1 by Woodrow Dantzler vs. The Citadel, 9-2-00
Penalty Yards: 155 vs. Wake Forest, 1 0-29-77 Pass Efficiency Rating: 247.21 by Woodrow Dantzler vs. The Citadel, 9-2-00
Punts: 13 vs. Furman, 1 1-21-42 Receptions: 1 1 by Rod Gardner vs. Marshall, 9-4-99
13 vs, Pensacola N.A.S., 10-i3-45 Receiving Yards: 161 by Perry Tuttle vs. Wake Forest, 10-31-81
Punting Average: 56.6 vs. Wake Forest, 1 0-29-77 TD Receptions: 3 by Dreher Gaskin vs. Auburn, 1 1 -21 -53
Interceptions by Defense: 5 vs. Virginia, 1 0-21-72 3 by Tony Home vs. UTEP, 10-4-97
5 vs. Virginia, 10-31-64 Total Offense: 378 by Woodrow Dantzler vs. Florida State, 1 1-3-01
5 vs. Nortti Carolina, 1 1-4-95 All-Purpose Running: 267 by Tony Home vs. Florida State, 9-20-97
5 vs. Georgia, 9-19-81 Punt Return Yards: 126 by Donnell Woolford vs. Georgia Tech, 9-26-87
Interception Return Yards: 131 vs. Western Carolina, 9-25-82 Kickoff Return Yards: 1 60 by John Shields vs. Alabama, 1 0-25-69
Punt Return Yards: 227 vs. Georgia Tech, 9-26-87 Tackles: 24 by Jeff Davis vs. North Carolina, 1 1 -8-80
Kickoff Return Yards: 160 vs. Alabama, 10-25-69 Interceptions: 3 by Kit Jackson vs. Wake Forest, 10-30-65
Sacks by Defense: 12 vs. Furman, 9-7-96 3 by Alex Ardley vs. Maryland, 10-14-00
Tackles for Loss: 19 vs. N.C. State, 10-24-87 3 by Brian Dawkins vs. Duke, 1 1 -1 1 -95
PBUs: 18 vs. The Citadel, 10-4-86 Sacks: 4 by Keith Adams vs. Duke, 1 1-6-99
Tackles for Loss: 6 by Keith Adams vs. Duke, 1 1 -6-99
Points
First Downs:
Rushes
Rushing Yards:
Rushing Average:
Rushing TDs:
Pass Attempts:
Pass Completions:
Passing Yards:
Passing TDs:
Opponent Team
46 by N.C. State, 10-31-98
31 by Georgia Tech, 10-28-00
74 by North Carolina. 11-14-70
409 by N.C. State, 10-25-75
7.0 by North Carolina, 1 1 -6-76
6 by N.C. State, 10-25-75
58 by The Citadel, 10-4-86
35 by Georgia Tech, 10-28-00
454 by Georgia Tech, 10-28-00
4 by N.C. State, 10-31-98
4 by Florida State, 11-3-01
Opponent Individual
Rushes: 38 by Torin Kirtsey, Georgia, 10-7-95
Rushing Yards: 227 by Ted Brown, N.C. State, 1 1 -25-75
Pass Attempts: 57 by Kip Allen, The Citadel, 10-4-86
57 by George Godsey Georgia Tech, 10-28-00
Pass Completions: 35 by George Godsey, Georgia Tech, 10-28-00
Passing Yards: 454 by George Godsey, Georgia Tech, 10-28-00
Receptions: 14 by Kelly Campbell, Georgia Tech, 10-28-00
Receiving Yards: 249 by Peter Warrick, Florida State, 9-20-97
Total Offense: 450 by George Godsey Georgia Tech, 10-28-00
All-Purpose Running: 374 by Peter Warrick, Florida State, 9-20-97
Tackles for Loss: 4 by Ross Browner, Notre Dame, 11-12-77
Raymond Priester holds
the Memorial Stadium and
Clemson record for
rushing yards in a single
game with 263 against
Duke in 1995.
Back Row (left to right): Nick Willmore, Jacob Carter, Brad Palmer, Blake Collins, Heath Price, Matt Moore, Doug Brunson, Indy
Meyer, Chris Miele. Front Row: Sarina Sharoozi, Laura Barefoot, Katie Murphy, Kris Carraway, Alicia Allie, Leslie Templeton,
Courtney Cranford, Lindsay Grindstead, Kristen Shook, Rachael Wiles, Erin Redmon. Not Pictured: Clay Crenshaw (Head Coach),
Melanie Reid (Assistant Coach), Katrina Jackson (Assistant Coach), Shannon Smith (Nationals Coach).
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Note: Clemson had more players chosen to the ACC
50-Year Anniversary Football team than any other
school. Throughout the season we will highlight the
career of all nine former Tigers who were named.
Today we feature Joe Bostic.
If you ask Danny Ford about his former play-
ers, hie is not known for throwing around loose com-
pliments. He Is known as a straight shooter. If you
ask him about Joe Bostic, the former Tiger coach
gushes!
The football exploits of Bostic have been well
chronicled. ..two-time All-Amerlcan, Jacobs Blocking
Trophy winner, two-time First-Team All-Atlantic Coast
Conference selection, and a member of Clemson's
Hall of Fame and Clemson's Centennial Team. This
past summer, Bostic was named as one of the 50
best football players to play In the Atlantic Coast
Conference during the first 50 years of the league.
However, ask Coach Ford what really excites
him about Bostic and you get an Insight Into both
men. The part I am really proud of is what he has
done for Clemson University since he's left," said
Ford. "He was a very successful player. He's been
a very successful businessman and he's done many
great things for Clemson. He has a great heart and
Is a great person. He Is a real giver when It comes
to Clemson and that makes me the happiest."
Ford related a story about Bostlc's giving spirit.
"I heard he was at t\/lac's (a favorite eating establish-
ment in Clemson) recently and paid the tab for ev-
eryone in there. That's the kind of guy he is.
"
Ford is also quick to sing the praises of Bostic
on the playing field. "I had the opportunity to
coach two really great players when I was an
offensive line coach - John Hannah and Joe
Bostic," said Ford recently "Those two were as
good as I ever had."
Have you heard of John Hannah? He has
been voted one of the top offensive linemen of
all-time for his exploits at Alabama In the early
1970s. He then went on to do the same with
the New England Patriots.
That puts Bostic in some pretty high cot-
ton, according to Ford. He should know since
he coached Hannah at Alabama and then
molded Bostic Into the player he became as the
offensive line coach at Clemson during the 1 977
and 1978 seasons.
Bostic came to Clemson as a top offen-
sive line prospect. He grew up In Greensboro,
NC and became a key member of a group that
brought glory to Clemson while hailing from the
Tar Heel state.
"We took great pride in the fact that the
starting five offensive linemen on the 1 977 Gator
Bowl team were all from North Carolina," Bostic
said.
The group included his brother, Jeff, at
center, Joe and Steve Kenney at the guards,
and Jimmy Weeks and Lacy Brumley at the tack-
les.
"We had a strong group from North Caro-
lina," stated Bostic. "There were some great
players, like Dwight Clark, Ronnie Smith, Thad
Allen, along with the offensive line, and we were
all from North Carolina.""
"Ed Emory recruited all of us when Coach
(Red) Parker was the head coach," Bostic said. "I
don't believe they ever got the credit they deserved
for bringing us all to Clemson from North Carolina."'
Bostlc's career began on a tough note. "My
first year was really tough," he said. "We were 2-9 in
'75 and that was a disappointment. We had been 7-
4 In 1974 when I was being recruited and there was
a lot of promise. We had a really tough year my first
year and we got blown out In several games.""
However, It was during the eighth game of the
season, ironically against North Carolina, that Bostic
drew his first starting assignment. "I got my first start
against North Carolina in Chapel Hill and we won
the game. I started the last three games that year
and that really helped me.""
Bostic"s sophomore year brought some wel-
come relief, even though the season"s record was
not what he had hoped for. "I felt much better about
things after my sophomore year,"' Bostic said. "We
were 3-6-2, but we really played much better. We
were very young but I was proud of that team."
The 1976 season also ended on a high note
for Bostic and the Tigers. Clemson posted a 28-9
win over South Carolina in a game that became his
only experience at center. He had been a guard all
of his life, but that game took a strange twist.
One of South Carollnas best defensive play-
ers was Bubba Shugart, who hailed from nearby
Walhalla. The previous week against Maryland,
Clemson"s center, Trav Webb, had hurt his back.
What would the Tigers do?
"We had watched the game film that Sunday
afternoon and I was back at the dorm,"" Bostic said.
"Coach Emory came up there and said for me to get
oe Bostic was one ofjust five offensive linemen
named to the ACC 50-Year anniversary team.
Billy Lott (the Tiger's backup quarterback) and come
back to the Jervey Center.""
Bostic said he had thoughts that he had missed
a class or was In trouble for some reason, but he
couldn't understand what that had to do with Lott.
'When we got down to Jervey, Coach Emory
wanted me to snap the football to Billy. It was really
strange since I had never been a center. After a
tough week of practice, it all worked out well for us."
Bostlc's efforts solidified the Tiger's offensive
line and paved the way for a rushing attack that rolled
over the rivals from Columbia.
"I saw Bubba Shugart a few years ago and we
were talking," Bostic said. "He said when we lined
up for the first play, he was surprised to see me at
center and that really threw him oft. He kept waiting
for me to move to guard. We all had a great day and
that was a big win.""
A few days following the win over South Caro-
lina, the winds of change blew through the Clemson
football staff and Charley Pell, who had been the
team"s defensive coordinator during the 1976 sea-
son, became the head coach, replacing Parker. He
also brought In Danny Ford, who was an assistant
at Virginia Tech, to coach the offensive line.
Bostic had seen Coach Peirs work with the de-
fense during the 1976 season. Even though he hated
to see Coach Parker leave, he had great faith in the
new head coach, ' I knew he was smart, tough, and
a good football coach,"" Bostic said. "I had a lot of
faith in him and felt good about him because I had
seen what he had done with our defense."
The 1977 season became a watershed year
for the Tigers. Ironically, It started on an ominous
note for Bostic.
" Coach Pell said he liked what I had done
at center In the USC game,"" Bostic said. "He
said he might play me at both positions during
the year depending on who we were playing.
"That would have been tough on me. I
finally told him one day to give the other two
centers, Greg Early and Jeff (Bostlc's younger
brother), a chance and see who stepped up.
Jeff got the job from Greg and that thrilled
me. ..to have Jeff next to me, and so I could move
back to guard. Coach Pell always told me after
that I would have been a good coach. I was
just trying to get back to guard!"'
Bostic said, after the loss to l\/laryland in
the opener, Clemson's 7-6 win at Georgia was
huge. "That game was the rebirth of Clemson
football," Bostic said. "For us to win there and
then win the next two weeks on the road (31-14
at Georgia Tech and 31-13 at Virginia Tech) re-
ally washed away all the bad memories from
the 1975 and 1976 seasons. We were on our
way"
"That team had some great guys. We
worked hard, we liked each other, and we played
some great football. We had some great mo-
ments, like the game against Notre Dame, who
won the national championship. Jerry Butler's
catch at South Carolina was one of the most
famous plays in Tiger history. We went to the
first bowl game in a long time (since 1959) and
we weren't anyone's homecoming opponent
anymore!
"I really believe there were some great lead-
ers on that team. Coach Pell taught the seniors
2UU2 Q':issiDDn rUDLbaW
Joe Bost^t
Bostic, seen above with 1 978 teammate and 1 981 All-American Perry Tuttle, has been
an active supporter of the Clemson program since his career concluded.
how to lead and you had guys like Rick Weddington,
Lacy Brumley, Ken Callicutt, and Archie Reese who
really stepped up and led us. Coach Pell got the ACC
Coach-of-the-^fear and he deserved it. That was a
great team."
Bostic's senior year continued that tradition with
just one blemish. The Tigers finished 11-1, with a
Gator Bowl win over Ohio State. They grabbed the
Atlantic Coast Conference championship with a
stem-winding 28-24 win at Maryland. The only blem-
ish was a 12-0 loss at Georgia.
"Funny thing about those two Georgia games
in 1977 and 1978...we had to play both of them in
Athens and I never did understand why, " said Bostic.
"We went over there and won in 1 977 when nobody
thought we could. We lost in 1978 when nobody
thought we were going to lose."
Bostic said the Georgia loss, in the season's
second game, did change the focus. "When we came
out after that loss, you could tell somebody was go-
ing to pay We were really mad about that loss and
we remembered it the rest of the year."
He said the Maryland game was especially en-
joyable. "That was two great teams and has to be one
of the most exciting games in ACC history We both
had a great will to win the game and it was truly a
great game. I remember our last drive as we ran out
the clock. The offensive line just pounded their guys
and we were just knocking off five and six yards each
play It was really a great feeling."
The final chapter for Bostic was the Gator Bowl.
That was a 1 7-1 5 win over Ohio State, which became
more famous for what happened as the game was
drawing to a conclusion. That was the game in which
legendary Buckeye coach Woody Hayes slugged
Clemson middle guard Charlie Bauman after he inter-
cepted a pass. Hayes was fired the next morning by
Ohio State officials.
"We didn't even realize what had happened,"
Bostic said. "My mom called my room the next morn-
ing and told me that he had been fired. We all had
great respect for him and hated to see that happen.
I'm not sure that team got the credit we deserved. We
were 11-1, finished sixth in the country and all every-
one wanted to talk about was Coach Hayes."
The Gator Bowl was also a new beginning for
Tiger football in that Pell had left to take over the Florida
Gator program and Ford was elevated into the head
coaching position, Bostic had a hand in that as well.
"As offensive linemen, we wanted Coach Ford
to be our next coach," Bostic said. "There was a Board
of Trustees meeting going on the next day and we went.
A fellow met us at the door and said we couldn't go in.
We told him who we were and what we wanted. He
went into the meeting, and after a minute came out
and said there wasn't time for us to speak. We told
him to go back in and tell them that we weren't going
to the Gator Bowl either. He came back out and let us
in to speak. Each one of us said what we wanted to
say It was pretty brazen of us to do it that way."
Bostic said one funny moment during the talk
with the board occurred when one of them asked if
Coach Ford wanted the job. "We just laughed and
said we hadn't even talked with him about it. We just
knew he would want the job. We just told him to offer
it to Coach Ford and see if he wanted it."
From the Ford perspective, he said every bit
helped. "I was very appreciative of what Joe and the
rest of those guys did," said Ford. "Those guys could
see that Joe was a real leader."
With a grin on his face, Ford said there was
another reason for the linemen's pleas. "I had been
their position coach for two years and worked their
tails off, and they probably saw this an opportunity to
get me off their backs."
However, Bostic confirmed, with a deep laugh,
this was not the case!
"Joe Bostic was everything you could want in
the football player and a person," said Ford. "When
we came to Clemson, we didn't know what kind of
players we were inheriting, but when we saw Joe, we
knew we had a player to build on. We were apprecia-
tive of Coach Parker and his staff for the players we
had.
"Joe was big and could run. He had great feet
and was a hard worker. That is what :t takes to be a
great lineman, and he had it all. It was a real plea-
sure to have Joe and Jeff together."
Bostic closed out his football career playing 1
years in the National Football League.
"I played on a lot of 5-1 1 teams in the NFL, but
I worked every day in the manner that Coach Pell
and Coach Ford had taught me," said Bostic. "I do
have to say, though, that my days at Clemson were
the highlight of my football career."
One funny story did occur before his first NFL
game.
"I was playing for the Saint Louis Cardinals and
the town always had a big outing at Grants Farm in
Saint Louis for the football team, the baseball Cardi-
nals, and the hockey team," stated Bostic. "My rookie
year. Coach Woody Hayes was the guest speaker.
He came to practice and then at the function, he had
us all line up and tell him who we were and where we
had played college football. He was talking with the
guys about different things as he was coming down
the line, but when he got to me, I told him I was Joe
Bostic and I was a rookie from Clemson University
When I told him that, he just turned and walked away
The other guys on the team were really amazed, but
I had the highest respect for him."
Bostic retired following the 1988 season and
started a construction company in his hometown of
Greensboro. Last year, his company was the nation's
10th largest in the construction of multi-family dwell-
ings. He also served eight years as a county com-
missioner in Greensboro.
"After two terms, I decided not to run two years
ago and I used Coach (Frank) Howard"s line," said
Bostic. "I told them I was leaving for health
reasons. ..everyone was sick of me'""
As for his selection to the ACC"s 50th anniver-
sary team, he was elated. ' I heard about it on the
radio going to the beach. I was thrilled to hear that
and I was very appreciative to the voters. As a good
Republican, I was not going to ask for a recount.
However, I was disappointed to see that only five of-
fensive linemen were selected out of 50 players. There
were more quarterbacks than offensive linemen, but
that shouldn t surprise anyone'""
Bostic has been generous in his support of the
Tiger program. "When you think of IPTAY, you think
of people giving of their money for people like me to
come to Clemson and get an education. I am a big
supporter of IPTAY and want all Tigers to do the same.
1 also want former athletes to support the group that
helped them get through college. The way I see it is
someone threw something in the bucket for me and I
want to do the same for the folks coming along now.
"
Bostic and his brother, Jeff, recently gave one of
the IPTAY Endowments ($100,000) in honor of the
offensive linemen at Clemson, in honor of Mac
McKeown, the owner of Mac"s Drive Inn.
Today Joe and his wife Jami are raising their three
children, Jennifer (17), Kathryn (16), and Mark (5). What
memories does he hold of Clemson''
"I love Clemson University," said Bostic. '"I hold it
right in my soul and love this place. I want Clemson
athletics and academics to be the best. I want us to do
it the right way I just really love this place!"
Al Adams worked tor the Clemson Sports Intormalion Office from
f971 78. ttien became Ifie founding pubfistier of ttie Orange &
White newspaper He is currently ttie Slate Farm agent of Forest
City. NC
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mby Jessa Huckaby
Note: Each program this year, we will review the
greatest games in Clemson history by position. To-
day we recall the greatest game in history by a
Clemson quarterback.
Former Clemson quarterback Woodrow
Dantzler moved into the spotlight with less than two
minutes remaining in the October 13, 2001 game
vs. N.C. State in Raleigh. Wolfpack coach Chuck
Amato and his defensive starters, as well as every-
one in the newly renovated Carter-Finley Stadium,
all knew that the third-and-four play was going to
remain in Dantzler's hands. He approached the line
and took the snap. He made a quick move to the
right, and then reversed his field for a 14-yard gain
and a game-clinching first down.
The outstanding run was the final play of the
45-37 victory and one of the finest performances in
AGO football history. It was the greatest combina-
tion of rushing and passing by a Clemson player in
history and possibly ranks among the best all-around
shows ever produced in college football history.
It is our selection as the greatest performance
by a Clemson quarterback in the history of the ACC.
One minute and twenty-four seconds into the
game, Dantzler jigged in and out of would-be tack-
lers for a 55-yard touchdown run that was his long-
est jaunt of the season (at that point). N.C. State
linebacker Brian Jamison had Dantzler corralled in
the Tiger backfield, or at least he thought.
Seconds later, Jamison watched the #1 on
Dantzler's jersey glide across the goal line for the
first score of the game. Jamison told The State
Newspaper, "That's why he's up for the Heisman.
The man can run. He can pass. He has moves. He
has speed. He can break tackles. There is nothing
bad you can say about that man." Jamison also
refused to call Dantzler a quarterback. "He's liter-
ally the best running back in the ACC."
Dantzler was at the top of his game during the
third quarter. He completed six of nine passes for
two touchdowns. He rushed six times for 70 yards
and a touchdown as well. Forty-one of his rushing
yards came late in the quarter on second-and-13
from the Wolfpack 47-yard line. He avoided four
tacklers to lead to his four-yard pass completion to
Chad Jasmin for a touchdown.
The N.C. State game was Dantzler's top pass-
ing game as a Tiger, and in many aspects the best
by any Clemson quarterback in history. He com-
pleted 23 passes in only 27 attempts for 333 yards
and added 184 yards rushing. Dantzler tied the
Clemson record for touchdown passes in a single
game, which he now shares with current quarter-
back Willie Simmons. The longest play of the game
occurred when he connected with freshman Airese
Currie for a total of 79 yards. Dantzler's pass to
Currie was the longest pass play for the Tigers in
five years.
Woody finished the day with a school-record
517 yards of total offense, the fifth-highest total in
ACC history. The 51 7 yards surpassed his own pre-
vious record of 434 set in 2000 at Maryland.
Clemson Head Coach Tommy Bowden told USA
Today, "He makes so many plays. He is a phenom-
enal athlete. If you give him enough at bats, he'll
eventually hit the home run."
Dantzler also broke a 54-year-old school record
held by Bobby Gage for the most touchdowns re-
sponsible for in a game. Dantzler accounted for six
touchdowns, as he ran for two and passed for four
to establish the record for the most combined run-
ning and passing touchdowns.
According to the NCAA record book, only one
player in one game has ever had at least 300 yards
passing and 200 yards rushing in the same game.
Washington's Marques Tuiasosopo had 302 yards
passing and 207 rushing yards against Stanford on
October 30, 1 999. Had it not been for two sacks by
the aggressive N.C. State defensive, one for 13
yards and another for 1 1 , Dantzler would have joined
Tuiasosopo in the exclusive club.
Dantzler became the first quarterback in ACC
history to pass for 4,000 yards and rush for 2,000
when he had his 517 yards of total offense against
the Wolfpack. All he needed was 57 yards rushing
Dantzler's Dazzling Day
Dantzler's Single-Game Records
Passing efficiency by a Tiger: 237.58
Total offensive yards by a Tiger: 517
Touchdown responsibility by a Tiger: 6
Touchdown passes by aTiger(tied): 4
Completion % by a Tiger: 85.1
Dantzler's Career Records
Total offensive yards by a Tiger: 6,874
Total offensive yards vs. a team by a Tiger: .. 1,127, N.C. State
Dantzler began his 51 7-yard day at N.C. State in 2001 with a 55-yard touchdown run in
the first quarter.
in that game to break the record, and he devastated
the record with 184 yards on the ground.
The N.C. State game was the second consecu-
tive road victory for Clemson, as Dantzler had an
impressive 935 total yards and 1 touchdown com-
bined in the two contests, including 418 yards in a
47-44 win at Georgia Tech on September 29.
Dantzler scored the winning touchdown on an 11-
yard run in overtime to lead the Tigers to victory.
Amato, a former Florida State assistant during
the Charlie Ward era, told The Greenville News, "I
was fortunate to be around Charlie. This one is more
athletic. He is their team. He put on a display out
there that I don't know will ever be seen again in
this stadium; I hope not by an opposing quarterback."
Dantzler said that the N.C. State game was
not perfect. He said that until he as well as the team
played a perfect game, he would not be satisfied.
The definition of a perfect game to the Orangeburg,
SC native is scoring on every drive, having no nega-
tive yards, and having no penalties.
Teammate Altroy Bodrick could not summarize
the game any better. "It was an amazing game that
not everyone had the chance to see. It was a game
that you cannot describe in many words except for
unbelievable, breathtaking, and electrifying. It is one
of those games that will be talked about for years."
Dantzler was awarded with many honors due
to his performance in the N.C. State game. Sport-
ing News Radio, colleqefootballnews.com , and
cnnsi.com selected him as the National Player-of-
the-Week.
The beginning of the 2001 season was a little
frustrating to Dantzler because of an ankle injury
While he was rehabbing his ankle. Coach Bowden
and staff were installing new crossing patterns into
the offense. Coach Bowden told The Greenville
News that, "Woody was not as crisp early in the
season. He was trying to drop back and throw
through all that garbage up front." That all changed
at N.C. State.
Dantzler finished the regular season with 2,360
passing yards and 1 ,004 rushing, the first player in
NCAA Division I history to exceed 2,000 yards pass-
ing and 1,000 rushing in one season. He ranked
41st in the nation in rushing and 34th in pass effi-
ciency, the only player nationally to rank in the top
50 in both. He averaged 21 4.5 yards a game pass-
ing and 91 .3 rushing during the regular season.
Dantzler is regarded as one of the top all-
around quarterbacks in ACC history. Anyone who
watched the Clemson-N.C. State of 2001 would not
debate that statement.
Jessa Huckaby. a junior from Williamsburg, VA. is a student as-
sistant in the Clemson Sports Information Office
Clemson Football
Rental Express, the fastest
check out in the business
Over 247,000 trucks
Late model trucks
Rental
10% discount
24/7 Roadside Assistance
Free Unlimited Mileage on
One-Way Rentals
Leasing
• Full Service Lease
• Contract Maintenance
• Commercial Rental
Penske Truck Leasing
2701 White Horse Road
Greenville, SC 29611
Reserve online at:
www.PenskeTruckRental.com
or call us at:
864-295-2870
Good Luck Clemson Tigers!
Sports lighting so good you won't
touch it for ten years - GUARANTEED!
Light -Structure 2" from Musco.
Sports lighting so good, so reliable, so
efficient that when combined with Musco's
exclusive 10 Club Service' — Musco's
comprehensive warranty program — your
sports lighting system is maintenance -free
for 10 years — Guaranteed!
Musco lighting systems have set industry
standards for sports - lighting convenience,
durability and efficiency for more than
25 years.
Musco's
10 Club Service
4 team so good,
a system so good,
you can use it
without having to
touch it for 10 years
... Guaranteed!
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We Make It Happen
800/825-6020
www.musco.com
e-mail: lighting(a;niusco.com
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Heery International
1 Designing improvements to
enhance the fan experience at
CLEMSON MEMORIAL STADIUM
/ww.heery.con
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by Bryant Stone
Today, Clemson squares off against the Geor-
gia Tech Yellow Jackets in a matchup that has pro-
duced some very exciting games in recent memory.
Woodrow Dantzler's 1 1 -yard touchdown run in over-
time of last year's contest sealed the Tigers' 47-44
victory and culminated Clemson's vengeance for a
31-28 loss at the hands of the Yellow Jackets two
years ago in Death Valley. This year's battle be-
tween these rivals should not disappoint the fans,
and as the game takes place just three days follow-
ing the one-year anniversary of September 1 1 , game
patrons will be treated to a patriotic tribute to America
by the band that has been "Shakin' the Southland"
for years, the Clemson University Tiger Band.
The Tiger Band, under the direction of Dr. Mark
Spede, has elected to put together a joint halftime
performance with the band from Georgia Tech in the
spirit of patriotic cooperation . "We decided on a joint
performance with Georgia Tech's band to commemo-
rate the spirit of our country coming together," said
Spede. "We wanted to do something that symbol-
izes the American unity that has taken place over
the last year."
The bands will begin the halftime tribute with
the playing of "An Americana Medley" Following
the medley ceremonies will commence for the six
inductees into the Clemson Hall of Fame. This year's
inductees are former football players William "The
Refrigerator" Perry and Gary Barnes, former
women's basketball player Mary Anne Cubelic-
Grant, former golfer Kevin Johnson, former base-
ball player Bert Heffernan, and former athletic di-
rector Bobby Robinson. Following the induction cer-
emonies, the Tiger and Yellow Jacket bands will
conclude their halftime presentation with the play-
ing of "America the Beautiful."
The Tiger Band will begin today's performance
with essentially the same traditional pregame
CLEMSON UMVNIVERSITY
.
agenda that Tiger fans have become accustomed
to in recent years. The one omission from today's
agenda, however, is the "Washington Post March."
The pregame show will continue to showcase "God
Bless America," the "Star Spangled Banner," and
the Clemson University Alma Mater. The traditional
pregame agenda continues with the "Orange Bowl
March," where the band spells out in script "Tigers."
While getting into position, the band changes their
tune to "Tiger Rag."
Following the pregame agenda, the band will
wait for the arrival of the Clemson team buses at
the top of the Hill for the "most exciting 25 seconds
in college football." After the players get off the
buses, they will rub Howard's Rock, and then run
down the Hill and through the tunnel formed by the
band. The band will conclude its pregame ceremo-
nies with the playing of "Tiger Rag" while the play-
ers run through the tunnel.
Every home game weekend, the Tiger Band
selects a feature member or group of band mem-
bers for their dedication and commitment. This
week's honoree, Jaletta Long, has taken little time
to make an impact among her fellow band mem-
bers. Long, a sophomore from Dacula, GA, is a
transfer student in her first year with the Tiger Band.
She is majoring in speech & communication studies
and has earned a spot in the band as one of four
twirlers.
Long is joined by Julie Major, Lindsay Mattocks,
and Emily Warren in the twirler section. Instructors
Hazel Cartee and Lindsey Martin lead them. Other
notables in the band include Dr. Paul Buyer, the per-
cussion instructor, and Tim Willis, the announcer.
This year's Tiger Band has a total of 1 70 members.
Remember that you can take home the sounds
of Tiger Band by purchasing the group's CD "Shakin'
the Southland." The CD features 30 famous Tiger
fan favorites from previous football seasons. It in-
cludes "Sock It To "Em," " Eye of the Tiger," and the
Clemson Alma Mater. The CD is available at the
Tiger Band Office (119 Brooks Center) for $15. To
order by mail, send a check payable to CUTBA for
$1 7 ($1 5 plus $2 shipping and handling) to CUTBA
c/o Clemson Tiger Band, 119 Brooks Center,
Clemson, SC 29634-1505.
Bryant Stone, a senior from Great Falls. VA. is a student assis-
tant in the Clemson Sports Information Office
Clemson Alma Mater
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness
Where the Tigers play
Here the sons of dear old Clemson
Reign supreme alway
Chorus
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might
That the Tigers' roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.
Hazel Cartee (Instructor), Lindsey Martin (Instructor), Julie Major, Lindsay Mattocks, Emily Warren, Jaletta Long
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Perfecting our game
isn't just a goal.
It's our obsession.
Just like the Clemson Tigers, Verizon
Wireless is obsessed with team
performance. That's why we devote so
I
much of our resources to building the
best wireless network out there.
Our state-of-the-art technology II
lets you connect in more places, with
more fans, than any other wireless carrier. ^
And that's important, especially when it's
up to you to give updates on the score.
Plus, you can send text messages
to friends— even if they're with another I
wireless provider. It's just one more
exclusive benefit of being on our team.
Connect today with America's best 1
national wireless provider. Verizon Wireless, a
1.800.2 JOIN IN verizonwireless.com
The Official
Wireless Provider of
the Clemson Tigers
VBtl OHwireless
We never stop working for you"
Best network claim based on results of our reliability studies and network
advantages. See http://verizonwireless.com/bestnetwork for details.
Select CDMA phone required. Two-way messaging CDMA phone required
to send messages from handset. Coverage not available in all areas.
Other charges and restrictions may apply. ©2002 Verizon Wireless
eeping You onTour Fee
THERE'S A LOT MORE TO CLEMSON THAN FOOTBALL.
Clemson was a pioneer in the development of hip implant technology,
and our researchers continue to make advancements in bioengineer-
ing. Right now, they're developing longer-
lasting artificial knee implants that are less
likely to require follow-up surgery. This
breakthrough can keep all of us on our feet
for years to come.
Bioengineer Martine LaBerge (left), pictured with graduate
student Julie-Anne Burdick, is one of several Clemson
researchers improving orthopedic implants.
www.clemson.edu
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by Samantha Carruth
As the Clemson volleyball team enters the
2002 season, the team's strength will lie in its expe-
rience and versatility. The future looks bright for the
Tigers with 10 returning veterans and four returning
starters who not only have seen court time, but can
also play a number of positions.
Entering her 10th year as Clemson's head
coach, Jolene Jordan Hoover is very enthusiastic
and optimistic about the season. "We have been in
a situation the last two years that we have been very
young. We are really looking forward to the major-
ity of our team being sophomores and juniors. De-
spite our continued youth, we have a number of play-
ers with court time going into this season, which is
exciting. Not only do we have court time, but we
are much stronger because of our versatility."
Clemson returns its lone senior in Jessi
Betcher, the Tigers' all-time leader in assists per
game with an 1 1 .85 average. Betcher, a three-year
starter at the setter position, ranks second all-time
on Clemson's career list with 3,756 assists. The
native of Boulder, CO was the ACC Rookie-of-the-
Year in 1 999 and also was selected as the AVCA
District III Freshman-of-the-Year.
Hoover will look to Betcher to lead the Tigers
along with red-shirt sophomore Ryane Beasley.
Betcher was chosen as a captain for the third con-
secutive year, while Beasley begins her sophomore
season as a first-year captain.
Junior Marija Zoric and sophomore Lori Ashton
will be the mainstays in the middle position. Beasley
could also see some time there. Ashton, from
Waldorf, MD, was a 2001 ACC All-Freshman pick,
played in 1 03 games, and led the team in block so-
los, block assists, blocks per game, and total blocks.
She is already fifth all-time at Clemson in blocks per
game and 10th in hitting percentage.
Zoric, from Belgrade, Yugoslavia, is one of the
most improved players on the team. She tallied 69
kills and 62 blocks during the 2001 season.
The Tigers have a considerable amount of
depth at the outside hitter position with the pres-
ence of three returning letterwinners and two fresh-
men who have experience. Beasley, along with
Leslie Finn, Kiki Dallao, Carly Hill, and Meghan
Stanton, will be vying for time at the position.
Beasley will not only be one of the leaders of
the team as a co-captain, but she is also expected
to be the leader of the outside hitters. She is the
team's most versatile player, playing outside, middle,
or right. The Channahon, IL native was second on
the team in kills and kills per game last season. She
tallied 313 kills for a 3.19 kills per game average,
and she also recorded 244 digs.
Finn and Dallao also will see action as outside
hitters. Finn, a sophomore from California, played
in 79 matches in 2001, recording 236 kills and 159
digs. The outside hitter ranked third on the team in
hitting percentage (.248) as a freshman.
Dallao, a member of the 2000 ACC All-Fresh-
man Team, is another versatile player who could see
time at two positions this year. The junior outside
hitter from Arlington, TX may also see time on the
right side due to the depth at the outside position.
Freshmen Hill and Stanton will add to the depth
of the outside hitter position and will be vying for
playing time as well. Hill, the 2000 and 2002 News-
Gazette Player of the Year from White Heath,
IL, can play on the right side as well. Stanton,
an all-area pick by the Chicago Daily Herald
(2000 and 2001 ), helped lead the Sports Per
formance Volleyball Club to a #9 national rank-
ing at the USA Volleyball Championships in
2001.
Rookie Kristin Swanson, of Lake Forest,
IL, will vie for playing time at the right side as
well. The 6'0
"
right side hitter was a two-sport
athlete in high school, playing volleyball and
competing in track. (Vlost notably, she helped
lead the Lake Forest High volleyball team to
the 2001 regional championship.
Betcher returns for the Tigers at the set-
ter position. The senior, who only needs 649
assists to become Clemson's all-time leader
on the career assist list, could also see time at
the new libero position when not playing as
the setter.
Collegiate women's volleyball has added
a new defensive element for the 2002 season
in the libero. The libero is a designated back-
row player, intended to be used as a ball-con-
trol specialist. The libero is allowed to replace
any player in the back row without counting as
a substitution. The libero is only allowed to
play in the back row. She is not allowed to
serve and may not block or attempt to block.
The Tigers have four defensive special-
ists on the roster, including Simpsonville, SC,
native Stephanie Haskell. As a rookie, Haskell
recorded 1 33 digs and tallied double-digit digs
in four matches.
Laura Jensen is another one of
Clemson's versatile players, as she could see
playing time at the outside hitter position or as
a defensive specialist. As a freshman, the Califor-
nia native recorded 128 kills and 237 digs.
Lindsey Abbott, a junior from Fort Walton
Beach, FL, also will be vying for playing time as a
defensive specialist. She played in 1 5 matches and
tallied 32 digs during the 2001 season.
Sophomore Sarah Gardner, from Waldorf, MD,
joined the team last season as a defensive special-
ist and will be vying for playing time as well this year.
The Tigers have put together a tough sched-
ule for 2002, competing against several nationally
renowned programs within the first few weeks of the
season. Couple that with two home tournaments
and competitive ACC foes, Clemson looks to have
a tough and challenging season.
Clemson opened the season in sunny Malibu,
CA against 2001 NCAA Tournament participants
Pepperdine, Michigan, and South Florida in the
Pepperdine Tournament September 1st.
Clemson will continue its road trips as the Ti-
gers play in the Texas Tech Tournament from Sep-
tember 13-14, where they will face Texas Tech and
Arizona State. From September 20-21, the Tigers
will play host to the Clemson Invitational, as Texas
Christian, Virginia Tech, and Coastal Carolina will
travel to Tigertown,
Clemson will open its 2002 ACC season at Vir-
ginia and Maryland in late September. The Tigers
will return home for their first ACC match in Jervey
Gym on October 1 against North Carolina. At the
end of the season, Clemson will compete at the ACC
Championships in Atlanta from November 21 -24,
Senior setter Jessi Betcher ranl<s second all-
time on Clemson's career list with 3,756 assists
and needs only 649 assists to become the
Tigers all-time assist leader.
During the spring season, the Tigers team
chemistry became very evident. "This spring, we
probably made the greatest strides as a team, " stated
Hoover. "We showed that we are a team and not
little pieces of a team. We will definitely see the
benefits of that on the court this season."
Team chemistry is not the only bond evident
on the 2002 team. The coaching staff has a strong
relationship not only amongst the staff, but with the
team. "(Assistant coaches) Karen (Weatherington)
and Kelley (McCaffrey) do a wonderful job," said
Hoover. "Continuity in the staff is very important for
the team. The chemistry within the staff, and be-
tween the staff and the team is very good. I don't
think we could ask for a better situation."
Clemson enters this season with the goal of
getting back to the upper echelon of the ACC. The
Tigers have the potential and capability to finish the
season in a top slot in the conference with the pres-
ence of 10 versatile lettenwinners. With a hunger
for success, the 2002 Tiger volleyball team's goals
are definitely attainable.
Samantha Carruth, a second-year graduate student from
Landrum. SC. is a graduate assistant in the Clemson Sports In-
formation Office.
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Proud Sponsor of Clemson Tiger Football!
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Gary Barnes
Football
1 959-61
A member of the
Clemson Centennial
Team, Gary Barnes was
a three-year starter tor
the Tigers. In 1959, he
was named First-Team
AII-ACC as a wide re-
ceiver while leading
Clemson to a 9-2 record
and a postseason ap-
pearance in the Blueb-
onnet Bowl. During that
game, Barnes set a
school record when he
caught a 68-yard touch-
down pass in the fourth quarter that helped lead the
Tigers to a win over #7 Texas Christian. His touch-
down reception is still the longest scoring play in
Clemson bowl game history
Barnes was a Second-Team AII-ACC player in
1960 and 1961, and went on to play in the East-
West Shrine Game after the 1961 season. He was
a two-time Honorable Mention All-American at
Clemson. The 6-4 receiver had also played defen-
sive back and returned kicks during his career, so
his all-around efforts were a needed commodity in a
day when football players went both ways.
Barnes probably enhanced his draft status in
an all-around performance against Furman his se-
nior year. During that game, he had 33 yards rush-
ing, 33 yards receiving, a 72-yard punt return, and a
51
-yard interception return. The Packers drafted
Barnes in the third round.
Barnes enjoyed an NFL career that spanned
from 1962-68. He played in 60 total games with
Green Bay, Dallas, Chicago, and Atlanta. He might
be the only player in pro football history to play for
Vince Lombardi, George Halas, and Tom Landry
Add in his experiences playing at Clemson for Frank
Howard and you can see that Barnes benefited from
some of the greatest coaches in football history.
His very first year, the Packers won the 1 962
World Championship. In 1966, he became the first
player to sign a contract with the Atlanta Falcons,
as he scored the franchise's first touchdown that sea-
son. He retired at the conclusion of the 1968 sea-
son. For his NFL career, he caught 41 passes for
583 yards and two touchdowns.
A native of Fairfax, AL, Barnes now lives in
Clemson and has served the city as a municipal
judge for 1 6 years. Through his service to Clemson
both on the field and in the courtroom, Barnes has
proved his valor as a Hall of Fame inductee.
Mary Anne luuein-Grant
Women's Basketball
1 979-82
For Mary Anne
Cubelic-Grant, the path
to the Clemson Hall of
Fame is marked by
groundbreaking suc-
cess in the women's
basketball program. It
has taken a while, but
she is finally receiving
her due.
Cubelic-Grant was
a teammate and class-
mate of all-time great
Barbara Kennedy-
Dixon, the only women's
basketball player in history to have her number re-
tired and the only female athlete in school history to
be inducted into the Clemson Ring of Honor.
A look to Kennedy-Dixon's ACC record 3,1 13
points and 1,252 rebounds certainly shows she is
deserving of that stature. But, she had a teammate
who helped her score many of those points and get
many of those rebounds. ..and help the Lady Tigers
to many significant victories.
As a player, Cubelic-Grant earned AII-ACC
honors in 1982 and 1983. She also teamed with
Kennedy-Dixon to lead Clemson to its first-ever top-
20 national finish in 1980-81 and the school's first
ever NCAA Tournament appearance in 1981-82.
That 1980-81 season was very significant, as the
Lady Tigers, under Coach Annie Tribble, won the
school's first ever ACC regional season champion-
ship and defeated five top-20 teams throughout the
season, including #2 Old Dominion, and #7Tennes-
see.
During that 1981-82 season, she averaged a
career-high 17.1 points per game and was also
named the team's top defensive player. She was
named an Honorable Mention All-American during
her senior season in 1983 as well.
Cubelic-Grant completed her Clemson career
as one of the most memorable players in Lady Tiger
history. Her success on the court also helped lay
the foundation for the team's current prestige and
achievement. She finished her career with 1,501
points and 651 field goals, which are still ranked fifth
and fourth, respectively, on Clemson's all-time lists.
Known for her all-around abilities, she never
quite recorded a triple-double, but came close on
many occasions. She is still fifth in school history in
points scored, but is also sixth in total assists and
on a per game basis. She is the only Lady Tiger in
the top six in school history in both scoring and as-
sists. She started 99 games in her four years and is
still fourth in assist-to-turnover ratio.
These are outstanding bottom-line stats, but
her diligence should also be noted. She missed her
entire freshman year due to a knee injury, as she
suffered three knee injuries altogether during her four
years at Clemson.
Cubelic-Grant is one of the sports greats in the
program's first decade. Her accomplishments on
the court have paved the way for present and future
Lady Tigers.
Bill Foster had a
large number of land-
mark accomplishments
as Clemson's head bas-
ketball coach from
1975-84. In his nine
years at the helm of the
Clemson program, he
led the Tigers to 156
wins, including 16
against top-20 teams,
still tied for the most
wins over top-20 teams
in history. Thirteen of
the 156 wins were over-
time victories, also a Clemson coaching record in
that category
Foster led Clemson to 40 wins his first two
years, including consecutive wins over top-five
teams on the road in the ACC in his first year. That
first year also included Clemson's first ever win in
Cameron Indoor Stadium. A 22-6 campaign in 1 976-
77 was led by all-time great Tree Rollins and included
wins over North Carolina, N.C. State, and Maryland.
Rollins averaged a double-double over his four years
at Clemson, two under Foster's leadership.
Foster's best year and perhaps the best year
in Clemson basketball history took place during the
1979-80 season, when he guided the Tigers to a
23-9 overall record and a berth in the Final Eight of
the NCAA Tournament. That is the only time a
Clemson team has been just one step from the Fi-
nal Four. The Tigers lost to eventual NCAA runnerup
UCLA by just 1 1 points.
That 1979-80 season included six wins over
top-20 teams, still a school record for a single sea-
son. That total included an 87-82 overtime victory
against top-ranked Duke, the first time in history
Bill Foster
Head Basketball Coach
1 975-84
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Clemson had beaten the nation's top-ranked team
In basketball. The Tigers also had ranked wins over
Virginia, North Carolina, N.C. State, Maryland, and
a Brigham Young team In the NCAA Tournament led
by Danny AInge.
The Tigers won three games In the NCAA Tour-
nament over Utah State, Brigham Young, and Lamar
(coached by Billy Tubbs) before losing to Larry
Brown's UCLA team in the finals of the West Re-
gional In Tucson, AZ.
Foster took Clemson to another 20-wln sea-
son and the NIT In 1 980-81 , a season that was led
by first-round draft choice Larry Nance. Foster con-
tinued to bring in solid players through the 1983-84
season. That year, he recruited a pair of future first-
round NBA draft choices In Horace and Harvey
Grant. In fact, Horace is still playing today and has
played on four NBA World Championship teams.
Grant was the leader of Clemson's 1986-87 team
that won a school-record 25 games.
Foster left Clemson In 1984 to restart the pro-
gram at Miami (FL) and later coached at Virginia
Tech. He led Virginia Tech to consecutive 25-wln
seasons In 1994-95 and 1995-96, and reached the
500-vlctory mark for his career In that 1 995-96 sea-
son. He finished his career with a record of 532-
325, winning at least 75 games at five different
schools. He Is now retired and Is living In Boone,
NC.
"He is the toughest
I have ever had," said
legendary Head Coach
Bill Wilhelm to The
Greenville News col-
umnist Dan Foster In a
May 1988 article. That
Is quite a statement for
a coach who, at that
point, had served
Clemson University for
31 years.
Wilhelm was a
catcher himself by trade
In his youth and certainly
had an appreciation for Heffernan's ability to block
errant pitches around home plate. Heffernan saved
many a wild pitchers In his 259 games behind home
plate.
Wilhelm had unparallel consistency over his
36 years, as he never had a losing season. But,
Heffernan's arrival began a resurgence in the pro-
gram. The Tigers did not go to the NCAA Tourna-
ment between 1982-86, but by Heffernan's junior
year, 1987, the Tigers were back in the field, com-
peting for a berth In the College World Series. In
fact, in 1987 and 1988 combined, the Tigers won
108 games, exactly 54 each season, and finished
in the top 1 5 of the final polls.
At the conclusion of his junior year, Heffernan
was a ninth-round draft choice of the Texas Rang-
ers. He turned down the pro offers and returned to
Clemson .^r his senior year. The return to Clemson
did not hurt his draft status, as he was a ninth-round
pick after his senior year by the Milwaukee Brew-
ers. The return allowed him to finish his degree re-
quirements.
Heffernan's career can be characterized by the
aforementioned hustle and determination when It
Bert Heffernan
Baseball
1 985-88
came to defense, but also consistency on offense.
As a sophomore he batted .331 , as a junior he bat-
ted .335, and as a senior he hit ,337. He had be-
tween 15-18 doubles those last three years, and had
between 80-89 hits all four years of his career.
Prior to Khalll Greene's incredible 2002 sea-
son that brought him national player-of-the-year hon-
ors, Heffernan held the Clemson career marks for
games played, at bats, runs scored, and walks. He
is now third In total hits, fourth In doubles, and fifth
in total bases. A catcher, Heffernan had 54 career
stolen bases. Case closed when It comes to his all-
around abilities.
Heffernan was named an AII-ACC catcher
twice and also was named a First-Team All-Ameri-
can by the American Baseball Coaches Association
in 1988, his senior season.
Heffernan played many years In the minor
leagues and finally reached the Majors in 1992 with
the Seattle Mariners. Now a member of the Clemson
Hall of Fame, Bert Heffernan will always be remem-
bered for his tremendous success, his love for the
game of baseball, and the way he represented
Clemson University.
A native of New York, his accomplishments
have stood the test of time in this area. This year he
will be named as one of the members of the ACC
50-Year anniversary baseball team.
Kevin Johnson
certainly had a positive
Impact on the heritage
of Clemson golf and
Clemson athletics. He
became the program's
first three-time All-
Amerlcan and brought
the Clemson program to
new heights through his
performance on the
course and his team
leadership.
A native of New
England, Johnson was a
third-team All-American as a sophomore in 1 987, a
first-team choice as a junior In 1 988, and a second-
team selection as a senior in 1989. He was the
Kevin Johnson
Golf
1 985-88
ACC Champion in 1 988 as a junior, Clemson's sec-
ond ACC Champion In school history and first since
1976.
Johnson brought Clemson much acclaim
through national amateur events. In 1987, he was
the United States Public Links Champion, and the
following year was the runnerup. Those finishes get
golfers in the Master's today, but did not In the 1 980s.
Johnson also played In the World Cup and the
Walker Cup, the first Clemson golfer to appear in
either one of those prestigious events. He was the
D.J. Trahan of the 1 980s when it came to Clemson
golf.
Johnson led the Clemson team to a third-place
finish at the 1 989 NCAA Tournament In Oklahoma.
He would have been the NCAA Champion at that
event had he not been rushed to the media room by
NCAA officials prior to signing his scorecard after
the second round of competition. NCAA officials
ruled he did not turn in his scorecard in a timely man-
ner (even though officials told him to leave the scor-
ing tent to attend the media interview) and his sec-
ond round score of 66 was disqualified. He over-
came the heartbreak to lead Clemson to its then
highest finish ever.
Johnson still ranks in the top 10 in Clemson
history in stroke average, rounds in the 60s, rounds
at par or better, and rounds under par. He Is still #1
in top-10 finishes, a mark Trahan will strive to beat
this year.
Johnson has continued to represent Clemson
well as a professional. He played on the PGA Tour
in 2001 and is a multi-year veteran on the BUY.com
tour. He qualified for the United States Open in 2000
and 2001, and is a three-time champion on the
BUY.com tour, winning the 1997 Puget Sound, the
1 999 South Carolina Classic, and the 2000 Permian
Basin Open.
A visitor to the Clemson campus whenever the
Tour brings him to the Southeast, Johnson was
named to the ACC 50-Year anniversary golf team in
August. He certainly brought Clemson golf to a new
level, leading the program its first top-four finish in
1989.
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William Perry
Football
1 981 -84
William "The Re-
frigerator" Perry left a
lasting impression on
both Tiger fans and the
National Football
League. He was a
member of the 1981 Na-
tional Championship
Team and now becomes
the seventh player from
that squad to be in-
ducted into the Clemson
Hall of Fame. He was
also one of four national
champions to be named
to the Clemson Centennial Team in 1996.
During his Clemson career, Perry anchored the
defensive line as a three-year starter like no one
before him. From 1982-84, he was a three-time All-
ACC selection at middle guard and also was named
to the All-America team those same years, the first
three-time All-American in Clemson history and still
one of just two in school history (Anthony Simmons
is the other).
In 1984, Perry earned honors as the ACC
Player-of-the-Year while leading the nation in tack-
les-for-loss with 27 and averaging 2.45 tackles-for-
loss per game. He led the Clemson team in total
tackles with an even 100. He finished runnerup to
current All-Pro defensive lineman Bruce Smith for
the Outland Trophy that season, given annually to
the nation's top lineman. When his career as a Ti-
ger came to a close, the #66 on the back of his jer-
sey was unmistakable to Clemson Tiger fans every-
where.
The numbers show the impact Perry had on
the Clemson program. The Tigers were a combined
37-6-2 during his career, including tallying a 23-1-2
record in Death Valley. Ironically, Perry never tasted
defeat in Death Valley until his final home game.
The Tigers lost just two ACC games in the four years
Perry was on the gridiron, as the Tigers were a com-
bined 24-2 against the conference during his four
years.
The Chicago Bears drafted Perry in the first
round of the 1 985 NFL draft and he wasted little time
making an impact in the league. As a rookie playing
in the 1986 Super Bowl, Perry scored on a punish-
ing up-the-middle touchdown run as a fullback in
the fourth quarter to help lead the Bears to their first
and only Super Bowl victory in team history. With
the Super Bowl victory, it meant Perry won a Na-
tional Championship at Clemson in his first year of
college football, then won a Super Bowl Champion-
ship with the Bears in his rookie year in professional
football.
Perry went on to play seven seasons for the
Bears before he was signed by the Philadelphia
Eagles in 1994. After earning a starting role on the
defensive line. Perry played for two seasons before
retiring from pro football in 1996. He joins Dwight
Clark as the only former Tiger football players to
appear on the cover of Sports Illustrated as a pro-
fessional football player.
Perry earned another honor this summer when
he was named to the ACC's 50-year anniversary
football team, one of nine Clemson players on the
team. His brother, Michael Dean Perry (1984-87 at
Clemson) also made the club, helping Clemson to a
first-place ranking among players on the prestigious
team.
Since his tenure
as athletic director be-
gan in 1985, the
progress that marks
Bobby Robinson's im-
pact at Clemson is diffi-
cult to express in words.
Looking at numbers in-
stead, one finds that
during the Robinson
era, Clemson University
won 57 ACC champion-
ships and all 19 of
Clemson's sport pro-
grams were ranked in the
top 20 nationally at one time or another.
In the all-sports rankings, which rates school
programs on an overall scale, Clemson was ranked
in the top 25 nine times following Robinson's pro-
motion to director of athletics in 1985, the position
from which he resigned on July 1 , 2002.
Overall,
Clemson had
nine top-25 pro-
grams in 2001-
02 to go with 1
1
top-25 finishes in
2000-01, show-
ing that Clemson
succeeded at a
high level even
in his final years.
Over his career,
Clemson had
151 top-25 sea-
sons, an aver-
age of nearly
nine per season.
Sixteen of the 19
programs had at
least one final
Bobby Robinson
Athletic Director
1 985-02
top-10 ranking during his career, including 10 pro
grams that had a top-five national finish.
Women's programs flourished under Robinson.
Seven of the nine women's teams had a top-1 final
ranking, including four that had a top-five finish. The
women's soccer program ranked in the top 15 and
participated in the NCAA Tournament every year of
its existence under Robinson. The women's bas-
ketball team advanced to NCAA Tournament play
14 of the last 15 years.
The revenue sports also held a prominent place
nationally The Tiger football team went to a bowl
game 1 4 of his 1 7 years as athletic director, and the
men's basketball team advanced to postseason play
1 2 of 1 7 years, including a #8 national finish in 1 996
97.
Robinson began working for Clemson Univer-
sity in 1970 and made his first real impact as
Clemson's head golf coach from 1974-1983. As
coach, he delivered the program's first ACC cham-
pionship in 1982 as well as its first top-five national
finish in 1983. He recruited Clemson's first golf All-
American in Clarence Rose, who went on to a 20-
year PGA career. Dillard Pruitt. Clemson's first mul
tiple-year All-American, was also recruited by
Robinson.
Aside from the obvious progress marked by
numerous championships and national rankings,
Robinson may be remembered best for his academic
impact on the athletic program and the construction
of Vickery Hall (see page 120). Opened in 1991,
Vickery Hall was the first stand-alone facility tor stu-
dent-athletes in the nation, and several universities
have copied its concept since then.
The academic GPA of Clemson's student-ath-
letes has risen from 2.30 to 2.85 over the history of
the building and the program has set records for
number of athletes on the ACC Academic Honor Roll,
Dean's List and President's List honorees.
Robinson was awarded the Order of Palmetto
by the State of South Carolina on Apnl 1 7, 2002 for
his service to the state. As an inductee into the Hall
of Fame in 2002, Clemson University now recog-
nizes one of its greatest contributors to both aca-
demic and athletic excellence.
Summaries written by Bryant Stone, wtio is a senior from Great
Falls, VA and a student assistant in the Clemson Sports Informa-
tion Office
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When I returned to Notre Dame
for my 25-year reunion this past June,
the first place I wanted to visit was
Coleman Hall. It is an impressive
multi-million dollar building constructed
in the center of campus to provide aca-
demic services for Notre Dame's over
600 student-athletes in 28 sports.
As I toured the building that was
composed of multiple classrooms and
computer rooms, it occurred to me that
Bobby Robinson was way ahead of his
time. Eleven years after Robinson de-
veloped the concept and built Vickery
Hall at Clemson, Notre Dame admin-
istrators had finally seen the light.
Anyone who knows Bobby
Robinson, Clemson's athletic director
for 17 years and athletic department
employee for 28 years, would not be
surprised that the student-athlete en-
richment program was his concept.
He was an athletic director who had
the well-being of the student-athletes at the top of
his list. Making decisions that enhanced the matur-
ing process of the student-athlete were his motiva-
tion.
Vickery Hall is the most tangible example of
this, and the growth of the concept and facilities
across the country will be his legacy at Clemson
and on a national scale. At last count, 30 Division I
schools have built a stand-alone student-athlete en-
richment building since Vickery Hall was the first of
its kind In 1991.
The facility provides Clemson student-athletes,
scholarship and walk-on, with a facility to receive
added instruction in an individual manner, something
that is needed as a result of their time demands.
The facility also has top-of-the-line computers, which
makes a difference in a student-athlete's hectic
schedule.
But, Vickery Hall is more than that. The per-
sonnel at the facility also coordinates athletes' com-
munity service activities and takes an active role in
helping graduating students secure future employ-
ment. I can give you countless examples of
Robinson, Bill D'Andrea, and his staff going the ex-
tra mile in helping the athlete secure a job long after
the person has stopped helping Clemson gain wins
on the field or courts of competition.
There are tangible examples of the impact
Vickery Hall has had on Clemson student-athletes
and the corresponding impact it has had on the uni-
versity at large. Since the facility opened in 1991,
the GPA of Clemson student-athletes has risen from
2.30 to 2.85. Annually, that figure is now within .05
points of the overall student body average, and in
many semesters has been just .02 off the overall
figure.
In general, this facility makes a strong state-
ment to b:'jdents and their parents that Clemson
cares about you and your development off the field
as much as it does on the field. That statement de-
scribes Robinson. Robinson came to Clemson to
work on campus in the Housing Department, but
quickly moved to the athletic department where he
supervised the finances for Bill McLellan.
Robinson coached Clemson to its first ever ACC golf title in 1 982.
Among the team members were current Tiger golf coach and
then assistant coach Larry Penley (lower left) and future PGA
professional Dillard Pruitt (top right).
In 1975, he added the responsibility of head
golf coach to his resume. Those who have known
him feel the nine years he did double duty were his
most rewarding. Again, it w/as the overall wisdom
he provided his players that proved to be rewarding
for him.
"He was a great coach, but also cared about
you as a person and every phase of your life," said
current Clemson Golf Coach Larry Penley. "I try to
treat my players the same way he treated us when I
played for him 20 years ago."
Robinson could be inducted into the Clemson
Hall of Fame today based on his accomplishments
as a golf coach alone. In 1 974, he took over a pro-
gram that had never finished better than sixth in the
ACC. He took Clemson to its first ever NCAA Tour-
nament in 1980 and the team finished 12th in the
country. In 1 982, Clemson won its first ACC Cham-
pionship in golf.
He decided the 1983 season
would be his last as head coach, as
the demands of his ever-growing list
of responsibilities as now associate
athletic director had become too much.
Clemson finished the 1983 season
ranked fifth in the nation. Thus, in nine
years he had brought the program
from sixth in the ACC to fifth in the
nation.
Clemson's sports program
had many highlights in Robinson's 17
years as athletic director. There were
57 ACC championships, an average
of nine top-25 finishes per year, and
21 individual national championships.
The program performed at a high level
until the very end of his tenure. Last
spring, his final spring as athletic di-
rector, Clemson finished in the top four
in the nation in baseball, golf, and
men's track, the only school in the
nation to rank in the top five in all three
of those spring sports.
Last year, Robinson was pre-
sented the Order of the Palmetto by the State of
South Carolina for his service to the university and
the state. It was a surprise presentation. That was
the way it had to be or he probably would not have
attended the ceremony. He believed in working out-
side the limelight. As stated above, his satisfaction
in his job was derived from helping student-athletes.
Robinson also provided a guiding light to his
employees. I can give testimony to that. In nearly
25 years of working with and for Bobby Robinson, I
entered his office on many occasions to discuss the
organization of my office, or seek his input on the
elements of a sensitive release.
I always left the office feeling I had been treated
fairly. How many of you can say that about your
boss?
Tim Bourret is Clemson 's Sports Information Director and is in
his 25th year at Clemson.
I
Robinson received the highest honor a resident of the State of South Carolina can
receive when he was presented with the Order of the Palmetto in Columbia last April.
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Football season is an excellent time to make your dreams a reality.
The perfect home can he realized with one visit to the Nation's
Largest floor covering store and the Souths most respected home
furnishings center ...all in one place!
Visit our newly remodeled full-scale showhome-inside our warehouse.
• Carpeting
• Exquisite Area Rugs
• Durable Laminates
• Wood Flooring
• Ceramic Tile
• Vinyl
• Furniture
• Furniture Accessories
• Electronics
• Lighting & Ceiling Fans
• Fine Linens
• Cabinets for both
Kitchen and Bath
800-262-3132
CARPETS OF DALTON, INC.
AMERICAN
HOMESHOW
Pre-engineered Excellence
Yeargin Construction, Inc. can meet all of your pre-engineered
metal building needs - on time - within budget - with the
greatest attention to detail and quality.
As your single source of responsibility, we can handle all of
the planning, designing and construction of your facility.
This full service approach saves you valuable time and money.
Yeargin Construction Inc. and American Buildings -
a TEAM that builds lasting impressions.
Built to last!
AMERICAN
BUILDINGS
YEARGIN
YEARGIN CONSTRUCTION, INC
Commercial, Industrial, institutional
Full-Service Design/Build 121 Edinburgh Court, Greenville, SC 29607 • (864) 232-1491 www.YearginConstruction.com
